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ABC story? See page 22.
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BY CHARLES D.
MECIMORE, CMA,
AND ALICE T. BELL
Management accountants
have cut their teeth on the
first generation of ABC, and
the second and third generations are being implemented. What will the fourth generation look like? Here is a
panoramic view of the ABC
generations along with a
forecast of what form a
fourth- generation ABC system will take.

37
ABC VS. TOC: IT'S A
MATTEROFTIME

27
DEPARTMENTAL
ACTIVITY-BASED
MANAGEMENT
BY DAVID E. KEYS,
CMA, AND ROBERT J.
LEFEVRE, CMA
Going one step beyond activity -based management,
these consultants illustrate
a new approach to a cost
system that builds upon current departmental -based
systems of accounting.
They illustrate its advantages based upon the first
application of DABM.

31
STEELINGTIMEWITH
ABCORTOC

BY JAY S. HOLMEN, CMA
When the assumptions of
activity-based costing and
the theory of constraints are
compared, it becomes clear
that the two cost approaches are based on different
time horizons. The underlying assumptions for both
cost models are explained,
and the conclusion is that
they can work together if
they are used at the appropriate time.

41
HOWTOMURDER
MATERIALCOSTS
WITHABC
BY DAVID C. SMITH, CMA
An easygoing accounting
detective solves his company's overhead cost mystery
and shows management
how to lower material costs
by using activity-based
costing.

BY ROBERT J.
CAMPBELL
The applicablity of activitybased costing and the theory of constraints is examined at a steel service
center. Both approaches are
necessary to justify cycle time improvement.
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Searching for cost - reduction opportunities is

! i k e d r i l l i n g f o r o i l . Ioi, know the

ptvoff's there somewbcri, Ina

Refine Your Bottom Line — Enterprise
Wide —With ABC Technologies

you're not sure where to start. In

Knowledge is power, At ABC,

wr case, we were using a stan-

we put knowledge into your

lard costing sysirm for all 11 of

hands with software that makes it

wr domestic plants. Capturing,

easy to track and measure activity

rnd analyzing that data was an

costs and increase profitability

normous task, and we knew wee

departmentally or corporate wide.

men'tseeing actual costs,
' Tbat's why we chose ABC

Technologies. ABCs activity ,asrd ramgeftnt tools let us

'dent fy and analyze true costs

cross all of our plants. We looked

ABC Technologies' solutions
range from stand -alone education
and pilot products to enterprise wide, activity-based management
solutions -fully integrated across
your network.
ABC's products give you infor-

it inventory, materials handling,
vansfactoring, packaging, and

mation about quality, processes,
and costing that helps you make

'raffye,

faster, better decisions. The kind

"And we struck it big. We

liscovered a surprising 20%

of decisions that pump up the
bottom line,

variation in manufacturing costs among our plants. ABC helped identfy

7roblems in setups and changeovers and make corresponding cost-saving

rtoddations.
`7n fact, we're well on our way to seeing a 10% reduction in costs

lomesticaly. We plan to extend thesesavings enterprise-wideby using ABC's

softwareand support in our international plants in Canada, Australia, and

The Netherlands,
"ABC helped usfind actual costs and reduce them. The result is a bottorn
finethat's anything but crude."

EasyASC (left).The standard for powerful, stand -alone ABM
solutions, Easy ABC helps drive companies to new levels of profit
and performance.
Oros (right). For corporate -wide solutions, Oros delivers
robust tightly integrated activity-based management for networked environments.

Ile leader in activity -based management
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DISTRIBUTION
CHANNEL
PROFITABILITY
BY KENNETH H.
MANNING
You need to understand the
revenue and cost trade -offs
associated with the various
channels through which
your company delivers
products and services before you can make informed
strategic decisions. An
ABC -based analytical framework discussed here will
help you develop a solid understanding of your organization's current distribution
and customer situation.

50
ABC: APILOT
APPROACH

COLUMNS
6
PERSPECTIVES

BY ALAN W. RUPP, CPA
An ABC pilot project at Lord
Corporation not only helped
managers make better decisions, but it also taught
them more about cost accounting and company
operations.

The CMA program: IMA's
international bridge.

56
BENCHMARKING
WITH ABCM
BY STEVE COBURN, CPA;
HUGH GROVE, CPA; AND
CYNTHIA FUKAMI
The Marketing Resources
Group of US WEST, a regional telephone group, recently benchmarked its accounting department to find
out who actually was using
its accounting products.
The results led to a strategy
to redeploy accounting resources from routine transaction processing to management decision support
products.
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ow there's an easy way for you to take the "fuzzy"

matter of minutes. And the spreadsheet instantly

•
•

numbers of forecasts, projections, and estimates,

updates your other numbers based on each fuzzy

and turn them into information you can clearly use.

•

situation you need to consider. Use FuziCalc in

•
•

engineering for process design and analysis, project

FuziCalc® is the world's first fuzzy spreadsheet. It lets you
plug your fuzzy numbers into a simple, versatile Windows

•

spreadsheet, and look at all the possibilities

•

planning, bid review, risk assessment, even
groundwater transport calculations. Use FuziCalc in
marketing for market analysis, sales

fast. You don't have to go through dozens of

projections, product planning, and direct

"what if" scenarios or know statistical
methods to use FuziCalc. All you need is a
few of your own fuzzy numbers.
FuziCalc lets you take your numbers and

.FuZOIC
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Fuzzy
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create projections that show you best -case,

FuziCalc for cash flow analysis, profit
planning, and real estate valuation.
For more information call us today.

1 -800. 472 -6183
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The IMA now has about 1,000 international members. There are IMA affiliates
in 12 different foreign nations. For many years, representatives from Sao Paulo
and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, have attended our Annual Conference. Last June,
representatives from Sao Paulo invited me to Brazil to talk about the CMA.
That visit in November convinced me that we have a great opportunity to use
the CMA Program as a bridge to management accountants worldwide.
The body of knowledge for management accounting largely transcends national borders. If you look closely at the CMA examination, you
see only
about 25% that is specific to the U.S. — mainly Part 2, Financial Accounting
and Reporting. The vast majority (about 75%) of the examination material applies to all nations. Thus, one might say that Parts 1, 3, and 4 almost could
be viewed as the common core for an international examination, while each
individual country would need its own Part 2.
During my three days in Sao Paulo, I met with the leaders of the financial
and academic communities. I was very impressed with their genuine desire
to establish the CMA in Brazil. They want to improve management accounting
education and practice to help their country compete internationally. The
CMA program is viewed as setting the standard for their accounting and finance personnel. The chairman of the accounting department of the University of Sao Paulo, Professor Massayuki Nakagawa, spent two days with the
ICMA staff last year learning about our program. Charles Holland, a partner
with the Sao Paulo office of Ernst and Young, is the driving force behind the
overall effort. The managing partner of the Rio office of KPMG Peat Marwick,
Tim Young, actively participated in the sessions and is very supportive of the
initiative. I found it very encouraging that the entire accounting profession
appears united in the desire to bring the CMA to Brazil.
The CMA can become IMA's Bridge to the rest of the world. The interest
demonstrated during my Brazilian trip should be the impetus for further exploration and development of an international CMA program. Such a program
could include any or all of the following: translation of three parts of the exam
into other languages, development of nation - specific financial reporting exam
sections, and foreign nation representation on the ICMA Board of Regents.
Based on the enthusiasm shown, Brazil would be a natural starting point for
this developmental effort to construct an international CMA program.
We have a unique opportunity to use the CMA program to link us with other
nations. The people in Brazil would like for their country to be our first partner.
Let us work with Brazil to see if we can construct a solid and meaningful international program. Building a bridge between the U.S. and Brazil would be
the initial step in transforming the CMA into IMA's International Bridge.
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New FTG Ede®r'
keepsyouontopofyourgame.

N

CCHtaxinformation customized tofityourneeds.
Nobody else offers this kind of customized tax information for controllers.
FTG Edge gives you CCH Federal Tax Guide plus, for the first time on CD -ROM,
three great new enhancements: Tax Week, Tax Angles for Special Taxpayers and
Tax Calendar.
To address some of the specific issues you're most likely to face, you can also
order the Controllers' Module that includes State Income Tax, State Sales and Use
Tax, Payroll Tax information, Employee Benefit material and Financial
Accounting information.
If you want to get to the answers to your tax questions quickly and efficiently,
you need the new FTG Edge.
All of this confirms what CCH is all about. Keeping you on the cutting edge.
For a free demo diskette, call 1 800 305 8220, ask for FTG Edge.
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

ROBERT F. RANDALL, EDITOR

'MYTHS' AUTHOR
RESPONDS
n the October issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® Professors
Albert S. Paulson and Katherine J.
Silvester published a letter critical of
my article, "Five Modern Management Accounting Myths" [January
19941. They disagree with my judgment about the significance of labor
cost in the past, my conclusions about
pricing, and my comments on overhead costs. They say my article is misleading and technically incorrect, but
they cite no specific cases of technical
errors or inaccuracies.
For my labor cost analysis, I used
U.S. Department of Commerce data
which show that production labor as a
percentage of sales declined from 23%
in 1849 to approximately 10% in 1987.
Paulson and Silvester object to my conclusion that labor cost was not high in
the past and say "...we believe that the
significance of production labor is a
subjective judgment." I agree, and I
think even in 1849 production labor
was not really large. So, we have now
established we hold different opinions.
What does that show? Does it indicate
companies should change their accounting systems just because someone expresses a subjective opinion
about the relative importance of labor
cost? I hope companies make changes
to their systems for more substantive
reasons than the personal opinions of
people advocating one position or another.
Also, if the relative importance of labor cost is a subjective opinion, does
this mean that all the statements we
have been hearing about the decline in
the importance of labor costs are just
opinions? I think not The authors do
not argue with the data I present in my
paper, and they introduce no data con-

trary to mine to establish that labor
cost was important in the past.
The authors imply I reviewed the
data on corn prices and the prices of
feeder steers for past periods and selected an eight -week period supportive
of my contention that costs do not determine prices. In reality, I decided in
May to select an eight -week period that
began the last part of May and continued through most of July; I then collected my price data each day fromThe
Wall Street Journal as the prices were
reported. This selection process prevented me from having prior knowledge of the relationship between the
corn prices and the feeder steer prices.
Selecting the period to review as I did
prevents the bias the authors suggest
is present in my data. Ironically, the authors reviewed these same prices for
a 15-year period and were able to find
"...virtually any pattern we may desire," a conclusion that supports my
contention that no systematic relation
exists between corn and feeder steer
prices.
The authors argue that pricing depends on product cost. However, they
provide no evidence to support their
case, they provide no references that
support their assertions, and they
provide no logical analyses that support their assertion. I provided data,
arguments, and stories to support my
position.
Paulson and Silvester question the
correctness of my overhead analysis
by suggesting I selected a period that
supports my conclusion. In fact, I se
lected the period for my trend calculation by taking all the periods for which
the U.S. Department of Commerce
published profit as a percentage of
sales for the entire manufacturing sector; data availability dictated the period
I selected, not the correspondence beProfessional Financial Services
Our Services Include:
• Fixed Income, Along with short
term corporate investments.
• Tax - Exempt Municipal Bonds
• 401(k) & Administration
• Managed Money Programs
• Full Brokerage Services
Give yourself and your, firm the
advantage to hear from a global leader.

1- 800- 777-5418

Merrill Lynch
Circle No. 3

tween results and my position.
I cannot find a single shred of evidence in the Paulson and Silvester letter that demonstrates one inaccuracy
or one technical error in my January
article. Surely Paulson and Silvester
could have provided some evidence to
support their claims about problems
with my paper if such problems in fact
do exist.
Germain Boer

CORPORATIONSSHOULD
CLARIFYTHEIRNEEDS
The article "Colleges Are Not Adequately Preparing Accounting Graduates for Fast Jobs, Say Corporate Executives," in the September 1994 issue
ofMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®
states that universities are doing an inadequate job preparing graduates for
entry -level positions. I disagree with
this article.
[Ilt is not the universities's sole responsibility to determine the necessary skills and knowledge required by
corporations. Corporations need to express their needs and interpret these
objectives in a manner so that the universities can accommodate them. The
corporations need to explain what they
mean when they say that entry -level
graduates are "underprepared."
The article also states that "a gap
exists between what employers want
and what graduates have been taught."
I think this is a very generalized statement. The University of Idaho has currently formed an Integrated Business
Core Curriculum in an attempt to
bridge this gap. The integrated course
is heavily dominated by the idea of
"teams" and group activities to further
graduates to the level where corporations are functioning. This new integrated program was implemented to
meet the requirements of corporations
and prepare the graduates for their entry- level positions.
The last point I want to make is that
both universities and employers need
to realize that the education technology is changing at such an accelerated
pace. With this dramatic change, an
entry-level position gives both the
corporation and the employee the
chance to familiarize themselves with
their new surroundings and begin
to advance at the rate of this new
technology.
Korby Conn
Moscow, Idaho
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ABC grows up
True, ABC can give you more reliable product
costs. But then what? With NetProphet software,
you can improve the underlying processes todo
something about those costs. Only NetProphet
combines the best of all worlds: ABC, ABM,
process -view analysis, capacity planning,
constraint checking, and BPR — all in one easyto -use, integrated package.

Processvs. products
Through its Windows interface, NetProphet
allows you to look at your business in a commonsense, graphical process view. Columns and rows
of numbers may be fine for the accountants, but
what about the rest of your organization?
NetProphet gives everyone a picture that they
can understand and use.

What -if analysis
Only NetProphet provides quick and flexible
"what -if" analysis. You —and anyone you designate on the network — can project different
business possibilities. Just point to the process,
change the variable, and the results are displayed
instantly. There's no need to build multiple models
and wait for lengthy reallocations.

Generate your reports,
not ours

SOFTWARE/
FEATURES

NETWORK PROCESS WHAT-IF REPORT ADVANCED
VERSION VE
I W SCENARIOS WRITER TRAINING

NetProphet includes an integrated report writer,
so you can produce custom reports with the
information, range, and look that you want. Or,
you can easily export data and results from
NetProphet into other applications.

NETPROPNETII

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

PRODUCTA

No

No

NO

YES

NO

PRODUCTC

YES

No

No

No

No

Unlimited network access

PRODUCTE

NO

NO

No

No

NO

Multiple users across a network can access the
NetProphet model simultaneously, to test
different scenarios and generate their own
reports — all without affecting the integrity of
the "master" model. And, the economic benefits
are compelling: for 10 users, the cost is half that
of the leading competitor's software.

Yourindustry,
your experience
With hundreds of active installations, we and
our international network of value -added
consultants can help you design the right
model for your business. And, only Sapling
offers industry- specific training classes, from
beginner to advanced to expert. Plus, you get
unlimited technical support and software
upgrades for six months – free!
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WASHINGTONREPORT

STEPHENBARLAS, EDITOR

CONGRESS /SEC
LOOK AT CHANGES
IN FORWARD LOOKING
STATEMENTS
oth Congress and the Securities & Exchange Commission
(SEC) will examine proposals
to expand safe- harbor coverage for forward- looking statements. On February 13, the SEC will hold public hearings aimed at airing some of the
complaints companies have been making over the past year or so about the
limitations of the SEC's current safe
harbor rules. Companies such as Bristol- Myers, International Paper, and
Mobil already have sent in comments.
Two of the top priorities for corporations are extending the safe harbor
rules to include "soft" qualitative information on such things as product and
process quality, workforce training,
and customer satisfaction; and expanding safe harbor protection beyond
"filed" documents. About the same
time the SEC hearings get under way,
the Republican - controlled Congress
will start trying to push its "Contract
with America" through. The Contract
includes Rep. Chris Cox's Securities
Litigation Reform Act. The Cox bill requires the SEC to issue "clear and objective" criteria so that issuers can be
certain at the time a projection is made
that they will not face liability because
of it. The SEC also would have to specify liability limits for conscientiously
prepared projections that fall outside
the safe harbor. Ed Karl, the director
of the tax division at the AICPA, notes
the Republicans have promised to
work seven days a week for the first
100 days of Congress to get the Contract passed. The American Institute of
CPAs and the Big 6 accounting firms
10

like the Cox bill because it abolishes
recklessness as grounds for liability,
according to lobbyist Mark Gittenstein, who represents the Big 6. That
makes it even better than another bill
by Rep. Billy Tauzin (D.-La.) which establishes proportionate liability (replacing joint and several). Forward looking statements — defined in Rule
175 —are made by companies in Management Discussion & Analysis sections of annual reports and in Form 10K and other filings required by
Regulation S-K Those statements are
required when management knows of
trends that are expected to have material effects on a company's financial results. Andrew Gerber, a staffer in the
division of corporation finance, says
the SEC — meaning Chairman Levitt
and the other commissioners —have
no fixed ideas on how Rule 175 should
be changed.

SEC WANTS TO
EXPAND GROUNDS
FOR DISCLOSURE
ON LEGAL
PROBLEMS
ompanies would have to disclose a much broader array of
legal judgments in their financial reports if an SEC proposal becomes law. The SEC currently requires disclosure of legal judgments
against "designated persons " —a category that includes executive officers,
directors, persons nominated to be directors, and some others —for a period
of five years after those judgments are
entered. The kinds of things that have
to be reported include not just civil and
criminal actions and criminal actions
pending, but also sanctions issued by
securities and commodities self -regu-

latory groups. The SEC wants to expand this list to include such things as:
federal and state agency receivership
appointments; civil and administrative
proceedings resulting from a designated person's involvement in mail fraud,
wire fraud, and fraud in connection
with activities related to a business entity; and civil and administrative actions relating to a designated person's
breach of a fiduciary duty owed to a
corporation, partnership, business
trust, or similar activity. The disclosure
filing period would be extended from
five to 10 years. Moreover, the SEC
wants to deep -six the provision in the
current law that allows a company to
skip disclosure if it believes the information would be neither material to investors in evaluating the ability and integrity of management nor to a voting
or investment decision. That exception
would still apply, however, to information about a designated person's involvement in bankruptcy or insolvency
proceedings.

CORPORATE TAX
PROVISIONS IN
GATT
hile most corporations supported passage of the GATT
bill on grounds of export enhancement, the bill may cause a few
"morning after" headaches for corporate accountants because of two tax
provisions inserted into the bill. The
first affects mostly large corporations.
The interest rate paid by the government on corporate tax overpayments
over $10,000 would drop from the federal short -term rate plus two percentage points to the federal short -term
rate plus one -half a percentage point.
This exacerbates the difference between the rate paid by companies on
underpayments —the fed plus three
percentage points —and what they receive on underpayments. The second
tax change allows the IRS to impose a
20% tax penalty on a company that inaccurately reports its income as the result of the use of a tax shelter. Currently, if that happens, the company can get
the 20% penalty reduced by showing
that it believed the tax treatment of the
shelter was "more likely than not" the
proper tax treatment.
■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 16 years ofexperience reporting
from Washington, D. C.
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There's only one activity-based management system
powerful enough to take you from data capture through to
reporting, without compromise.

I

you only ever view the correct results. And it's self maintaining
- automatically incorporating any changes you make.
A s f o r r epo r ting , Hy per A B C let s yo u vi ew t he d ata yo u

Hyper ABC from Armstrong Laing.

want in the format you need via familiar spreadsheets.

Designed to make your job easier, it will unlock data
wherever it's stored without rekeying or re- Formatting.

To find out about the activity-based
management with more muscle, telephone

Once captured, its built -in controls validate everything, so

800 883 41 1 1 now for our free brochure.

®1993 Armstrong Laing Inc 7 Piedmont Center, Suite 500, 3525 Piedmont Road, Atlanta, Georgia, 30305 Telephone 404 364 1836 Facsimile 404 233 4883
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MANAGING
YOUR
CAREER
WHAT DO I DO ABOUT STAFF BURNOUT ?'

ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
My company has just completed its third —and final, we're told —wave oflayoffs. My
staff is now down to half what it was five years ago (1'm the company's controller).
Of course, the workload isn't half what it was. If anything, it has increased. But we're
so °lean, "there's just no "mean "left. My remaining staff is demoralized and depressed.
Even though they no longer fear being fired, they just don't have the same energy, enthusiasm, and sense ofteamwork. As a result, we're not helping to increase the company's productivity. In fact, we're not even getting the work done. Deadlines are being
missed, and some of the work is decidedly sloppy. If I don't do something drastic,l'm
afraid the administration is going to change its mind and fire me as well. Do you
have any suggestions that can help me get my staff —and possibly my future career —back on track?

hat you're experiencing is
more common
than you might
think. Companies that institute layoffs in
order to stay competitive risk leaving
their remaining employees feeling
overworked and "burned out." In a survey of the workplace conducted several months ago by our company's Accountemps division, 85% of the
executives polled agreed that the potential for employee burnout increases
as companies decrease staff to remain
competitive —to become "lean and
mean" in the popular vernacular.
You have a big job ahead of you to
re- motivate your staff. My first piece of
advice is to calm down. Your staff already has been through drastic changes. Whatever moves you now plan
should be calculated to smooth the waters and to boost morale. If your efforts
take on the somewhat frantic tone of
your letter to me, it will only panic your
staff and undermine any potential for
progress.
Its financial merits may be debatable but the trickle -down theory really
works in the office. If your demeanor
is composed and confident, it will lower
the staffs tension level and enable you
to start the rebuilding process.
Psychologists who study the effects
of corporate decisions on the workforce have found that workers still em12

ployed following major layoffs often
take on a "bunker mentality." They
hide in their offices rather than seeking increased visibility and taking
charge of their destinies. Instead of
feeling happy and relieved that they
survived the cut, they become resentful of the administration that put them
through the stress and even suffer
guilt that they're still there while their
colleagues and friends were let go.
One of the most effective measures
to jump -start your staff is consistent
and constant communications. Have a
one -on -one conversation with each
staff member. Enlist his or her assistance in getting the group going again.
Hold regular staff meetings to inform
everyone of your expectations and how
they're meeting them. Early on, let people express their feelings. But empha-

size that this is a new beginning, with
new opportunities as well. Remain upbeat. Don't allow staff meetings to become gripe sessions. Ask every person
who complains to suggest a practical
solution. Encourage problem solving
rather than problem airing.
Take time to update your staff on
new policies and on any positive news
coming out of the company. In larger
corporations, this is usually a more formal process, with company -wide memos, newsletters, videos, and E -mail. If
that doesn't represent your firm, you
can still keep your door open and personally pass along information.
Operating with a leaner staff also
highlights the importance of teamwork. With fewer people to cover the
responsibilities, working together cooperatively is the only way projects will
be completed in a timely and efficient
manner. Assign project teams, and ask
them to develop a plan to ensure goals
are met.
Set up a formal award system for
teamwork that results not just in meeting but in exceeding deadlines. If tight
budgets or company policies discourage cash awards, raises, bonuses, or
promotions, find other ways to acknowledge superior service. A lunch
for the team winners at a local restaurant or breakfast brought in one morning can work wonders with morale.
There are office perks, too, such as
attendance at conferences or seminars,
individual training on a new computer
program, or access to temporary help
when the pressure is on and the workload is especially heavy. The use of
skilled temporary employees not only
eases the burden of heavy workloads
when they occur, but it demonstrates
that you understand the pressure under which your staff are working and
are sensitive to their needs.
As company controller in this leaner
and meaner environment, you're going
to have to develop a new strategy if you
and your staff are to meet deadlines
and to rise above the adversity you describe. Good employee relations, anchored by effective and ongoing communications, is basic to this strategy.■

LASH'

Robert Half CPA, is the founder ofRobert Half International Inc., the world's
first and largest staffing service specializing in the accounting, finance, and information technology fields. There are
more than 174 Robert Half and Accoun-

"That's our old boss, Mr. Hill. He couldn't
stop downsizing."

temps offices worldwide. His latest book
is Finding, Hiring and Keeping the
Best Employees (John Wiley & Sons).
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The IMA and Sapling
Corporation offer
the longest-running,
best attended, most
successful seminar in
the history of activitybased costing:
The Model Approach®.

Why we call it 'or'
The Model Approach —
and why you should care.

Need a testimonial?
Ask a few thousand satisfied
IMA attendees.

TheModelApproachis aninternationaly-

Companieswho'veatendedTheModel
Approachworkshopincludeawidemixof
start-up,growth,andestablisheddomestic
andinternationalcompaniesfromalsectors
ofbusiness:discretemanufacturing,process
manufacturing,services,healthcare,
consulting,education,andgovernment.

recognizedtwo-daytrainingcoursethatwil
showyouhowtoimplementactivity-based
costinginyourworkplace.
structuredeight-stepimplementationprocess,
Overthelastthreeyears,thousandsofpeople you'l gaintheskilsyouneedtoputsound
fromalsegmentsofbusinessandindustry
activity-basedmanagementandprocess
havelearnedhowtoapplyourpracticaland modelingtechniquestowork.
structuredeight-stepimplementationplanto
TheModelApproachcanbenefitabroad
improvetheiroperations—whichmeans,
corporatecross-section:financialanalysts,
ultimately,thebottom line.
corporatecontrolers,productionandplanning
Throughacombinationofhands-on
managers,operationsdirectors,engineers,
training,softwaremodeling,andcasestudies
marketingandsalesprofessionals,distribution
—presentedbyindustryleaderswithfirstandlogisticssupervisors,andinformation
handexperience—you'l gainaclear
servicesmanagerscanallearnhowtoimprove
understandingofhowyou(animprovethe
theirpartsofyourorganization.
processesthatcreateyourcosts.
Infact,ifyoubringamulti-functionalteamof
Themanagementinitiativessupported
threeofmorepeople,includingatleastone
andcomplementedbythisIMA-sponsored
personfromfinance,youmaydeduct5200
seminarinclude:
fromeachparticipant'sregistrationfee!
•Activitybasedcosting
Eachparticipantwilreceivecasestudy
•Activity-basedmanagement
examples,areferencelistofrelevantreading
•Businessprocessre-engineering
material,TheModelApproacheight-step
•Continuousprocessimprovement
methodologychecklist,activityanalysissheets
•Operationalandfinancialmodeling
toassistwithdatagathering,andscenario•Strategicplanning
playingsoftwarefromSaplingCorp.,including
*Theoryofconstraints
avarietyofindustrymodels.
•Totalqualitymanagement

Overthelostthreeyears,we'vetrained
participantsfromASTResearch,AT&T,Barclays
Bank,BlueCross/BlueShield,Citibank,EIPaso
NaturalGas,Esco,Honeywel,LeviStrauss,
Monsanto,NutraSweet,Olin,RalstonPurina,
Thor-lo,Toro,andtheU.S.Airforce,Army,

below,and call800- 638 -4421, #4,

ServiceIndustryfocus:
featuringcasestudypresentationbyKellyEllerbee,
ArkansasBlue(toss/BlueShield

Manufacturing focus:
FeaturingcasestudypresentationbyJimSmith,
TheMarmonGroup
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FINANCIAL MANAGER

T.CARTER HAGAMAN,EDITOR

A SURE- FOOTED
PATH FOR SMALL
INVESTORS
lot of people are
afraid to step into the
stock market, and
small wonder! Here
are five key signposts
to mark a sure path to
reasonable success.

Post #1— Invest only for the long
term. Before you commit to buying

any stocks, be sure that you are willing and able to leave your money at
work for a period of years. Most of
what you hear and read is about market trading. In this hectic environment, the value of most securities
fluctuates in response to a large number of factors affecting the economy,
politics, interest rates, and the performance of various industries and companies. All of this fluctuation contributes to market risk. Neither professionals nor amateur investors can
get it right all the time, so losses
come with the territory.
Most market risks, however, cancel out over the long haul. Long -term
investing may not be fancy or exciting, but it can generate good returns
if you stay with it. An investor should
commit only those funds not needed
in the short run so he or she will not
be forced to sell at a low market price.
Post #2— Understand the power of
compounding. There are data going
back almost two centuries showing returns on various securities. Of course
it matters what interval is selected, but
since WWII, common stocks have averaged total annual returns of 12% and
long -term government bonds almost
6%. The difference between these two
rates is the default risk- premium demanded by the market. The following
table shows what would happen to a
14

$1,000 investment over time at each of
these rates:
$1,000
Investment
5 years 10 years 20 years 40 years
Stocks ® 12% $1,763 $3,106 $9,646 $93,051
T-bonds@ 6% 1,338 1,791
3,207 10,286

Compounding only works, however, on money that is invested. It is important to get started as soon as possible.
Post #3 Follow the twin principles

of diversification and dollar averaging.
These two techniques are the key to
handling market risk. Diversification
allows the investor to earn approximately what the market earns over
time — neither a great deal more nor
less than the average. Broad - based,
well - established mutual funds are the
best way to diversify. Many investors
lack the discipline that dollar averaging can provide. Dollar averaging simply is a method to earn an average return on investment by investing a set
amount of money at regular intervals,
regardless of where the market is at
the time. If securities have declined in
price, a given dollar amount buys
more; conversely, the same dollar
amount buys less if the price has increased. Avoid the temptation to try
improving results by timing. Getting
out of the market for only a week (if it's
the wrong week) can erase a year's
gains and can entail transaction costs
as well. If your investment is intended
to fund retirement, systematic sales
achieve the same average result.
Post #4 —Defer taxes whenever you
can. The table above assumed no an-

nual taxes on your investment. If instead, taxes were payable at an average
rate of 28 %, the results would change
as follows:
$1,000
Investment
5 years 10years 20 years 40 years
Stocks 0 12% $1,513 $2,290 $5,246 $27,516
T -bonds@ 6% 1,235 1,526
2,330
5,429

With taxes deferred as in the first
table, compounding works at an increased rate because the money you
would have paid in taxes is still working for you. Taxes must be paid when
the investment is sold, but you're still
way ahead. IRAs and SEP plans are
two excellent ways to defer taxes, as
are many company- sponsored profit sharing plans. If a company will match
some employee contributions, these
contributions are gravy. There are
tax penalties, however, for cashing out
any tax - deferred plan before age 59
1/2. If a tax- deferred alternative is
not available, tax- exempt securities
may be worth considering. Compare
their returns with after -tax returns
on taxable securities of comparable
risk.
Post #5— Remember the first law of
economics —there is no free lunch. Ev-

ery service costs money. You should
buy only what you need. Almost every
day my mail contains offers of services. Some are hype, some are low key, some claim to be "free." And
should you take a course in investing?
Not if you think it will equip you to select and manage a portfolio. Portfolio
management is a full -time job for professionals. But a course can give you
some useful insights about how markets work. How about a free personal
investment plan? I saw an ad recently:
"Your financial profile isn't like anyone else's — that's why XXX will create
a free personal investment strategy
for you." The company in the ad is
really offering cookie - cutter guidelines. Anyone with a genuinely unusual situation would require skilled and
costly advice.
Finally, consider using a money market fund in connection with your
investment program —but not as a
way to invest long term. These funds
offer a mechanism for disciplined saving while earning some return on
money needed short term. Then the
money can move into a dollar- averaging investment plan. There are checking accounts for larger amounts and a
way to centralize income from various
sources (including orderly divestment
during retirement). In a rollover IRA,
they also provide a way to preserve
tax deferral on lump -sum distributions while you are deciding on longterm investments.
■
T. Carter Hagaman is an independent
investment analyst. He teaches at Kean

College ofNew jersey and can be reached
at (201) 762 -6378.
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"Beyond Re- engineering The Triumph of Trust"
John D. Whitney
Professor, The Deming
Center atColumbia
Business School
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"Two Views of the Future The C hanging Environment
for Management Accountants"
Berna rd). Mil ano
Partner -in- Charge Recruiting
and Personnel Administration,
KP MG P eat Ma rwick

"Lead ers hip: The Art of

' M id - Year As sess ment and

"L ea d ersh ip fo r the N e w

"B rid g in g the S ervice

Loo king Backwards
from T o mo r ro w"

Ec o no mic O utlo o k "
Jeanette A. Garretty

Mill enni um "

Qua lity G ap"

Inves tment Strategy"

Howard E. Hyden

Roger J. Dow

Edward 1J, Barlow, Jr.
Pres., Creating the Future, Inc.

V.P., Bank of America

Pres., Hyden, Hyden &
Associates

V.P., Marriott Corp.

Jonathan D. Pond, CPA
Pres., Financial Planning
Information, inc.

"D evelop in g a W in n in g

ALSO FEATURED:
"Learning to Learn"
Katherine Schipper
Professor, University of Chicago
"Two Views of the Future - The Changing Environment
for Management Accountants"
Eileen Whelley
Mgr., Financial Leadership Development and Human
Resources, GE Group
'Cracking the Glass
Ceiling"
Mary Mattis
V.P., Catalyst
I " N.7 UME

"Building Win-Win
Relationships"
Paul Preston
Professor, University of
Texas, San Antonio

"Financial Reporting
Update"
James 1. Leisenring, CPA
Member, Financial
Accounring Standards Board

"A Global Perspective on Tax and Trade Issues"
Honorable Hal Daub
Former Principal, Deloitte & Touche, and
member U.S. House of Representatives
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FOR CONFERENCE INFORMATION, CALL 1 -800- 638 -4427, #4

REGISTER TODAY!

TRENDS

lNEDUCATION

RALPHL.BENKE,JR,,CMA,AND
ROGERH.HERMANSON,EDITORS

ATTRACTING AFRICAN
AMERICAN HONOR
STUDENTS INTO
ACCOUNTING
BYDANA R.HERMANSON,SUSAN
H.IUANCDACH,AND ROGER H.
HERMANSON
f the accounting profession is to
maintain the quality of its personnel, it must do a better job of attracting the best and brightest students. Of
particular concern is the lack of minority students. Over the past 20 years,
several initiatives have been undertaken to attract minority honor students
into the accounting profession, but
they have not been successful. The percentage of minority professionals in
the major accounting firms has risen
only two percentage points since 1976,
and the percentage of black professionals actually has fallen slightly from 1.8%
to 1.3% (AICPA 19921; Williams 19932).
Why is there such a small number
of black accountants? One possibility is
that black honor students' perceptions
of the accounting profession lead them
to select other majors. To explore this
possibility, we surveyed black members of a national collegiate honor society. First, we wanted to determine
students' perceptions of the accounting profession, and, second, the factors
causing black students to major or not
major in accounting.
Thirty-four black honor students
with an average GPA of 3.6 completed
our survey, a response rate of about
20%. Fifteen of the students were business majors (eight in accounting), and
19 were nonbusiness majors. Respondents rated 12 characteristics of the ac16

counting profession on a scale from
very low to very high. Short -term and
long -term characteristics were included as well as financial and nonfinancial
characteristics.
The eight accounting majors generally had positive views of the profession. Perceived slightly less positively
were nonfinancial characteristics: the
opportunity to be own boss, lifestyle,
and work environment. The 26 nonaccounting students perceived the accounting profession very positively in
providing long -term financial rewards
and in availability of employment. Generally they were impressed by the
long -term economic benefits available
in accounting. Less robust was their
perception of these characteristics:
long -term opportunity, job security,
prestige or social status, opportunity to
be own boss, nature of advancement,
job satisfaction, and contribution to society. The nonfinancial characteristics
of lifestyle, work environment, and nature of accounting work were perceived poorly by respondents. Based
on the 12 ratings, it appears that the respondents view the accounting profession positively from a long -term financial perspective, but they do not have
very favorable views of the nature of
the work, the lifestyle, or the work environment.
The skills of quantitative ability, personal ethics, creativity, communication, and people skills were rated for
their importance in leading to potential
success in the accounting profession.
Respondents used the same rating
scale provided for rating the profession's characteristics.
The eight accounting majors rated
each of the skills as fairly important,
with the exception of creativity. These
respondents did not appear to appreciate the role of creative problem solving
in accounting today. Highly rated were
ethics, communication skills, and people skills.The 26 nonaccounting majors' responses were less positive. Only quantitative skills were perceived as
important. Ethics, communication
skills, and people skills received moderate ratings, while the importance of
creativity was rated quite low.
The nonaccounting respondents
were queried as to why they did not
choose to major in accounting. Twenty-one never considered majoring in
accounting because they already had
selected a different field. The second
most common response was that the
work is uninteresting. Some respondents who had considered accounting
decided not to select the major for this

reason, and for others it was the reason
they never considered the field at all.
Finally, a few respondents said they
disliked their accounting instructor(s)
and chose to pursue other interests.
The most common reasons that
caused students to major in accounting
were that they liked their accounting
courses and instructors. Other reasons cited were an interest in the nature of accounting work and the high
prestige of accountants. Overall, 19 of
the 34 students selected their major
while still in high school, and high
school teachers were rated as the most
important influence on these students'
choice of major (acquaintances in their
chosen field and parents were the other important influences).
We believe that programs to attract
black honor society students into accounting should incorporate the following two points. First, if this group
of 34 black students represents the
population, black students already recognize the long -term financial rewards
of a career in accounting. It is vital,
however, that they gain a better understanding of the nonfinancial nature of
accounting work and of the role of creative problem solving in the profession. If students appreciate the importance of people skills and critical thinking in accounting, the profession may
appear more attractive and rewarding.
Second, the efforts to attract black
honor students must begin at the
high school level. High school students often know a great deal about
other professions (law, medicine,
and engineering), but they may have
had little or no exposure to the
accounting profession.
■
Dana R. Hermanson, Ph.D., is assistant
professor of accounting at Kennesaw
State College in Atlanta, Ga. He can be
reached at (404) 423 -6077.
Susan H. Ivancevich, Ph.D, is assistant professor of hospitality accounting
and finance, W.F. Harrah College of Hotel Administration, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Nev. She can be reached
at (702) 895-3932.
Roger H. Hermanson, Ph.D., is the
Ernst & Young -J. W. Holloway Memorial Professor and Regents' Professor at
Georgia State University in Atlanta, Ga.
He can be reached at (404) 651 -4462.
' llie Supply of Accounting Graduates and the Demand for Public Accounting Recruits -1992,
AICPA. New York, N.Y.
2D.Z. Williams, "In Pursuit of Minority Talent," New
Accountant,February 1993, pp. 7 -9.24.
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SYMPOSIUM

ADOPTINGINNOVATIONSIN
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
March 10- 11,1995 at The Marriott Hotel, Charleston, South Carolina
Cosponsored by The Institute of Management Accountants
and
The American Accounting Association- Management Accounting Section

Five cases will be presented and discussed with the case authors and company participants.
The conference theme surrounds the issues of adopting various innovations in management
accounting. The companies represent both manufacturing and service industries and
involve such techniques as Activity Based Management, Cost Measurement of Quality,
Process Simulation and Innovative Performance Measures. Additionally, John Shank
from the Tuck School of Management at Dartmouth College will offer a session using
cases both in the classroom and for executives to simulate changes and organizational
learning. The seminar is coordinated by Dr. Lawrence P. Carr and Dr. Fred Nanni of
Babson College and Tom Craven of the IMA.

FOUR REGISTRATION FEE OF $250 INCLUDES:
✓

Accommodations at the Marriott Hotel on Friday, March 10 and
Saturday, March 11 (additional nights at extra cost). The hotel cutoff date is
February 23, 1995.

✓

Five case presentations.

✓

12 hours of Continuing Professional Education Credit.

✓

All registration materials.

✓

Reception on Friday, continental breakfast and lunch on Saturday.

Delta Airlines is providing special airfares to all symposium participants.
Call 1- 800 - 241 -6760 and refer to star file XG0785 for details.
For conference brochure call Peggy Nubile (1 -800- 638 -4427 ext. 174)

Institute of Management Accountants
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ENVIRONMENTAL
CLEANUP COSTS
AND DEDUCTIONS,
PART I

ANTHONYP.CURATOLA,EDITOR
BYCHARLESE.PRICE
usiness managers
generally are aware
of the many federal
laws requiring environmental cleanup
costs. Some of these
laws are:
• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA);
• Comprehensive Environmental Response Act;
• Compensation and Liability Act of
1980, as amended in 1986;
• Federal Water Pollution Control Act
(generally referred to as the "CleanWater Act");
• Oil Pollution Act of 1990;
• Toxic Substances Control Act
(TSCA).
In addition, in 1986 OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) lowered the standard for acceptable airborne asbestos fibers in the
workplace. As soil, water, and other
general workplace environmental
cleanup costs occur, the affected taxpayers seek criteria to help determine
deductibility. Those costs not deductible are capitalized and recovered via
depreciation or amortization.
The proper matching of expenses
with revenues generally motivates the
capitalization vs. expense decision in
income tax determinations. Internal
Revenue Code (IRC) Section 162(a) allows a deduction for all ordinary and
necessary expenses paid or incurred
during the taxable year in carrying on
any trade or business. IRC §162(f),
however, does not allow a deduction for
penalties or fines, which sometimes
may be included in environmental
cleanup costs.
Treasury Regulations Section
1.162 -1(a) expressly provides that "in18
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TAXES

cidental repairs" are among the items
included in deductible business expenses under IRC §162. Regulations
§1.1624 allows a deduction for the incidental repairs that keep property in
ordinarily efficient operating condition. The incidental repairs should neither materially add to the value of the
property nor appreciably prolong its
life. Replacements that arrest deterioration and appreciably prolong the life
of a property must be capitalized and
depreciated in accordance with IRC
§167.
IRC §263(a) and Regulations
§1.263(a) -1(a) provide that no expense
deduction is allowed for new buildings,
permanent improvements, betterments made to increase the value of
any property, restoring property, or exhausted depreciation, amortization, or
depletion. And Regulations §1.163(a)1(b) provides that capitalizable costs
include amounts that either add to the
value, substantially prolong the useful
life of property, or adapt property to a
new or different use. This Section also
provides that amounts paid or incurred
for incidental repairs and maintenance
of property are not capital expenditures within the meaning of Regulations §1.263(a) -1(a).
Therefore, for environmental cleanup costs, the general rules covering deductibility require that costs do not increase an asset's value through
permanent improvements or betterments, prolong its life, or adapt it to
new or different use. Costs should be
incidental and keep the asset in its ordinary operating condition. IRC §263 A, the Uniform Capitalization Rules,
are not intended to complicate the expense or capitalize decision, but they
certainly must be adhered to if capitalization is required.'

CNA
REVIEW
Our 70 -hour video course is
complete, up -to -date, and ready
to prepare you for the CMA
Exam. Workbooks included.
Call 1- 800 - 272 -0707
for Information or

sample video

The courts also have been quick to
use the "plan of rehabilitation" doctrine
in similar expense or capitalize decisions. If the environmental cleanup
costs are arguably part of an overall
plan, the costs when viewed separately
will have to be capitalized, even if they
would be deductible currently. Generally this doctrine is applied when extensive renovation is done to a particular
asset.2
Environmental cleanup costs are
relatively new, appearing only within
the last three years. Therefore, guidance from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) regarding deduction and
capitalization also is relatively new.
Case law concerning this topic is very
scant and tends to rely on the general
expense and capitalization rules.
The Technical Advice Memorandum (TAM) 9315004 issued by the
IRS deals with the polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) cleanup costs. These
costs include legal fees incurred by
the taxpayer when dealing with state
and federal agencies and insurance
companies. The TAM provides that
cleanup costs associated with PCBs
are part of a "general plan of rehabilitation." In this case, the taxpayer's
property underwent extensive modifications, and, according to the IRS, the
costs constituted replacements and
betterments as described in IRC §263.
These costs were required to be capitalized, not as part of the land but as
land improvements subject to depreciation. The costs included assessment,
remediation, transportation and disposal of contaminated soil, and new
soil. Oversight costs also are capitalized. Assessment costs not resulting
in remediation and most legal costs
may be deducted.
Next month the discussion will
continue regarding asbestos removal
and encapsulation, focusing on the recent Revenue Ruling 94 -38 [1994 -25
I.R.B.41. This rule is more favorable
to the taxpayer cleaning up the environment and, therefore, to the environment itself.
■
Charles E. Price, Ph.D, is associate pro-

fessor of accounting, Auburn University,
Auburn, Ala. He can be reached at
(205) 298 -1188.
Anthony P. Curatola, Ph.D., is theJo-

seph F. Ford Professor, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa. He can be reached
at (215) 895 -1453.
1S.

Rep. No. 313, 99th Cong., 2dSess. 141 (1986).
88.57,1988.2 C.B. 36, citing U.S. u Nehru,
400 F.2d 686 (10th Cir. 1968) and Home News Publishing Co. u Commissioner,18 B.TA 1008 (1930).

2Rev Rul.
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If you are an accounting and finance professional in business,
public, or government accounting who measures success in terms of
opportunity, recognition, and reward, then target your career today!
Become a

Ce tfied Management Accountant

1 -800 -638 -4427
`

Institute of Management Accountants
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760

NEWS
KATHY WILLIAMS, EDITOR

FASBBACKSOFFSTOCK
OPTIONSRULING
ast month the Financial Accounting Standards Board decided not
to require companies to record an
expense for the cost of employee stock
options. Instead, the Board voted to
make companies disclose in footnotes
to financial statements the impact of
such options on net income had the
company recognized expense for them
based on FASB'B guidelines. The
Board also voted to encourage companies to recognize the expense on their
income statement voluntarily, but experts say few will do so. Companies
can continue accounting under the
present requirements, which do not re-

quire an expense charge for most
options.
This reversal of a two -year old proposal resulted from business and political pressure. The FASB had been deliberating the issues for several
months, based on the comments to the
Exposure Draft it had issued in June
1993. FASB Chairman Dennis R. Beresford explained, `°Tle Board remains convinced that employee options have value and are
compensation. However, in the final
analysis, the Board decided that there
simply isn't enough support for the basic notion of requiring expense recognition." Most constituents, he said, "favored expanded note disclosures
rather than changes to the current accounting requirements."
At this point the Board hasn't decided whether to issue a final Statement
of Financial Accounting Standards on
the subject or to issue another Exposure Draft for further comment. It
probably will make that decision in the
second quarter of 1995 when it completes its redeliberations.

ACCOUNTING/FINANCE
SALARIESTOGOUPSLIGHTLY
tarting salaries for accounting
and finance professionals are expected to grow an average of 2.3%

this year, according to the 1995Robert
Half and Accountemps Salary Guide.
This figure reflects increased hiring
activity in accounting but with an industry trend toward cautious staffing.
Junior accountants and analysts will
experience the largest increases in
starting salaries -3.6% and 3.7%, respectively. Salaries of corporate controllers at companies with revenues of
$50 million to $250 million will see
their starting salaries increase 1.3 %,
and accounting managers will experience a 1.4% increase.
Chief financial officers and treasurers at a medium -sized company can expect to see an increase of about 2% to
$92,000 - $142,000. Corporate controllers can expect a 1.3% increase to between $67,000 and $89,000 (add 10% for
a CMA). Assistant /divisional /plant
controllers should see $50,000 to
$62,500 as a pay scale (same 10% additional for CMA).
Max Messmer, chairman and CEO
of Robert Half International, says the
hiring outlook is better than it has been
for years and that companies are staffing to strengthen operations so if the
economy does take a downturn, it
won't affect them as much as in the last
recession. The industries that will experience the most active hiring in 1995
are financial services, manufacturing,
high- technology, environmental management services, and distribution.

COMPARATIVEACCOUNTING& FINANCESALARIES,1970.95 (Large, medium, and small firms are averaged.)
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What skills will finance and accounting professionals need to succeed in 1995 and beyond? Computer
skills are number one on the list. In
fact, familiarity with spreadsheets and
accounting software is mandatory. Also, the demand for accountants with international, tax, and intellectual property experience is growing as a result
of the global economy and increased
role of technology. Another note: More
companies specifically are seeking
job candidates who are CMAs and
CPAs.
For an overview of starting salaries
during the last 25 years, see the accompanying graph from the Salary Guide.

CFOS PREDICT BETTER HIRING
n a related matter, CFOs polled by
Robert Half International predict ed a 6% net increase in hiring for accounting and finance professionals. Of
the respondents, 12% said they expect
to hire more people, 6% said they plan
to let people go, and 7696 expect no
change. The greatest change is coming from the West North Central states
(Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North
and South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas).
Last quarter they were expecting a 2%
growth, and this time they are predicting a 12% increase. Also, New England
projects a 9% increase.
For information on both surveys,
contact Marc Silbert at (516) 767 -3700
or Steve Pehanich at (415) 8549700.

WHAT'S AHEAD WITH GLOBAL
INVESTORS?
ompanies will continue to invest
in world markets at an accelerated pace, but their investments
are taking an increasing share of their
resources, Ernst & Young's recent survey of the Global 1000 discovered.
What's the outlook for these worldwide investors?
The four major investor countries
or regions are the United States, Japan,
Western Europe, and the United Kingdom. Together they account for 92% of
all companies in the Global 1000. Of
the 230 companies interviewed, 80% already hold investments in emerging
markets, and 4% expect to invest within
the next five years.
China and Southeast Asia remain
the chief interests for all the investors,
with India on the rise. Latin America is
the next greatest attraction, especially
for the United States, with Mexico
MANAGEMENTACCOUNPING /JANUARY 1995

dominating because of its growing
economy and the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Central and Eastern Europe and Southern
Africa are not attracting as much attention because of their political and financial instability.
Chief reasons for investing in
emerging markets are large market
potential, potential rate of return on
their investments, and strategic business locations. What are the most common forms of investment? Joint ventures and setting up new subsidiaries
top the list. Japanese companies are
more likely to set up joint ventures,
while Western Europeans are more
likely to establish new subsidiaries. Finance companies are more likely than
other types to invest in local companies, while energy utility and materials /capital equipment companies use
joint ventures. Investments by consumer goods companies largely are
new subsidiaries.
What do the companies feel are barriers to their investments? Political instability of a country is by far the highest barrier, with 53% saying it is a major
barrier and 36% saying it is somewhat
of a barrier. Next in line are financial
risk, legal infrastructure, bureaucracy,
exchange controls, and commercial infrastructure.
For complete survey details and/
or more information, contact a local
Ernst & Young office or Rossana
Weitekamp at Daniel J. Edelman, Inc.,
1500 Broadway, New York, NY 100364015; phone, (212) 768-0550; fax, (212)
704-0128.

CDC NEEDS YOU!
he Citizens Democracy Corps
(CDC) needs U.S. volunteers
with senior -level experience in
auditing, accounting, and financial
management to participate in its Business Entrepreneur Program. Executives will act as advisers to small and
medium -sized companies and assist
the development of market economies
in Central Europe and the New Independent States. Through field offices
in Warsaw, Prague, Bucharest, Sofia,
St. Petersburg, Moscow, southern
Russia, and the Russian Far East, CDC
identifies promising businesses and
matches volunteers with them according to skills and interests.
Volunteer advisers must have a
minimum of 10 years' experience as an
entrepreneur, senior -level manager,
administrator of economic develop-

ment or business programs in the public sector, director of a nonprofit organization providing services to businesses, or administrator of a business
education or training institution. They
also must be able to serve two months
and have had prior experience in a foreign country.
Housing, local transportation, and
translation services are provided by
host companies. Airfare and program
coordination are covered by CDC. Volunteers are asked to cover meals,
health insurance, and incidentals.
Interested persons should send
their resume to CDC, 1735 Eye Street,
N.W., Suite 720, Washington, DC
20006, or fax them to (202) 872 -0923,
attn: BEE. For further information, call
(202) 8724)933 or (800) 394 -1945.

WOMEN AND FAMILY ISSUES
he American Institute of CPAs
has set up a Resource Database
on Women and Family Issues in
the Accounting Workplace. It can help
you find out what the accounting literature and other sources say about gender awareness and diversity training,
flexible work arrangements, sexual harassment, and the glass ceiling. For information, call the AICPA library at 1800. 862-4272, Dept. 7.

SMALL BUSINESS TO FIGHT
GOVERNMENT REGULATION
he National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) is calling on small- business owners to
help lead the fight against government
bureaucracy. In a recent NFIB survey,
these business owners cited taxes as
their number one problem, with regulation and red tape a close second.
NFIB President Jack Faris said his
group will work closely with Project
Relief, a nationwide alliance of organizations and individuals created solely
for the purpose of "untangling the
bales of regulatory red tape created by
the government." The sea -change
1994 election helped prompt this idea,
he noted. "Small- business owners and
their employees voted in greater
strength than ever before," he added,
saying the message was, "... get off
our backs, out of our pockets, and off
our land."
For information on NFIB and its efforts toward Project Relief, call the
group at (202) 5549000 or Project Relief at (800) 9XS -REGS.
■
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It's afar cryfrom the old, traditional cost accounting systems.
BYCHARLES D. MECIMORE,CMA,
ANDALICET.BELL
ver the past decade, many
companies have revised their
cost systems significantly as
they have reorganized to become more competitive in an environment that demands high quality, excellent service, and reasonable prices.
Changes were made to give management the information it needed to implement competitive strategies as well
as innovative technologies. Accounting information provided to management shifted its focus from achieving
better product costing to gaining competitive advantage in the marketplace.
This change in internal focus, however, placed additional demands on cost
systems that traditionally had been
meeting both the internal needs of
management and the external demands of GAAP and regulatory re-

0
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quirements. The resulting cost systems may be characterized as three
generations removed from the traditional cost systems in existence prior
to the 1980s.
Each of these first three generations of cost systems contributed important new information to the workplace. We will analyze these
contributions using the criteria of the
strategic needs of management as the
critical factor facing companies in the
21st century. We also will touch on the
emerging fourth- generation cost system. Perhaps for the first time in many
decades, internal systems are trying to
meet the needs of management without being constrained by the external
needs of the company. This willingness
to have "two" or more cost systems
provides accountants opportunities
that were not available until computers
offered access to data that previously
were unavailable.

FIRST-GENERATIONANCSYSTEM
raditional costing systems in existence prior to the 1980s emphasized short -term planning and
control, decision making, and product
costing. Witness the emphasis placed
on budgeting, standard costing, variance analysis, and allocation of costs
along with other similar topics. The deficiencies of such systems have been
documented adequately so we won't
repeat them. Needless to say, those deficiencies led to the development of the
first generation of activity-based costing (ABC) systems.
Figure 1 is a flowchart of the three
generations of ABC systems. First generation ABC emphasized product
costing, with the major output a better
product- costing cost accounting system.' A major contribution of the first generation ABC system was the recognition that cost drivers may encompass
NIANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995

more than one facet of an organization.
For the first time, cost drivers were
separated into volume and transaction
cost drivers. Such separation influenced the calculated product costs significantly and caused a shift in many
companies' product mix. ABC analysis
showed that low- volume products with
substantial transaction costs were
unprofitable.
Although the concept of cost drivers was used before activity-based
costing, attention focused on departmental vs. plantwide cost drivers or
multiple volume- related cost drivers
within a department. Cost drivers were
assumed to be volume related only, so
companies didn't pay specific attention
to the nature and complexity of the
cost driver(s) adopted. Activity-based
costing changed all that.
Figure 2 is a flowchart of the classification of cost drivers identified by
the use of ABC analysis. For perhaps
the first time, attention was directed toward managing cost drivers as a way
to manage or control costs. Costs were
divided into value -added and nonvalueadded components, with cost drivers
separated into volume - related and
transaction - related categories. Companies recognized implicitly that not all
cost drivers are volume related and
that sometimes the drivers associated
with transactions have a greater cost
than do the cost drivers associated
with volume. Transactions include the
complexity of the product as well as
setups, work orders, and other similar
transactions.
Example: John Deere Component
Works was one of the first companies
to separate cost drivers associated with
transactions from cost drivers associated with volume measurements. It
discovered low- volume products were
less profitable than indicated by the
traditional cost accounting system
while high - volume products were
more profitable. This shift appears to
be a common event when a first -generation ABC system is installed.
Example: The disbursements department at a major consumer products company located in the Southeast
identified wait and move time of invoices as nonvalue -added cost drivers
and proposed to eliminate them.
Here's why. Invoices arrived in the disbursements department several times
a day. A mail clerk sorted them alphabetically and placed the alphabet segment of invoices in the data entry
clerks' mailboxes to which that segment was assigned. The company
made an effort to smooth the volume
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995
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uous improvement, and the elimination of nonvalue -added activities. Activities were not linked but were considered independent of each other.
Companies recognized that cost drivers differed among products, processes, and the company as a whole, but
the technology was not available to link
such cost drivers inside and outside
the company.
Most of the attention was directed
toward best use of resources, not processes. While this focus led to better
product costing, it did little to help implement JIT, continuous improvement
systems, zero defect philosophies, and
other current management concepts.
This first - generation ABC system
was a major breakthrough in the
thought process underlying the development of product costs. For the first
time, attention focused on the management of cost drivers as a vehicle for the
management of costs. Product cost
was still the primary focus, but managing cost drivers rather than cost control through variance analysis was of
paramount importance. This step, a
major shift in direction for many managers and accountants, led to the second generation of ABC.
SECOND-GENERATIONABC
focus on product cost does not
provide the information needed
for a company's long -term profitability. A business needs information
about processes as well as product
costs.2 Continuous improvements are
made to processes that impact the

DEFINITION
COSTDRIVERS
Costs

Transaction

Based

Based

Wait

+

Move

Process

+

Volume

+

of invoices by dividing the alphabet
among the clerks, but, on any given
day, predicting the number of invoices
that would come in per data entry clerk
was impossible. Identifying clerks
whose work was completed and who
were available to help someone else
and clerks who needed help added
wait time. Several times a day the data
entry clerks left their workstations to
go to the mailboxes. Incomplete invoices were returned to the vendor by
mail or internal departments by company mail. Up to two weeks could
elapse before corrected invoices returned to the system.
Wait and move time virtually were
eliminated from the disbursements
system when the company implemented an imaging system that smoothed
workflow to the clerks. Now all mail is
opened by one clerk and screened for
items requiring immediate attention.
Those items are scanned first and
flagged, followed by all other invoices.
Data entry clerks or indexers receive
work at their terminals on a next-available-invoice basis. Walkaround time is
eliminated as is the supervisory time
required to match free clerks with
overworked ones. Immediate- attention invoices are delivered first so urgent items can't be missed. Incomplete
invoices are assigned a voucher number electronically and are faxed internally to a department or externally to
a vendor for necessary additions. Corrections now are made in hours or minutes rather than days or weeks.
This particular company adopted a
philosophy of activity-based costing
and just -in -time without installing a formal ABC system to measure the costs.
It realized that a reduction in nonvalueadded activities was necessary for
more efficient and economical use of
resources.
As you can see, this first - generation
ABC system made a significant contribution to the identification of internal
cost drivers, but it did not attempt to
work with cost drivers outside the specific business unit. Also, the cost drivers were associated with resource consumption, not processes. As we will
illustrate with the second -, third -, and
fourth - generation cost systems, this
limited view constrains the potential
usefulness of the cost system.

Inspect

FOCUSONPROCESSES
swe said, the focus of first -generation ABC systems was on
product costs, the elimination of
nonvalue -added cost drivers by contin24

Internal Activities

costs of products.
This continuous improvement process includes production as well as
selling and administrative expenses. A
look only at product costs, which usually include only production costs,
doesn't allow a company to plan and
control continuous improvement
methods and procedures. For this reason, among others, the second generation of ABC systems was developed.
These second - generation systems focus on processes rather than products
and are illustrated in Figure 1.
Notice that these second- generation systems included resources as
well as processes, with performance
measurements receiving as much attention as product costs. Although
these activities still are internal, the
scope of the internal activities is greatly enhanced.
The implementation of second -generation ABC systems requires a degree of complexity that is not present
in first- generation systems. In the firstgeneration systems, activities were
identified first, and costs were associated with such activities. Product costs
were developed from this setup. In the
second - generation system, processes
have to be identified and activities
linked to the processes. This linking
may be the most difficult challenge for
companies to overcome because the
processes have to be identified for
such linking to occur.
Processes include production, distribution, selling, administration, and
other company functions. For any given company, processes are finite in nature but usually have not been identified specifically. For example, the
procurement process includes parts of
the production and administration
functions. Even some selling expenses, such as hiring of personnel in
the sales area, may be considered part
of the procurement function. These
processes may be divided into 10 to 15
major flows for any given company, but
for now the concept of using activities
to focus on the cost of a process is
sufficient.
Although there are a finite number
of processes associated with a company, recognizing and isolating them is
difficult. A company should define processes before it attempts to associate
related activities to the defined process. Processes should not be forced
or defined to fit activities; activities
should fit processes.
Example:A division of a large manufacturing company installed an ABC
system to measure the costs of activiMANAGEMENTACCOUNIING /JANUARY 1995

ties of its administrative areas. It
grouped these activities into major categories, viewing each category as a
process. Some of the categories were
procurement of people, procurement
of supplies, and procurement of equipment. Other processes included those
activities generated when an order was
received, when production was
planned, and when reporting was generated. The corporation was undergoing budget reductions, and this particular division wanted to identify
nonvalue -added activities as a starting
point in any required budget reductions. After the division installed an
ABC system for the administrative area, the corporation imposed a 10% budget reduction on the division. This division was able to implement such
budget reductions without significant
problems using the information provided by the ABC system.
Example:Our Southeast consumer
products company continued to implement and improve the disbursement
process. In examining the efficiency of
its disbursements processes, the company determined that the seven -step
procedure generated costs of $16.25
per invoice. By eliminating wait -time
bottlenecks, smoothing workflow, and
reducing the process to three steps,
costs decreased by 52% to $7.70 per invoice. In the manual operation, each invoice was processed as it arrived, causing bottlenecks behind the processing
of exceptions, which made up about 5%
of the invoices. By reengineering
around the 95% routine transactions,

exceptions are identified quickly and
are assigned to parallel workflows to
ensure that special needs do not bottleneck routine activities. An electronic imaging system controls the workflow along designated checkpoints of
filing and processing as an integral
component of processing. Time involved in paper filing and retrieval, additional steps required in a manual system, is spent instead in value -added
processing.
This second - generation ABC system provides information for continuous improvement as well as performance evaluations, and product costs
still are a byproduct of the system. A
second - generation system can be considered a significant expansion of the
first- generation system rather than a
completely new system, but both systems focused on internal activities and
provided management limited information for strategic planning. One requirement of a successful strategic
plan is information about activities external to the business unit.
The third - generation ABC system
addressed the shortcomings of the
first and second - generation ABC systems. In this new version of the ABC
hierarchy, external as well as internal
activities are considered within the
realm of the system.

THIRD-GENERATIONABC
third - generation ABC system focuses on the business unit and
its relationships with others in-

side and outside the business unit.3
(See Figure 1.) It links activities to processes and then processes to a business unit. Thus a two -stage linking
procedure is necessary to implement
such a system. Focus is on the business
unit, not on individual activities or
processes.
A major question: How does the
business unit add value to a product or
service? Although driven by the same
type of database as the first and second- generation ABC systems, now the
cost drivers are used to enhance the
company's competitive strategy
through value chain analysis.
First- and second - generation ABC
systems applied the concepts of value
added vs. nonvalue added within corporate internal activities to eliminate
waste, improve efficiencies, and reduce costs. Companies believed that
cost reduction was a necessary step in
lowering product costs and improving
cost competitiveness. They paid little
attention to support activities that add
value to a product, so it was easy for
them to fail to see the value -added relationships of support activities to the
final product or service.
A company adds value to the products or services it offers by adding value while the product or service is within the organization but also by adding
value with downstream and /or upstream activities. All activities inside a
business unit and those that influence
its overall activities must be examined
and evaluated carefully if the company
is to achieve a competitive advantage.

: / COMPARISON OF THREEGENERATIONS OFCOST SYSTEMS
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In addition to upstream and downstream activities, a company also engages in numerous support activities
that may add value to the product or
service. First- and second - generation
ABC systems did not integrate such
support activities explicitly but instead
considered methods by which such
support activities could be assigned to
products or services or could be eliminated if they were considered nonvab
ue added. The third - generation ABC
system considers support activities
and how they may be used to gain a
competitive advantage.
Example: In 1993, the Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission published Internal Control - Integrated Framework.

(Mis publication is available from the
IMA and other sponsoring organizations.) The volume on evaluation tools
includes a diagram (p. 53) of how a
third - generation ABC system may be
used in the evaluation of internal controls of a company. The activities covered in the manual are based on a generic model of a business enterprise
and depict major activities organized in
levels from high to increasingly more
detailed. In the activity level are five basic value chain activities supported by
four infrastructure activities.
Example: Continuing our example
of the Southeast consumer products
company, imaging the disbursements
program integrates the support functions of procurement along with the internal and external members of the
value chain. Forty percent of the company's orders are placed by electronic
data interchange (EDI). By using an
order format that is compatible with
the imaging system, purchasers automatically index purchase orders as
they are placed in the EDI system, thus
eliminating the need for scanning or
separate indexing. The voucher is created simultaneously with the purchase
order and waits in a suspense file for
verified receipt of goods, which triggers payment processing.
Non -EDI vendors can fax electronic
invoices directly into the system, eliminating the scanning step. The purchasing function also works closely
with the disbursements staff member
entering certified vendors into the system. The disbursements department
did not set out to implement an ABC
system, but the elimination of nonvalue -added cost drivers has de facto created such a system, supporting the
idea that ABC concepts apply to many
methods and levels of cost management, not only to product costing.
26

COMPARINGTHREE GENERATIONS
able 1 compares the major features of the three generations of
ABC systems. Each system provides unique information to management and, taken together, may be considered an information system that
meets most of the needs of the current
business environment.
The three generations supplement
and complement each other, and one
system should not be considered the
replacement of either of the other two.
The first generation focuses on product costing, the second generation on
process costing or performance evaluation, and the third generation on value chain costing to be used in strategic
analysis. All three use the same activities database; differences be in types of
linkage and the extent to which data on
activities are to be gathered.
ONTOTHE FOURTHGENERATION
he information in Table 1 makes
it obvious what a fourth- generation ABC system should be. As
companies proceed from the first- to
the second- and then the third- generation cost system, they move from
product to process to business unit.
The next logical step would seem to be
linking activities between business
units together, creating an ABC system that provides information for the
company as a whole. This system
would be a macro approach as compared with the micro approach of the
first three generations. Although it
would be extremely complicated, the
ability to link activities in such a manner that they could be accumulated
and analyzed over business units
would seem to be within the realm of
current technology. The life cycle of a
particular ABC system should become
shorter and shorter as the technology
advances in response to the ever increasing needs of management. The
decade of the 1990s and then the 21st
century should provide increasing opportunities for the management accountant.
For example, while the concept of
fourth - generation ABC systems is too
new to be backed up by an installed
base of such systems, the globalization
of the business environment suggests
that such systems should become a reality soon. Inputs to companies are
sourced globally, and payments for
such input are made on a global basis.
There are economies of scale in purchasing on a global basis. Other advan-

tages of integrating business units include hedging foreign currencies and
lower -level currency transfers between business units. The whole company benefits from such cross - border
transactions between business units.
For companies to measure such activities adequately, they need fourth -generation ABC.
We've entered the decade of the
management accountant —if the profession is willing to become a moving
force in the strategic planning of world class companies. To become and remain such a force requires innovation,
judgment, and the ability to go beyond
information that is being provided to
management to data that should be provided to management. The concept of
satisfying customer needs —no matter
what the business —is another important requirement if management accounting's potential is to be realized.
On to the next generation!
■
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'Robert S. Kaplan and Robin Cooper have been
closely associated with the development of the first generation ABC system. Although many others
were and are involved in the development of the
concepts and procedures of such first- generation
systems, Kaplan and Cooper did make a significant
contribution in the development and, perhaps most
important, in the publicizing of such systems.
Teter B.B. Turney has been closely associated with
the development of the second - generation ABC
systems. In particular, his book, Common Cents:
The ABCPerformance Breakthrough,presented and
illustrated how activities may be linked to processes to be used in performance evaluations.
3Michael E. Porter, in Competitive Advantage. Creating and Sustaimimg Superior Performance, presented an outline of how activities may be linked and
used in strategic analysis of a business unit. John
K. Shank and Vijay Govindarajan have taken the
concepts of Porter and others and applied them to
companies. Such applications have resulted in several case studies. A recent publication by the Institute of Management Accountants provides case
studies on eight first - generation ABC systems. See
Robin Cooper, Robert S. Kaplan, Lawrence Maisel,
Eileen Morrissey, and Ronald M. Oehm, Implementing Activity -Based Cost Management: Moving
from Analysis to Action,IMA, Montvale, NJ., 1992.
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Departmental
Activity=Based
Management
It'sbetter than ABC because itfitsintothe traditional framework.
BY DAVID E. KEYS, CMA, AND
ROBERTJ.LEFEVRE,CMA
ctivity-Based Management
(ABM) has enjoyed less success than its proponents
promised and less success
than its adopters expected. One reason
for this is that ABM drastically changes the way information is collected, reported, and analyzed. Traditional accounting systems are based on
functional or departmental information. Departmental information has
been a common language for everyone in an organization. A problem
with ABM is that it uses a different
language.
We have developed a new approach,
Departmental Activity-Based Management (DABM), which translates ABM
into the common language of departmental information. Companies concerned with replacing cost systems
with an ABM system and the difficulties they will experience should consider DABM. DABM reduces the difficulty of changing to an ABM system
by building upon a company's current
cost accounting system. If departments are being used to facilitate planning, control, and evaluation, why not
use this information in a DABM system? Our purpose here is to explain
Departmental Activity-Based Management (DABM) and show how it is superior to ABM.
Based on our consultancy experience, we include examples, benefits,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995

Departmental financial statements are common. so why not translate ABM reports into
departmental information?

and problems that we encountered in
the first application of DABM. The
numbers have been changed to preserve the anonymity of the company.
However, the numbers are representative of the activities and costs that we
found in this application of DABM.

ABM VS. DABM
BM systems assign costs to
products or customers in two
stages. In stage 1, costs are assigned to activities, and, in stage 2,
costs are assigned from activities to
27
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TABLE I / ACTIVITY-BASED
MANAGEMENT FOR ONE YEAR

Activity

Stage 1:
Cost (C)

Material
Handling
Inspecting

$230,000
$320,000

Stage 2: Cost Driver
Number of moves
Number of inspections

Total Cost Driver Units (TU)
2,300 moves
2,000 inspections

C TU
-

=

Rate (R)

$100 per move
$160 per inspection

Cost Driver Units
Per Product (UP)
Product A

Product B

1,100 moves
1,200 moves
900 inspections 1.100 inspections

=

Total Product Cost
(TPC) R x UP
Product A

Product B

$110,000
$144,000

$120,000
$176,000

Unit Cost
TPC Units
of Product A
(1,000 Units)
_

products or customers with the use of
cost drivers. ABM ignores the functional segments or departments that
are the focal point of the traditional system. Consequently, departmental information is not available in ABM. If
management wants departmental information, the information must be collected outside of the ABM system.
This weakness of ABM led us to create
a new cost management system,
DABM, which integrates the ABM approach with departmental information.
This integration improves management's ability to moderate the process
of changing its company's cost accounting system.
DABM maintains traditional stage 1
assignments where costs are assigned
to departments. The departmental information can be used for planning,
control, and evaluation. In stage 2 of
DABM, the costs in each department
are assigned to products or customers
using cost drivers. There should be a
cause- and - effect relationship between
the cost and cost driver. The number
of cost drivers will be determined by
the diversity of the costs and their
causes. Our experience shows that
each department will have three to seven cost drivers. We have found that approximately 90% of the cost driver information was available in traditional
cost accounting, engineering, or other
databases.
DABM differs from ABM in that
stage 1 assignments are to departments rather than to activities. DABM
aggregates costs in departments,
while ABM aggregates costs in activity
pools. Therefore, DABM identifies departmental differences that cannot be
identified in ABM. Moreover, this departmental information can be used to
calculate the plantwide information on
activities that is included in ABM.
DABM differs from traditional departmental cost accounting systems in
that multiple cost drivers are used in
stage 2. DABM assigns costs by using
cost drivers that are the cause of the
cost. Traditional departmental cost accounting systems assign costs by using one overhead base. Thus, DABM
users will benefit from improved information because one overhead base is
unlikely to be the cause of all costs in
a department.
Table 1 illustrates how material handling and inspection costs are assigned
to products by an ABM system. Assume that in stage 1 of ABM, $230,000
of cost has been assigned to the material handling activity and $320,000 has
been assigned to the inspection activi-

$110
144
$254*

TPC - Units
of Product B
(2,000 Units)
$ 60
88
$148

Total material handling
and inspection cost

ty. Also, assume that the number of
moves is the cost driver for material
handling costs and the number of inspections is the cost driver for inspection costs. The total number of moves
(2,300) and the total number of inspections (2,000) are then divided into their
respective total costs to get per -unit
costs of $100 per move and $160 per
inspection. These are plantwide average rates for the cost of a move or an
inspection.
The number of cost driver units for
each product is multiplied by each rate
to calculate the material handling or inspection cost assigned to each product. For product A (B) 1,100 (1,200)
moves and 900 (1,100) inspections are
multiplied by $100 /move and $160 /inspection, respectively. This results in
$110,000 ($120,000) of material handling cost and $144,000 ($176,000) of
inspection cost being assigned to prod uctA (B). Dividing these total costs by
the 1,000 (2,000) units of product A (B)
results in $110 ($60) of material handling cost being assigned to each unit
of product A (B) . Also, $144 ($88) of inspection cost is assigned to each unit
of product A (B).
ABM advocates point out the importance of knowing the cost of each move
and each inspection. Traditional systems do not calculate these costs. Because costs are assigned using a causal
relationship, these advocates point out
the improved accuracy of ABM product costs. Traditional systems normally assign costs to the product using direct labor. Because direct labor is not
the cause of most costs, ABM proponents argue that plantwide average
rates are more accurate than departmental rates with direct labor as the assignment base.
Table 2 shows how these same
costs are assigned to products by a
DABM system. Assume there are five
production departments (staging, fabrication, assembly 1, assembly 2, and
finishing) and that the traditional system has assigned the material handling and inspection costs to them.
Notice that in this example, DABM
not only provides all of the plantwide
information that ABM provides but also four types of additional information.
First, the material handling and inspection costs for each department are calculated in the DABM system and not
in the ABM system. DABM identifies
the cost of material handling and inspecting in each department. With this
information, managers are able to determine the cost /benefit relationship
of performing each activity in each
MANAGEMENTACCOU"NG /JANUARY 1995

department.
Second, DABM calculates the cost
of a move in each department, which
is as low as $60 in the assembly 2 department and as high as $140 in the assembly 1 department. The higher cost
of each move in the assembly 1 department could be caused by longer
moves, more expensive equipment, or
more highly paid personnel. Here,
DABM helps in analyzing the plant layout, the required capital investment,
and the skill level of personnel. Managers may decide to reorganize the
plant layout, change the utilization of
equipment, or assign tasks differently.
ABM only calculates the average cost
of $100 per move. DABM identifies different departmental rates, while a
plantwide average rate is the only rate
included in ABM.
Third, DABM calculates an inspection cost of as little as $60 in fabrication
and as much as $660 in assembly 1. Assembly 1 inspections may require
more equipment or inspectors than
other departments. In this example,
DABM identifies differences in equipment and personnel requirements.

Managers are able to improve the utilization of these scarce resources.
ABM only calculates the $160 average
cost per inspection.
For cost savings, DABM information can be used to focus efforts on reducing the number of moves or inspections in the assembly 1 department.
The assembly 1 department has the
most expensive moves and inspections. If ABM is used, managers are led
to believe that all moves or inspections
cost the same amount.
Fourth, note that each unit of product A (B) is shown to require $132
($49) of material handling cost and
$182 ($69) of inspection cost in the
DABM system. ABM assigns $110
($60) of material handling cost and
$144 ($88) of inspection cost to each
unit of product A (B). DABM shows
that product A costs $60 ($314 less
$254) more than ABM reports. DABM
shows product B costs $30 ($118 less
$148) less than ABM reports. For pricing decisions or product profitability
analysis, these four types of information show how DABM is superior to
ABM.

WHY DABM IS BETTER
here are at least five general advantages of using Departmental
Activity -Based Management instead of ABM. First, DABM is not as
drastic a change as ABM. People are
less resistant to DABM because it continues to provide departmental information. Therefore, DABM can be
adopted more easily and utilized more
fully than ABM.
The cost drivers of insignificant
costs can be left unchanged. On the
other hand, cost drivers of significant
costs can be changed. For example,
the cost driver of the most significant
cost can be changed first. This capability allows the results of the change to
be monitored more easily and allows
the benefit of change to be realized before other changes are made.
Second, DABM avoids complex and
arbitrary assignments to plantwide activities. Analysis of plantwide activities
does not have to be conducted. If traditional stage 1 assignments are accurate, they can be used in the DABM
system without modification. This fea-

T

Material Handling

Staging

S 20,000

Fabrication

36.000

200
400

Assembly 1

84,000

600

Assembly 2

30,000

500

60,000
$230.000

2.300

Finishing

600

Total Cost
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Unit Cost

Product
A

Product
B

Product
A

Product
B

Product A
(1,000 Units)

$100

100

$10,000

$10,000

S 10

90
$140

200

100
200

18,000

18,000

18

600

0

84,000

84

0

60
$100

0

500

200

400

1,100

1,200

0
20,000
$132,000

0
30,000

0
20
$132

15
20
$49

40,000
$98,000
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Product

$

of
Moves

Number of Moves

Cost/
Move

$

Cost

$

Department

Total
Number

5
9

Fabrication
Assembly 1
Assembly 2
Finishing

40,000
30,000
66,000
40,000
144,000
$320,000
$

Staging

S

400
500
100
200
800
2,000

o

Product
A

Product
B

$100
60
$660
$200
$180

200
100
100
0
500

200

Total material handling and inspections cost
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900

400
0
200
300
1,100

Product
A
20,000
6,000
66,000

Product
B

20,000
24,000
0
0
40,000
90,000
54,000
$182,000 $138,000

Unit Cost
Product A
(1,000 Units)

Product B
(2,000 Unl
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6
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0
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$
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$
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c

$
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o
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.

c
o

o
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$118
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ture results in a significant cost savings
in implementing DABM rather than
ABM. If plantwide activity information
is desired, it can be calculated by aggregating departmental information
into plantwide activity pools.
Third, DABM calculates departmental costs. ABM does not provide
this information. This information can
be used in allocating scarce resources
among departments. In addition, departments can perform cost /benefit
analysis of decisions before they are
implemented. Also, these departmental costs may be used for a charge -out
or chargeback system to charge user
departments with the cost of services
provided.
Fourth, DABM includes information on department activities, cost drivers, and cost driver rates. ABM only includes plantwide information on
activities, cost drivers, and cost driver
rates. This information helps cost center managers control costs and the
causes of costs in their departments.
Fifth, DABM is very flexible. For
example, not all costs have to be assigned to departments. If costs cannot
be assigned to departments accurately, they can be assigned directly to
the product (customer) or not assigned at all.
Also, companies can regulate the
change to DABM by working on one
department at a time. If quicker results
are desired, multiple departments can
be changed at the same time.
Moreover, DABM can be used to
conduct customer profitability analysis
as well as product profitability analysis.
Costs can be aggregated across production, sales, and administration departments to determine the cost of servicing each customer.
Furthermore, DABM does not have
to stop at the department level. Some
companies have elected to calculate
separate rates for each machine in
each department. Companies may implement DABM at the department level and then investigate the benefits of
further information reporting at the
subdepartment level.

SPECIFIC ISSUES
n addition to the general advantages listed above, we encountered
several specific issues when the
first DABM system was developed for
one of our clients. First, the departmental resistance that sometimes is
encountered when ABM is implemented did not materialize. Because DABM
analysis can be performed at the de30

partmental level, department managers did not perceive DABM to be a
threat or to be tremendously different
from the traditional cost system. This
perception helped departmental managers and employees to become comfortable with the new system. Moreover, because the relationships among
costs, activities, and cost drivers in the
DABM system were departmental relationships, the new system was easier
to understand.
Second, two types of errors were
found in the traditional cost system.
Some elements of costs were listed as

Departmental
Activity Based
Management
providesfour

types of
information
that ABM
does not
provide.

zero in the computer system when a
positive amount should have been
present. This omission understated
product cost. These errors were corrected by the client. Other errors were
found in product costs that were listed
as different amounts in different databases. In other words, the same cost
was listed as two different amounts.
These inconsistencies also were presented to the client.
Although fording errors in the traditional system usually is not listed as
an advantage of ABM, it is common to
find some errors because ABM and
DABM require the traditional data to
be reviewed. This is particularly true
if personnel are diligent and watching
for mistakes. Some information, for example direct material, will be used in
both the old and new systems. If errors

in this information are not corrected,
they will affect the accuracy of the new
system as well.
Third, the mindset of management
did not change as much as we thought
it should have. Some managers did not
accept the DABM numbers that were
significantly different from the numbers in the traditional cost system.
Also, key statistics from the DABM
system were not fully integrated with
performance evaluation. This inhibited the company's continuous improvement efforts. The lack of use of this information for performance evaluation
may be one reason why the mindset of
managers failed to change.
Fourth, the client had high levels of
direct material, work in process, and
finished goods inventories. When
asked, managers explained the reason
for each of the three inventories. Because these three reasons were independent, we explained to the managers
that it was unlikely that they needed
this much inventory. The managers
did not agree that this was an opportunity for improvement
DABM SUPPLEMENTS ABM
ctivity-Based Management has
been less successful than its advocates expected because ABM
is very different from traditional cost
accounting systems. A new approach,
Departmental Activity-Based Management, provides four types of information that ABM does not provide. Also,
there are five advantages of DABM relative to ABM.
Like traditional systems, DABM
calculates information in each department. Moreover, DABM provides
more information and more accurate
information than ABM. Also, if management wishes to implement the new
cost system incrementally, DABM
provides that option while ABM does
not
■
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STEELINGTIME
WITHABCORTOC
At asteel service center, using opposing cost methods trims cycle time.
BYROBERTJ.CAMPBELL
outhwestern Ohio Steel (SOS),
headquartered in Hamilton,
Ohio, is a successful steel service center providing steel
sheets customized by weight and dimension. In the mid- 1980s, sales demand was strong, yet gross margins on
sheet products were not satisfactory.
As a consultant to the company, I created a pricing model that took several
years to develop and that combined the
elements of both activity-based costing
and the theory of constraints. This
pricing model contributed to a change
in customer mix from small cost -laden
orders to larger orders with higher
throughput and higher margins.
The main component of the company's Hamilton operations —and the
steel plant's primary operating con straint—is the blanking or cutting line.
In the early 1990s, the blanking line
was operating near capacity, and other
approaches to increasing throughput
on the line were needed. One promising approach was the reduction of non value- added cycle time in blanking -line
operations. I helped the company develop a way to analyze and justify manufacturing cycle -time improvements.
This methodology is applicable not only to the blanking line but to other
types of manufacturing operations as
well. (See sidebar, "Managing Cycle
Time.")

BLANKING-LINEOPERATION
n the large blanking line, steel
coils up to 60 inches wide are
cut into rectangular sheets of
various dimensions. The work is done
on several automated blanking lines,
each representing a major capital in-

0
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The blanking line at Southwestern Ohio Steel plant in Hamilton, Ohio.

vestment. During the setup, a crane operator loads a coil onto a turnstile,
which then rotates to mount the coil
onto a coiling arm located at the front
of the blanking machine. The operator
sets the machine to cut specified
lengths as the coil is pulled through a
series of blades and rollers by a recoiling arm. A number of initial measurements are taken, and several adjustments are made to the position of the
cutting tools. Sample pieces are cut
and measured to ensure that the proper sheet size is processed.
As the coil runs through the blanking line, the required number of sheets
are cut and stacked on a skid placed at
the end of the machine. The piece
count per skid will vary from order to
order based on customer requirements or weight limitations. At the end

of the production run, any unused steel
is recoiled, banded, and removed from
the blanking line by an overhead
crane. This smaller, unprocessed coil
is stored for later use. The finished order is recorded on a production log,
and the machine and area are cleaned.
The activities of recoiling, removal, recording, and cleanup extend the cycle
time so that no additional orders may
be processed until the blanking -line
crew completes these activities.
The average length of time from the
arrival of materials to completed products in the blanking department varies
with the number of units. To show how
the process works, well use hypothetical numbers throughout this case
study and assume that customers order sheet steel in quantities of either
250 or 500 units. The cycle time on the
31
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Setup
Downtime
Processing
Inspect
Unload FG
Move
Recoil /Remove
Record Job
Cleanup
`Excluding WAIT TIME

blanking line is estimated at 24 hours
for 500 unit orders and 17.5 hours for
250 unit orders, excluding wait time,
Wait time is a function of the scheduling and coordination of the total plant,
not just blanking -line activities. Cycle time breakdown for the blanking department is provided in Table IA
Processing is the largest blanking
cycle -time activity. The remaining cycle time is considered nonvalue added
because there are no changes to the
product. The nonvalue -added cycle
time is the result of previous decisions
in technology investment and current
decisions on the acceptable quality of
raw material. The nonvalue -added cycle time, excluding wait time, is 12
hours per batch.
ANALYZINGCYCLE -TIME COSTS
he author looked at three cost areas: historical (transaction based) costs from current activities, temporary costs from overtime,
and opportunity costs from lost sales.
Historical Costs —With an activity based costing (ABC) system, the total
operating cost of the blanking department is assigned to the individual activities making up the cycle time. (See
Table 1B.)
Calculating historical activity costs
requires analysis and cost allocation of
• Payroll for workers participating directly in activities.
• Supplies and utilities consumed by
activities.
• Supervisory and support costs.
• Depreciation for equipment used
during activities.
• Percentage of rent allocation.
Under this analysis, total blanking line ledger account costs are $504,000.
(See Table 2.)
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500 u. Batch

250 u. B

WMhUal Time

5.0 hours

5.0 hours

12.0 hours
2.0 hours
2.0 hour
2.0 hours
0.0
0.5
0.5 hours

7.0 hours
1.0 hours
1.0 hour
1.5 hours
1.5 hour
included
0.5 hours

1.200 ho
580
2,480
400
400
440
200
170
380

24.0 ;

,,

Activity
$110,
40,60
196,
30,
32,
34,000
20,000
15,0
29,

17
,

Resource - Consuming

Temporary Costs — Southwestern
Ohio Steel handled cycle -time and production-volume problems by scheduling overtime on weekends. The overtime costs included additional payroll
costs associated with overtime premium and base hours. Other out-of -pocket costs were associated with keeping
the facility open on nights or weekends, such as utility costs.
Assume that a cost analysis of annual overtime already planned for the
blanking operation indicated that the
planned 800 additional production
hours would have an average cost of
$84 per hour. The additional cost
would be:
Direct out -of- pocket costs of staffing and
keeping the plant open
on weekends ($84 x 800) = $67,200.

Opportunity Costs — Lengthy cycle
time also can cause the company to suffer opportunity costs associated with
lost sales. The opportunity cost of lost
sales refers to the lost contribution

TABLE 2 / BLANKINGLINEOPERATINGCOST
Account
Supervision
Direct Labor
Indirect Labor
Supplies
Utilities
Maintenance
Small Tools
Engineering
Quality Control
Depreciation
Miscellaneous
Total Cost

Cost
S 92,000
152,450
134,200
18,200
22,400
16,900
6,700
12,300
10,750
28,600
9,500
$504,000

margin when potential customers take
their business elsewhere. The company may lose sales because its ability to
provide fast delivery service is not on
a par with its competition or because
bottlenecks or constraints cause suboptimal throughput. For example, if
the steel company has a four -day cycle
time and a number of potential customers want orders filled on short notice,
such as a two -day lead time, these customers might take their business to
other competitors.
Opportunity costs would include
the lost sales revenue less any out -ofpocket costs. If throughput could be increased by better use of the blanking
line for the same period of time, the only additional out -of- pocket manufacturing process costs would be materials
and material handling. Support departments, such as scheduling, generally
can handle small, incremental changes
in job or batch volume. Where such
changes in support activity levels are
large, the scheduling department
could become a bottleneck.
Assume that a study of customer inquiries indicates the steel service center is losing potential customer orders
totaling 10,000 units a month. The
company wants to retain large -order
customers (who tend to be more profitable), so analysis will be limited to a
group of lost orders averaging 500
units and requiring a cycle time of 24
hours. A typical lost order of this size
would have generated the following
out -of- pocket cash flow:
Net selling price
Less cash -based out-of-pocket costs
Equals lost cash flow

$15,000
(9,600)
$ 5,400

The opportunity cost per -cycle -time hour = $225
($5,400/24 hours)

Estimating the opportunity cost per
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blanking hour provides the financial
justification for reducing cycle time.
SETUP TIME ON
THE BLANKING LINE
etup time is considered nonvalue
added and represents a significant portion of cycle time, consuming approxim ately 1,200 blanking line ho u r s a y ea r . Aft er e x p lo rin g
cycle -tim e redu ctio n op po rtun ities in
the setup activity, management considered pu rchasin g a new au tom atic lo ading mech anism that would reduce per order cycle time from five hours to two
hours. Analysis of setup -time savings is
aided by a b reakd o wn o f th e o rigin al
setup cy cle tim e o f five ho urs in to its
component activities as sh own in Table
3A. The largest subactivity is blank -cut
setting , using 2.5 hours per setup.

Pass without pain.
Pass the very next time, guaranteed, with the
MicroMash CMA REVIEW.
• Complete computerized review for the CMA Exam.
* Available for IBM PC (and compatibles) and Apple Macintosh.
* 100% money -back guarantee you'll pass the next time.
• From the makers of the legendary MicroMash CPA REVIEW!

Don't wait! Call now! 1-800- 272 -PASS, Ext. 2210!
Get the FREE DEMO disk. Try it for yourself!
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Assume the new mechanism is expected to reduce coil loading and feeding time by one hour and the positioning and timing of the blank cutting
shear by two hours, for a total savings
of three hours per batch. This time reduction represents a savings of 720
blanking -line hours.

*Certain restrictions apply; call for complete details!

MicroMash
The Accoun6ay Education SoRware

ASSESSING SETUP -TIME
REDUCTION
fter analyzing the costs, management knows that cycle -time savings either can reduce overtime
or captu re ad ditio n al o rders. Th e p referred o p tio n wo u ld b e to red u ce th e
highe st c o st p er h o u r. Th e o ver tim e
cost of $84 p er ho ur is mu ch less th an
the opp ortunity cost of $225 per ho ur.
If the co m p any is un ab le to m eet d emand, even with overtim e, cycle -time
savings sh ould be used first to increase
output fo r handling ad ditional customers bef o re it is used to reduce over-

time.
The next step after identifying
where to apply cycle -time savings is determining the cost of cycle -time reduction. Assume that the new loading de-
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vice increases annual fixed costs by
$36,000. This amount reflects an increase in various costs including depreciation, training, maintenance, and
utilities. Based on 720 blanking hours
saved per year, the annual investment
cost averages $50 per cycle -time hour.
The new investment -per -hour cost
of $50 compares favorably with the
overtime- per -hour cost of $84 and the
opportunity- per -hour cost of $225. A
projected savings of $34 per hour ($84
- $50) or a gain of $175 per hour ($225
-$50) provides quantitative support for
making the investment.
Comparing the cost of reducing cy-

Setup Time

Puo hs n or

. M .M .A. I

." ' . n

cle time to the overtime cost is an objective analysis. In contrast, comparing
the investment cost of $50 per hour to
the opportunity cost per hour of lost
sales is subjective. The opportunity
cost is most meaningful if lost sales are
due to an internal bottleneck. In such
case, even small cycle -time reductions
may increase throughput and sales. If
sales are lost as a result of poor service
and a lengthy cycle time, however, a
small cycle -time reduction may not improve service noticeably. The opportunity cost applies only when there is a
high probability of actually capturing
lost sales.

'

Annual Cost"

Coil Loading
Coil Feeding
Blank Cut Setting

120 hours

0.6
2.5

144

11,500

47.92

600

229.17

First Sheet Runout
Runout Readjust

0.4
1.0

'Based on 240 setups

5.0 hours

55,000
10,000
21,500
$110,000
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96
240
1,200 hours

S 12,000

7 Gost per Se

0.5 hours

S 50A

41.67
89.58
S458.
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ACTIVITY-BASED COSTINGAND
CYCLETIME
he setup activities depicted in Table 3A can be assigned costs using activity-based costing (ABC)
methods. (See Table 3B.) Annual setup costs using ABC are $110,000,
based on associated payroll costs, support costs, utilities, and depreciation.
Assuming there are 240 setups per

he entire chain of events from
the initial design of a product
until its delivery to the customer is its cycle time. (See Figure
1.) Reducing cycle time increases profitability through increased sales volume or product profit margin (or
both). Achieving manufacturing cycle time reduction, however, can require
significant investment in new technology and changes in operating methods, policies and procedures, or supplier and customer relationships.
Management should understand the financial impact of selected cycle -time
adjustments before deciding on a
course of action.
When cycle time is broken down into short time intervals, it becomes
manageable for processes associated
with products, customer orders, or
batch goods. These processes are
composed of a set of activities consuming resources such as wages, salaries,
and benefits; tools; supplies; utilities;
and depreciation. Reducing cycle time
increases production without adding
capacity and enables timely delivery.
Significant manu facturin g cy cletime changes have been achieved in re-

cent years. Companies involved with
these dramatic changes may have
gained a competitive advantage in markets where customers value flexibility
and short lead -times for orders.

year at five hours per setup, then setups annually consume 1,200 hours of
capacity. The average cost of a blanking setup is $458.33 ($110,000/240),
and an average setup -hour cost is
$91.67 ($110,000/1,200).
If the historically based ABC costs
were applied to future operations, reducing loading and feeding by one
hour would save 240 setup hours and
p ro ject savin gs of approxim ately

ing blank -cut setting by two hours per
setup or 480 hours per year would project savings of $44,000 (480 hours
$91.67) —more than double the one hour reduction. Total anticipated ABC
savings from activity reduction is
$66,000 over time.
Of course, there would not be a real
savings of $66,000, or any amount
close to that in the short run, because

tion dep artm ent can move only five
batches in one 40 -hour week. The current set of sequential activities requires a to tal of eight hours per batch.
If the cycle tim e were reduced to four
hou rs per b atch, the department could
doub le its weekly output to 10 batches
without expanding capacity.
Thro ugh put depends on the flow of
go od s th ro ugh both m anufacturing
and distrib ution. Improving output in

one department assumes an increase
in the flow of materials to and from other departments. Cycle -time management, however, will not be equally important in all production departments.
Bottlenecks or constraints may exist in
key departments, significantly slowing
the flow of products and stretching out
total cycle time throughout the company. These bottlenecks often are characterized by the build up of work- in -pro-

FIGURE 1 / ACTIVITIES FOR CYCLE -TIME MANAGEMENT IN A
PRODUCTIONDEPARTMENT
SETUP
Same for
each product
job or batch.

Varies with scheduli
efficiency and caps

P OCESSING

0

\

Varies with product
type (width, length).

INSPECT
Varies by nurn

and size of u"

INCREASINGPRODUCTIVITY
hrougliput measures a company's ability to deliver desired
quantities of goods or services to
outside customers. It is defined by
Eliyahu Goldratt as "the rate at which
the system generates money through
sales. "r Cycle-time reduction can increase throughput in companies that
have internal manufacturing or distribution constraints?
For example, assume that a producM

$20,000 (240 hours ® $91.67). Reduc-

UNLOAD
Varies by number
of work -in- process
,.` (WIP) bundles.
_

MOVE
Varies by
, \
number of
W IP bu ndl e`
moved.
i
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duced time spent on existing orders
would make available blanking -line
hours dedicated to processing additional new orders.
For the blanking line, ABC costs describe current consumption of resources reflecting past decisions for
setup procedures, hiring, and prior -period investment in technology. These
past actions result in a resource structure that currently expenses $110,000

a year on setups. This cost represents
the accumulated impact of decisions
over years. It is a view of where the
company is now and how it got there.
Planning for future change requires
a set of estimated future costs. When
significant change is planned for cycle
time, incremental cash -based future
costs should be separated from sunk
fixed costs that won't be changing in
the near term.

cess (WIP) stocks. Frequently, the primary benefit of reducing cycle time in
a constrained department is increased
throughpuLi
Departments with excess capacity
or idle time do not benefit from increased throughput. With idle capacity, these departments already can process more product units or batches
than customer demand requires. Reducing cycle time only would add to
idle capacity the short run. Management also may decide that reducing capacity in these nonconstrained operations provides some future cost
savings, but it may take considerable
time to realize these savings.
Analyzing the time required for setup, wait time, processing, inspecting,
and material handling provides an explanation for product completion time.
In Figure 1, setup time is the same for
any product, whereas inspection time
is driven by the number of product
units passing through the department.
Based on the relative costs and cycle
tune in various operations, management may target one or more operations or departments for cycle -time
improvement.
For example, in Company X, management has decided to take the necessary steps to reduce cycle time from
eight days to five days in a nonconstrained manufacturing process. Certain activities, based on management
policies or procedures, are to be
changed or eliminated, resulting in increased idle time. Management adjust-, the plan by shrinking capacity in
conjunction with diminished activity
levels and reduces personnel and other resources. Reduced activity levels
lead to overall cost reductions in such
areas as payroll, supplies, and utilities.
Assuming that even with reduced ca
pacity product volume remains con stant, lowering overall operating costs
by reducing cycle time would reduce

unit product costs. These cost savings,
however, may take months or years to
realize.
Reducing cycle time in a constrained manufacturing process can
lower average fixed costs per unit in
the short run. For example, Company
X incurs total annual fixed costs of
$600,000 with a throughput of 10,000
units. The average cost per unit is $60.
Assume that one production department is a bottleneck and that other departments have idle capacity. If cycle
time in the bottleneck is improved
without added resources and annual
throughput increases to 12,000 units,
unit - fixed -costs will fall to $50
($600,000/12,000 units).
Profit margins improve if cycle -time
reduction leads to higher revenues
and /or lower unit costs. Cost reduction is achieved by controlling the
"inputs" to a process and should be targeted for nonconstrained departments. Input costs are represented by
an existing set of activities and the
number of people, tools, and manufacturing capacity hours required to complete the activities.
Relieving a critical manufacturing
bottleneck should increase sales volume and revenues if selling prices can
be maintained on additional sales. In
the previous example, increased
throughput provided extra sales of
2,000 units annually. if the selling price
is $100, annual revenues would increase by $200,000.

sult in increased throughput?
• What activities consume the most
resources, in both time and dollars,
within each process?
• What activities within a process can
be changed or reduced without
compromising throughput?
• What will it cost to change or reduce activities that contribute to cycle time?
• What are the realizable cost savings
from reduced cycle time for specific
activities?

ut

the ABC cost is based primarily on
fixed costs that are historical or already committed for the near term. In
the longer run, unless a real reduction
in blanking -line capacity is planned—
including personnel reductions —no
actual cost reduction will occur. The
proposed change in cycle time in a constrained operation such as the blanking line would not necessarily lead to
a decision to reduce capacity. The re-
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COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
o assist management in making
informed decisions concerning
cycle -time activities, a cost -benefit analysis answering the following
questions should be part of a cycle time reduction proposal.
■ Will overall cycle -time reduction re-

Blending activity-based management (ABM) with the theory of constraints (TOC) provides the answers to
these questions. Accountants analyzing cycle time will have to resolve this
question: Should management rely upon activity costs or cycle -time reduction to make good decisions?
A cycle time reduction program can
translate into improved service and
quality when selected nonvalue -added
activities are eliminated. Customer response time can improve without loss
of product quality. If higher service
and quality are important. to the customers, they may pay a higher price for
the company's products.
■
For more information on this topic see:
M. Beischel and K. Smith, "Linking
the Shop Floor to the Top Floor," MAN.
AGEMENT ACCOUNTING', October
1991, p. 29.
Peter Turney, "Using Activity -based
Costing to Achieve Manufacturing Exeellence, "Journal of Cost Management, Suninter 1989, pp. 29-30.
rrhomas Greenwowi and James Reeve, -Process
Cost Management,"Journal ofCost Management,
Winter 1994, pp. 7.8.
2 E6yahu Goldratt, 71ir Haystack Syndrome, North
River Press Croton -on- Hudson, N.Y., 1990, p. 19.
:'Robert J. Campbell, Competitive Cost -based Pricing
SystemsforModern Manufacturing, Quorum
Books, Westport, Conn., l992, pp. 128 -30.

CYCLE TIME AND IDLE CAPACITY
ssume the blanking line is not
constrained, and is operating on
a two-shift, five -day -week schedule with no overtime. Assume further
that capacity approximates 6,000 hours
per year. Current usage averages 70%
(80% during the first shift and 60% during the second shift). Actual productive time used is as follows:
First shift
Second shift

Capaclry
3,000
3,000
6,000

Actual Usage
2,400
11800
4,200

In this scenario, Southwestern
Ohio Steel can respond quickly to customer requests. Now the problem is a
lack of customers for the output of this
process. In the nonconstrained process, the investment to reduce setup
time may not be justified. With the
blanking operation sometimes idle,
there no longer is a need for overtime.
Potential savings in overtime cost no
longer exists. In addition, there is no
opportunity cost from lost customers
because of inability to meet customer
demands.
The question now arises: On what
basis can you justify the new setup
mechanism cost of $36,000 per year?
ABC costs are not going to represent
real savings. The savings of 720 hours
using the new loading mechanism reduces annual time requirements from
4,200 hours to 3,480 hours. At present,
the blanking line operates during two
shifts. Planned cycle -time reduction
still is not sufficient to process all current orders during a single shift, and
management is not willing to reduce

sales volume to accommodate one
shift.
The blanking -line depreciation
costs are independent of the number of
shifts. Without a permanent reduction
to one shift, supervision, support, and
space costs will not change. Work
rules require that a minimum crew be
assigned to the blanking line during
each eight -hour shift. The company already is operating with a minimum sized work crew. A reduction in setup
time creates more downtime or idle
time. The only actual savings realized
from operating the blanking line fewer
hours each week may be the cost of
utilities and supplies. These costs represent a small portion of the ABC cost.
Using ABC costs to evaluate cycle time reduction in a nonconstrained department may cause management to
make incorrect decisions and investments. When prioritizing cycle -time reduction projects, management must
consider whether the process or operation being evaluated is constrained or
nonconstrained. Determining which
constrained operation to prioritize requires an analysis of each operation's
lost throughput. For nonconstrained
operations, the relative size of ABC
costs and extent of idle capacity provide useful clues for determining
where overall capacity reduction efforts would bring the greatest cost savings —over a long time period.
EMPLOYEE COOPERATION
echnical improvements and capital investments are not the only
means for achieving cycle -time
reduction. Improvements in work
methods or rules may be possible. The

most promising source for suggestions in reducing cycle time can be the
hourly workers themselves. Under
what circumstances can the company
enlist the help of its own workers?
Southwestern Ohio Steel offers
hourly employees a profit - sharing
plan. Increasing sales and /or profit margins per ton of steel shipped by reducing cycle time on the constrained
blanking line can result in cash benefits to the workers. This incentive or
some other cash incentive is needed to
make an employee suggestion program work. Furthermore, no job losses need accompany the benefits of cycle -time reduction. Workers are more
likely to cooperate and offer suggestions for improvements when job security and increased compensation are
the reward.
Targeting cycle -time reduction in
bottleneck departments by changing
work rules and operating methods
works well when management and
hourly workers benefit. In contrast,
when the blanking line is nonconstrained, significant cycle -time reduction can lead to job losses. Employees
in departments with existing idle time
would assume that a push for cycle time reduction would lead to more idle
time at first, followed by capacity reduction and loss of jobs. Therefore, it
is unlikely that these employees would
assist management's efforts, which
could create strained labor relations
unless other strong incentives exist.
Reducing cycle time can be an important management strategy. Before
singling out targeted areas or activities
for cycle -time reduction, however,
management should understand
throughput and whether it is constrained internally or externally. When
internal bottlenecks occur, cycle -time
reduction in the bottleneck can result
in significant benefits, including increased sales and lower unit product
costs. Reducing cycle time in nonconstrained operations may have little or
no benefit.
■
Robert Campbell, DBA, is professor of
accountancy at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio. He is a member of the Miami
Valley Chapter, through which this article was submitted, and he can be reached
at (513) 529 -6220.

On SOS plant floor are, I: r., Jim Bush, cost accounting manager; Mike Janson, vice
president of finance; and author Bob Campbell.
6

NOTE: Southwestern Ohio Steel has not purchased
the automated loading mechanism or implemented
cycle -time reduction on the blanking line. They are,
however, contemplating a cycle-time reduction plan
for the entire company.
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Activity -based costing and the theoryofconstraints can work together.
BY JAY S. HOIMEN, CMA
Certificate of Merit, 1993 -94

ctivity-based costing (ABC)
claims that traditional cost accounting distorts product
costs by allocating overhead
costs on the basis of direct labor hours.
Distortion of product costs, according
to promoters of ABC, will lead to distortions in decision making. The theory of constraints, as developed by
Eliyahu Goldratt and Robert Fox,
claims that problems in decision making are not due to distortions in product costs and raises the question
whether to use product costs at all. In
fact, Goldratt proposes a shift in management's thinking from a "cost world"
to a "throughput world."'
Each of these concepts has its supporters, but, as normally is the case,
there have been many overstatements.
In an attempt to raise the status of one
MANAGEMENTACCOUfMNG /JANUARY 1995

cost approach, attacks are made on the
counter approach. In general, supporters of the theory of constraints claim
that cost accounting is at best a worthless exercise. ABC supporters claim
that short -run decision making, as proposed by the TOC, ignores the long run survival of the enterprise.
In the following quotes, the major
supporters of each of these cost models phrase the claims of the opposing
approach in didactic terms.
First, in his book, The Haystack Syndrome, Goldratt states:
'Today, the entire financial community has awakened both to the
fact that cost accounting is no
longer applicable, and that something must be done. Unfortunately, they are not going back to
the fundamentals, the financial
statement logic, and seeking
there answers for these important business questions. Instead,

the financial community is totally
immersed in an attempt to save
the obsolete solution.
"'Cost drivers' and 'activitybased costing' are the names of
these fruitless efforts. It is evident that we can no longer allocate according to direct labor.
So, their way is to say: some expenses we can allocate at the unit
level, others only at the batch level, others at the product level,
still others at the product group
level, and some only at the company level.
"Yes, the allocation can be
done in this way. But for what
purpose? Anyhow, we cannot aggregate them at the unit level, or
even at the product level. So why
play all these number games ?"

(Emphasis added.)2
In their book, Advanced Manage mentAccounting, Robert S. Kaplan and
37

• Activities consume resources.
•

Products or customers consume activities.

• Model is consumption rather than spending.
• Resources consumed have numerous causes.
• Activities of wide array can be identified and measured.
• Cost pools are homogeneous.

Anthony A. Atkinson state:
"Procedures such as incremental analysis, marginal costing,
contribution - margin analysis,
and breakeven analysis all focus
on those costs that will vary, in
the short run, with the quantity
produced and supplied. Such
procedures might (erroneously)
give managers the notion that
fixed costs should not influence
short -run decisions on pricing,
product mix, and output.

THE SIX ASSUMPTIONS OF ABC
ctivity -based costing has been
defined by CAM -I (the Consortium for Advanced Manufacturing- International) as a method recognizing the causal relationship of cost
drivers to cost activities by measuring
the cost and performance of process related activities and cost objects.
Costs are assigned to activities based
on use of resources, then assigned to
cost objects, such as products or customers, based on use of activities.4

ing. This assumption's implication is
perhaps the most important. For costs
to decrease, there must be a change in
spending. ABC, however, does not
measure spending— it measures consumption. In the short run, a change
in activity will have little or no impact
on the consumption of resources. In
the longer run, adjustments can be
made to bring spending into alignment
with consumption.
Robert Kaplan has explained this
principle as follows:
"The correct way of expressing
this phenomenon is to say that in
the long run spending on resources will tend to follow their
usage. If you want to find out
where spending will be in the future, you would be better off
looking at usage today and modeling usage in the future. You
may not change spending in the
short run, but eventually, if management acts, spending will
come into alignment with
usage." 5
The fourth assumption, closely re-

"These short -run procedures
are misleading because they never
examine what causes faxed costs to
arise in the first place. Fixed costs

are viewed as a necessary evil,
perhaps to be squeezed down periodically by cuts in overhead
and support budgets. But the
connection is rarely made between the decisions made about
products and the demands they
create for the company resources whose costs are considered `fined.' The fallacy of this artificial separation between fixed
and variable costs is best exemplified by noting that over the
last several decades, the costs
that have risen fastest in most organizations have been those
costs that their accounting system has considered 'fixed.' (Emphasis added.J °3
Is there a common ground between
activity-based costing and the theory
of constraints? Must these two approaches be so diametrically opposed?
Both ABC and the TOC are based
on a series of assumptions. These assumptions reveal the implicit time horizon inherent in each approach and
demonstrate that the difference between activity-based costing and the
theory of constraints is just a matter of
time.
38

1. Identify the system's constraints.

2. Decide how to exploit the system's constraints.
3. Subordinate everything else to the decision made in Step 2.
4. Elevate the system's constraints.
5. Go back to Step 1 if the constraint is broken in Step 4. Watch for inertia.

ABC differs from the traditional
costing approach in the way costs are
accumulated. In a traditional system a
two -stage accumulation model is used.
First, costs are accumulated by function or department and then are assigned or traced to products through
a single activity measure. To reiterate,
ABC focuses on resources and activities as cost generating, and traditional
accounting focuses on products as cost
generating.
Two assumptions, using this definition of ABC, now become apparent.
First, activities consume resources, and
acquiring resources creates cost. Second, products or customers consume
activities.

A third assumption is that ABC
models consumption rather than spend-

fated to the first two, is that there are
numerous causes for the consumption of
resources. A further assumption, implicit in the fourth assumption, is that
a wide array of activities can be identified and measured. These activities

serve as linkages between the costs of
resources and cost objects. The linkages enable multiple cost pools rather
than a single cost pool to be used —reflecting a cause - and - effect relationship.
Traditional costing has used few activity measures in tracing costs to products. Often the activity measure used
was direct labor hours. A major advance of ABC was the recognition that,
in addition to using many activity measures, these measures could be organized into a hierarchy. Robin Cooper
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995

has presented this hierarchy as:
1. Unit -level activities, which are performed each time a unit is produced;
2. Batch -level activities, which are performed each time a batch of goods
is produced;
3. Product -level activities, which are
performed as needed to support the
production of each different type of
product; and
4. Facility-level activities, which simply sustain a facility's general manufacturing process.6

There'sone
financialplacementfirm
that'sasurebet...
accountantsoncallbynearly6to1

A fifth assumption of ABC is that
cost pools are homogeneous, which

means that for each cost pool there is
only one activity.7 The implication is
that an ABC model will have many
more cost pools than would a traditional cost model.
The sixth and last assumption of
ABC is that all costs in each pool are
variable (strictly proportional to activity). When this assumption is coupled
with the previous assumption of cost
pool homogeneity, it becomes apparent that the only costs considered
"fixed" in the traditional sense would
be "facility- level" activities. All other
costs are associated with some type of
fluctuating activity. (See Table 1 for a
summary of the six assumptions of activity-based costing.)
The major implication of these assumptions is that ABC is intended primarily as a long -term tool. In the short
run, spending is relatively unchangeable. It is only in the longer run that
spending and consumption are
brought into alignment. Using ABC —a
consumption pattern analysis —to predict short -run costs overlooks the fact
that costs are the result of spending
decisions.
THEORY OF CONSTRAINTS
he theory of constraints (TOC),
developed by Goldratt and Fox
during the 1980s, has evolved
over time. In the early 1980s, Goldratt
developed a scheduling approach
known as optimized production technology (OPT) using TOC principles.
Synchronous manufacturing, the term
used in 1984, became the theory of
constraints in 1987. The reason for the
changing terminology was explained
by Goldratt:

T

"...by 1988, the rapidly evolving
understanding exposed that the
main constraints in organizaMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995

a0C

accountants customers rated the overall quality of accountants on
call's placement services best by nearly 6 to 1 over
on call
the next leading national specialist. In fact, 51 %
of those polled use aoc exclusively. So if you're
looking for the one specialist that can meet your
temporary accounting and bookkeeping needs, call
your local aoc office or 1 -800- 327 -1117 today.
Chances are, you'll hit the jackpot too.
01992 accountants on call
'Independent survey of temporary accounting placement services customers conducted by Opinion Research Corporation, Pr1n0etorl, NJ.

Circle No. 9
tions were not physical constraints (capacity, market, vendors) but policy constraints. This
last development almost pushed
aside the issue of synchronization and thrust the need for processes to identify and elevate
these devastating, constraining
policies onto center stage." 8
TOC usually is explained using "five
focusing steps."0 (See Table 2). The
purpose of these steps is to focus a
manager's attention on the constraining resources —the factors inhibiting

growth in profits. There are a number
of underlying assumptions of TOC (or
its predecessor, OPI). The first and
most familiar assumption is that the
goal is to make money now and in the
future. Making money is the primary
reason for a company to exist —other wise it won't be in business. ( Goldratt
and Jeff Cox's popular book, The Goal,
explains TOC and the underlying assumptions.10)
A second assumption is that
throughput is used as a way to measure money. Throughput is defined as
revenue minus the variable cost of ma39

The goal is to make money now and in the future.
•�Thro u gh p u t�is�d efin ed�as�reven u e�m inu s�th e�variable�cost�of�m aterials

energy.
• There is always at least one constraint on each product that limits the f
revenue.
N There are three types of resources: scarce bottleneck resourcei
nonbottleneck resources, and capacity constraint resources (CCR).
14
■�Most�manufacturing�operations�have�only�a�few�CCRs,�and�thus�it�is�easy
e, control them.
■ Dependent events exist that result in interactions between resources a
products, Within every manufacturing environment, statistical fiuctuatic
and random events occur.
■ The optimized production technology system is implicitly stable —at a
qiven time bottlenecks are identified, and the order mix is stable with respl

terials and energy. Implicit in this assumption is that direct labor is not a
variable�cost�—it�is�a�commitment
made to the workers for the planning
horizon. Similarly, the assumption is
that overhead costs will not vary in the
short run. But a short -run planning horizon does not allow for costs that most
certainly can change in the longer run.
A third assumption is there is always
at least one constraint on each product
that limits the company's revenue. The
constraint may be an internal production capacity limitation, or it may be external, such as a lack of customer orders, logistical limitations, or
availability of materials.
A fourth assumption builds on this
constraint, namely, there are three types
of resources: scarce bottleneck resources,
nonbottleneck resources, and capacity
constraint resources (CCR). A CCR is a
resource that is not a bottleneck at
present, but, if not managed properly,
it can become a constraint.
A fifth assumption is that most manufacturing operations have only a few
CCRs, and thus it is easy to control
them."
TOC also assumes two characteristics (assumptions six and seven) about
the production process. In the production process dependent events exist that
result in interactions between resources
and products. And within every manufacturing environment statistical fluctuations and random events occur. Together these two assumptions imply a
need for scheduling and prioritizing
the product flow. The optimized production technology (OPT) approach to
scheduling implies a rather short time
horizon.
The eighth assumption of TOC is
40

that the OPT system is implicitly stable—at any given time bottlenecks are
identified, and the order mix is stable
with respect to given resources.12Capacity (either mechanical or labor) for the
short time period is fixed, and bottlenecks are inevitable. Table 3 summarizes the underlying assumptions of
the theory of constraints.

ITS A MATTER OF TIME
hen the assumptions of ABC
ar e c o m pa r ed w it h t h e a s su m ptions o f TO C , it be-

comes clear that the cost paradigms
are based on different time horizons�—ABC�has�primarily�a�long�-run
time horizon, while TOC has primarily
a short -run time horizon. The economic concept of short run versus long run
focuses on whether the capacity of the
production facility can be expanded or
contracted.
In the short run, it is assumed that
production capacity is fixed and cannot
be changed readily. This unchangeable capacity will create bottlenecks or
constraints. In this context the assumptions underlying TOC make perfect sense. In the longer run, however,
more and more costs become variable.
Labor commitments become changeable and thus are no longer a fixed
cost. Other fixed costs also become
changeable when the productive capacity is adjusted as spending and consumption are brought into alignm e n t 13 I t i s a t t h i s j u n c t u r e t h a t t h e

assumptions underlying ABC make
sense.
ABC and TOC are based on differing sets of assumptions that have an
implicitly different time horizon, so

claims of superiority of one approach
over the other should be abandoned.
There is room for both approaches
when they are used appropriately. The
question becomes, "When does aTOC
approach become invalid and ABC become the `correct' methodology ?"
Activity-based costing is one tool
management accou ntants can use.
The theory of constraints is another.
Just as there is room in a woodworker's too lbo x fo r screwdrivers and
drills, there should be room in the
management accountant's toolbox for
both ABC and TOC. Accountants need
to understand how each tool works in
order to determine which one is an appropriate tool for the circumstances
and when to use TOC and ABC in
their enterprises.
■
Jay S. Holmen, Ph.D., CMA, CPA, is
professor of accountancy at the University of Wisconsin Eau Claire and is academic associate at the Avraham Y.
Goldratt Institute. He is a member of the
Chippewa Valley Chapter, through
which this article was submitted. He can
be reached at (715) 836 -2184.

'John H. Sheridan. "Ibroughput with a Capital "I","
Industry Week, March 4, 1991.
2Eliyahu M. G o ld ratt, The H aystack S yn drom e,
North River Press, Croton -on- Hudson, N.Y., 1990,
pp. 39-40.
3Robert S. Kaplan and Anthony A. Atkins on, Advanced Management Accounting, Prentice -Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ., 1989, p. 192.
4 77r CAM-' Glossary ofActivity•Based Management,
C o mp uter Aid ed Manufac turing- Internatio nal
(now Consortium for Advanced Manufacturing-International), Arlington, Tex, 1991.
SAlf, ed King, 'Me Current Status of Activity-Based
Costing.�An�Interview�with�Robin�Cooper�and�Rob•
ertS . Kaplan,"�MANAGEMENTAccoumriNGa� �September 1991, p. 25.
BRobin Cooper, "Cost Classification in Unit -Based
and Activity-Based Manufacturing Cost Systems,"
Journal of Cost Management, Fall 1990, pp. 4-14.
7This assumption and the following assumption can
be found in Eric Noreen, "Conditions Under Which
Activity -Based Co s t S ys tems P ro vid e R elevant
Costs," Jou rna l of M ana gem ent Accou nting Research, Fall 1991, pp. 159 -168.
sForeword by Eliyahu Goldratt to M. Michael Umble and M. L. Srikanth, Synchronous Manufacturing. Principles for World Class Excellence, South Wes tern P ublis hing C o., C inc innati, Ohio, 1990,
pp. ix-x.
9Eliyahu Goldratt, 7WeoryofConstwixfs, North River Press, Croton -on- Hudson, N.Y., 1990, pp. 3.7.
10ETryahu Goldratt and Jeff Cox, The Goal, North River Press, Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y., various editions
(1984, 1986, or 1992).
"A good so urce for these assumptions is Boaz Ronen and Martin Starr, "S ynchro nized Manufacturing as in OPT: From Practice to Theory," Computers and Industrial Engineering, Volume 18, No_ 4.
1990, pp. 585600.
12 Aid.. p. 589.
13For a further disc ussio n of this point, s ee R obin
Cooper and R obert Kaplan, "Ac tivity-Based Systems: Measuring the C os ts o f R es ourc e Usage,"
Accounting Horizons, September 1992, pp. 1 -13.
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A lighthearted lesson from an accounting sleuth.
BY DAVID C. SMITH, CMA
had absolutely no warning that
this was going to be one of those
really bad days. I was in my office, my chair tilted back, feet up
on my desk, thumbing through the latest production reports when my peace
was interrupted by a telephone call. I
glanced over at my LCD display
phone, which conveniently identifies
the caller. This feature is a mixed
blessing. Sometimes I think I'd rather
not know who is calling. This was one
of those times. The call was from my
boss, the Controller. "Peterson, get in
here," he bellowed.
"What's up ?" I asked, entering his
office and plopping into the lounger
nearest the window. I avoided the
small, round table and its accompanying straight -back chairs near the other
wall. I want to be comfortable at my
own hanging, thank you.
Bill Frost's eyes seemed to radiate
fire as he paced behind his desk. "Our
new regulator material cost is $2,700.
That's too high. We need to reduce it
to be competitive. This has got to be
your highest priority. I don't have to
tell you what might happen if we don't
get some orders for it soon. We'll all
be looking for jobs!"
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"Sure, IT get on it right away,"
thinking that this was no time to argue
with him. Anyway, he was right; the
cost was too high. "I want you to get
other people involved. Don't do this all
yourself. Got it? And don't ruffle everyone's feathers. I don't need any
calls from The Boss," he added.
I have been known to do things my
own way, without getting all the requisite approvals, so I probably deserved
the slam Bill delivered as I attempted
to escape from his den ...uh, office.
"When do you want it?" I asked, trying
to change the subject.
"Yesterday!"
I fled.
I'he Boss" Bill referred to was his
immediate supervisor and president
of the division. The Boss didn't enjoy
being referee to a staff of bickering directors. I wondered how to get the directors "involved" without upsetting
them. Back in my cubicle, I thought
about the immediate issue. The regulators cost too much. The $2,700 material cost consisted of $2,000 in direct
material and $700 in material overhead. Obviously, I needed to look for
ways to reduce direct material cost.
The project engineer for the new
regulator was Randy McDonald. Five
years out of college, he couldn't under-

stand why he wasn't president of the
division yet. Because the Controller
had insisted that I involve others in
this problem - solving experience, I was
forced to contact Randy.
'Ibis is Stan Peterson from Accounting. Got a minute ?"
"Not really. I'm responsible for the
solid state monitor program, which is
behind schedule thanks to you Contracts guys," Randy snarled.
"Bill Rattledart is in charge of Contracts. I'm Finance and Accounting, remember? Anyway, this regulator issue
is important. The President Q lied)
and Controller are very concerned
about costing for the new regulator.
Current thinking is that it is too expensive to be competitive. I only need a
few minutes."
"Okay, come on down. But I can only give you five minutes."
Randy looked annoyed as I entered
his office. He was on the phone and
pointed to the only empty chair, which
was precariously close to a bookcase
overflowing with books, magazines,
and papers. My mind flashed to the
scene in Howard's End where the philandering father -to-be was crushed to
death by just such a bookcase. My
mind continued to wander until I realized Randy was off the phone and ac-

knowledging my presence. "Okay,
many parts are in the end -item and
what gives? I can't waste much time on
then determine how many P.O.s were
this."
placed for each part. But I wouldn't
I walked over to his desk. "We have
have a clue how to do that."
to find a way to reduce the material
"How about determining how many
cost of the new regulator."
different purchased part numbers
"Do you know anything about autothere are in the end - item ?" I was strugmobile engines ?" he snapped.
gling with an idea.
"Sure, a little." I lied again, knowing
"Sure, that's easy. We get a fully indented bill of materials for each final
he was setting me up.
"Well, if we removed the pistons
product."
from the engine, do you think it would
The idea was beginning to take
work real well ?" he sneered.
shape. "So, how many different part
numbers do you buy
"No, I suppose
in a year ?"
not."
"That's what we're
"About 5,000, according to the numtalking about. You
ber of pages on our
can't just come in
last MRP [material
here and say the marequirements planterial cost has to
ning] explosion."
come down. There's
"And our material
no way to reduce the
overhead costs are
material in the reguabout $1 million,
lator and still make it
right ?"
work. Now, can I ask
you to leave me alone
"You're the accountant. Sounds
so I can get some
about right, though."
work done ?"
I thanked Carroll
I suspected that
for his help. He
further conversation
sounded confused by
was useless. He
our discussion, but I
wasn't the slightest
was used to that. Lots
bit interested in findof people get coning a solution to the
fused when I talk
material cost probwith them. It's a gift.
lem. To Randy, there
I looked over the
was no "problem,"
The shadowy figure lurking in the background is autho r David Smith What
new regulator bills of
except for my prescosts are next on his list?
material again, this
ence in his office.
time with my eyes a
Back in my cubilittle more open. There were 20 differcle, discouraged, I decided to look at
bothering his engineers with stupid
questions. I thought I made it clear ...
ent part numbers, but most of the cost
the other cost component as a candino ruffled feathers." Ray is the direcwas in just three parts. And all 20 parts
date for cost reduction— material overwere new, unique parts. That gave me
tor of Engineering, Randy's boss. Aphead. When I think of material overparently Randy hadn't wasted any time another idea.
head, I think of Production and
I reached for my phone. "Randy,
Material Control. So I called Carroll
filling Ray in on our meeting.
This was not getting me anywhere.
this is Stan Peterson again."
Johnson, the manager. "This is Stan
"Back to bother me ?" Randy
Randy says that the direct material
Peterson from Accounting. I really
costs can't be changed, and Carroll
hissed. He knew the Controller had
need your help."
talked with me about "bothering" the
Carroll was significantly easier to
says that the material overhead costs
can't be changed. I'm doomed.
engineers.
deal with than Randy. He'd been
''his will just take a moment," I
That evening, I thought about an
around and was wise enough to
said patiently. "All of the new regulator
activity-based costing article I had
choose his crusades carefully. Somebeen reading that day. I called Carroll
parts are new to the system. Can't we
thing Randy would learn in time.
use any of the existing parts that are
Something I probably never would. I
back the next morning. "How many
purchase orders do you place in a
in the system already ?" I waited for
told Carroll about my problem. The
Randy to bite my head off for suggestmaterial cost of the new regulator was
year ?"
"About 20,000. What's up ?"
ing he wasn't doing his job.
too high. I already had talked with
"Look, Peterson," and I knew this
"Just doing a little thinking before
Randy without any success and wantwasn't going to be too friendly, "there
the execution." I paused before coned to know from Carroll if there were
is no way for me to know which parts
tinuing. "If you had to get a feel for
any way to reduce the material overin the system are used a lot and which
how many P.O.s were used on end head costs.
items being shipped, how would you
ones are used a little. To me, they are
Carroll was too careful to be helpjust part numbers."
ful. He didn't want to agree to do
do that ?"
"Well," Carroll paused, careful as
Actually, it wasn't as bad as I had
something his boss wouldn't like.
always, "you could determine how
expected, so I pushed my luck, "Ran"Look, Stan, I'd like to help you out,
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Dired Material Cost........... ..............................$ 2,000
Material Overhead 0 35 % ........ ............................700
Total Material..................... ..............................$2,700

"This is the starting point. As you
can see, the material cost totals $2,700.
Randy was able to identify some parts
in the bills of material that could be
converted from unique parts to common parts. Purchasing looked at these
converted parts and found that many
of them could be added onto existing
P.O.s." Randy nodded agreement.
'The direct material cost went from
$2,000 per unit to $1,600 per unit"
`That's only a reduction of 20%. I
thought you were going to make me
happy this morning. What happened ?"
As usual, Bill was very quick with his
analysis. "And how did Randy determine parts usage? I thought that was
a closely held secret in Production
Control."
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Carroll flinched. "It's not a closely
held secret —it's just that our screens
aren't very user friendly."
Randy jumped into the fray. "I used
the material overhead cost for the
parts."
"What are you talking about ?" demanded the Controller. "The material
e's

dy, if I gave you an easy way to determine commonly used parts, would you
take another look at the new regulator
bill of materials ?"
I could sense the gears spinning.
"You bet I would. Heck, if you give me
an easy way to determine parts usage,
I could be a lot closer to achieving the
'Design to Cost' goals that Ray is trying to get me to use. I'd use the common parts and have Purchasing just
add my requirements onto existing
P.O.s. I'd save a bundle." He seemed
more interested.
"I'll be down in five minutes."
"I'll be here."
Using the data I provided, it didn't
take long for Randy to come up with
some substantial material savings.
One of the more expensive parts could
be purchased as a common part with
minor modifications. About half the
screws, washers, and 0 -rings could be
purchased as common and used without any modifications.
There was a certain swagger to my
gait as I headed back to my cubicle.
Unfortunately, Bill was patrolling the
hallways and met me in his sights. "All
right, Mr. Accountant. The Boss asked
me for some answers on the new regulator. What do I tell him ?"
"How about if I meet with you and
Randy and Carroll in your office tomorrow at 10 a.m. to tell you how we
are going to reduce the material cost
by 20%," I said smugly.
"8 a m....25 %" was his response.
He turned and walked away. I started
my preparation.
I began the 8 a.m. meeting with a
display of the new regulator material
cost before adjustments as follows:

never
satisfied. Maybe
that's why he's the
Controller.
overhead cost is the same for all the
parts -35% of direct material."
"Well, it used to be," added Randy,
gesturing in my direction, "before Peterson changed it"
Bill turned his gaze toward me.
"You know I've been doing some reading on this ABC stuff,.."
`That's never going to work here,"
he interrupted.
"Okay, here goes." I continued
without pause. "We have about $1 million in annual material overhead
costs."
"Yeah, go on."
"And we purchase about 5,000 different part numbers every year."
"So ?"
"So ...we spend about $2,000 of material overhead for each part."
"Where is this going, Peterson ?"
Bill's little patience was about gone.
"MRP tells us how many of these
parts we will buy during the year. If we
divide this $2,000 annual cost by the
number of parts we buy during the
year, we get the material overhead
cost per part. That's what Randy used
to determine parts usage —the material overhead cost per part."
The Controller thought for a few
moments. "So, commonly used parts
have a bigger denominator and therefore yield a smaller material overhead
cost per part. Conversely, unique
parts have a smaller denominator and
therefore a larger material overhead
cost per part."
"You got it." I waited.
Bill spun around and punched his
speaker phone for Ray. "Ray, Bill. Have
you heard about this new material
overhead allocation system ?"
"Yes, and I like it Now we finally
have a way to get our design costs
down. We never really had a way to
see the difference between using

unique parts and common parts. I
think you had a good idea."
Bill shot me a glance. I tried not to
smile.
Next Bill called Mario, Operations
director. "Mario, have you heard about
this new material overhead allocation
system ?"
"Yes. The part I really like about it
is that I now have a way to measure
Production Control. It may cost $2,000
material overhead per part now, but
that number is coming down."
I know I saw Carroll wince and Bill
smile —a humorless smile.
"So," Bill looked at me, `what's the
new material overhead cost on the
regulator ?"
"$350. For a total material cost, including overhead, of $1,950, a reduction of almost 28 %. Look at the numbers."
Before
After Savings
Direct Material Cost
$2,000 $1.600 $ 400
Material OverheadCost
700
350
350
Total Material
$2,700 $1,950 $ 750

"Just between us," Bill asked, "is
this all smoke and mirrors? Are we
really going to save money with this
new system ?"
"Boss, if we buy fewer unique parts
and more common parts, we will process fewer purchase orders, fewer accounts payable transactions, and have
fewer part numbers in the system. It
all adds up to less indirect work, so
we'll need less overhead to accomplish our current workload."
As the meeting was breaking up,
everyone seemed happy. Then Bill
turned to me. "Peterson, we need to
work on labor costs next."
"Right, Bill."
I sighed. He's never satisfied. Maybe that's why he's the Controller. ■
David C. Smith, CMA, is assistant direc-

tor of finance for the Instruments and
Life Support Division ofLitton Systems,
Inc., in Davenport, Iowa. He is a member of the Illowa Chapter, through which
this article was submitted, and can be
reached at (319) 383 -6350.
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See, also, Alfred J. Nanni, Jr., J. Robb Dixon, and
Thomas E. Vollmann, "Strategic Control and Performance Measurement,"Journal of Cost Manage ment,Summer 1990, pp. 33.42.
See, also, Gilbert Y. Yang, CMA, and Roger C. Wu,
CPA, 'Strategic Costing & ABC," MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTiNGBI May 1993, pp. 3337.
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DISTRIBUTION
CHANNEL
PROFITABILITY
ABC concepts can help companies make strategic decisions.

Cantor

BY KENNETH H. MANNING
hich of your distribution channels is most profitable? If you analyze them using an approach
built on activity-based costing (ABC) concepts,
you may find an unexpected answer.
Distribution costs are a fact of life for almost every manufacturer, distributor, and supplier. As major retailers, wholesalers, distributors, and manufacturers reconfigure their
supply chains, all participants in the supply chain need to
understand the revenue and cost trade -offs associated with
the various channels through which they deliver products
and services.
To evaluate strategic issues within the distribution system, formulate potential responses to those issues, and estimate the impact of improvements on the overall business,
you need reliable and accurate information. One approach
to gaining the necessary data is constructed around activity based costing (ABC) concepts that many companies have
adopted over the last several years.' ABC provides a more
accurate view of a company's cost structure than a standard
cost approach, particularly for companies that produce a
broad range of products and volumes. The benefits of ABC
have been discussed in great detail in other publications and
will not be presented here.2 Building on these ABC concepts,
the methodology presented here allows practitioners to determine the relative profitability of their distribution channels and customer groups. The methodology assumes that
the practitioners have at least a conceptual view of an ABC
approach, although a working knowledge of ABC techniques
is highly recommended.

COMPARISONOFTHREEAPPROACHES
he typical approach to developing knowledge of channel profitability, using standard product costing, is
shown in Figure 1. This approach creates two cost
pools: product costs and sales, general, and administrative
44

Finding which distribution channels are most profitable can aid
strategic planning.

(SG&A) costs. The product costs are transferred to the channels based on standard unit costs and the product mix sold
through that channel. The SG&A expenses typically are allocated to the channels based on net revenue or sales volume
by channel.
If the organization is aligned by channel or customer
group, this approach may yield accurate profitability figures.
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But most often, companies are aligned
by region, product line, or facility location, which makes the translation to
channel or customer difficult using
conventional approaches.
This approach may help answer
some questions related to distribution
costs, but there are numerous issues
that it cannot address. In addition, it
has all the drawbacks associated with
traditional standard product costing,
which have been shown to distort
costs in many situations. Because this
approach makes no attempt to adjust
product costs, the analysis related to
product costs can be misleading.
A more refined approach to channel
profitability is to use an ABC methodology. Figure 2 illustrates the more accurate ABC approach to this problem.
The ABC approach has one large advantage over the conventional approach: It costs products more accurately. Overhead costs are allocated to
product lines in a more logically related fashion than under the conventional
approach. The result is improved accuracy over the typical standard costing
approach.
The drawback to this approach is
that while we are allocating cost in a
much more logical and rigorous manner, the analysis is based on one major assumption that is probably not
true: that all costs are product -driven
costs and therefore must be traced or
allocated to products. For most companies, organizational costs are driven
by more than just the products they
produce.

FIGURE 1 / STANDARD APPROACH TOCHANNELPROFITABILITY
Allocations based
on standard costs
or net revenue.
Based
on
standard
costs
and
product
mix sold
thru
channel.

Product
Costs

Total Cost Structure

1.

Product
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Product
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Product
Costs

Channel A

Channel B

Channel C

FIGURE 2 / ABC APPROACH TO CHANNEL PROFITABILITY
Product costs allocated
to distribution channels
by volume mix.
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The strategic co st man agem ent ap -

proach outlined below recognizes that
cost is not driven solely by the products produced but also by the customers served and the channels through
which the product is offered. Removing the restriction that all costs must
be related to products allows the development of a more accurate view of
cost consumption. Under the traditional ABC methodology, it was not
possible to detect if product costs
were high due to certain customer
groups or to certain channels. However, this approach gives us additional
insight into the reasons for the product line cost position by creating three
different types of costs: product-related costs, channel - related costs, and
customer - related costs. Examining
the cost stru ctu re fro m th is p ersp ective a llo w s m a n a g e m e n t t o u n d e r stand cost d ifferen ces related to an y
one of the se catego ries o r r elated to
in te r ac tio n s b e tw e en t h es e c at e go -

ries. (See Figure 3.)
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Total Cost
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Channel C

FIGURE 3 / SCM APPROACH TO CHANNEL PROFITABILITY
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DEVELOPINGACCURATECHANNEL
ANDCUSTOMERCOSTS
11e approach used to develop this view of costs relies
on several guidelines:
• Include all costs (direct, indirect, overhead, implicit).
• Focus on relevance over precision.
• Use issues to drive analysis.
The methodology follows a four -step process, which is
outlined below.
1. Separate the organization's cost structure into activity

costs and nonactivity costs. The cost structure of the organization should be translated into activity and nonactivity components that reflect the operations of the enterprise. The
number and detail of these components should be determined by the issues the study is addressing. Table 1 lists
several activity and nonactivity components one would expect to see in a manufacturing company. Through the use
of traditional ABC concepts, the cost associated with each
of these components should be estimated. The sum of these
component costs should equal the organization's total cost
structure.
2. Identify the cost behavior of all activity and nonactivity

costs.The activity and nonactivity components are organized
into three categories of cost behavior: product- related, customer- related, and channel- related (see Table 1). Each cost
component should be related to only one category. If a cost
component cannot be related to just one category, either further decompose the activity or nonactivity definition, or, if
it is judged immaterial, assign the component to the primary
behavior category.
3. Trace these costs to the individual products, channels,
and customers. Once the different cost components are clas-

sified as product- related, channel - related, or customer related, it is necessary to identify the tracing factor that relates
those costs back to the appropriate products, channels, or
customers. Tracingfactors are quantifiable, repeatable measures that closely approximate the level of effort associated with
an activity.They are used to trace the activity cost to the in-

Customer Related

■
■

■
■

EDI and Computer Interfaces to Customer

Sales Force

Maintain Equipment

Arrange for Shipping

Special Shipping and Handling Requests
Collect Bad Debt

■

Telemarketing
Advertising Brand A

Technical Support for Customer A

■ Prepare /Deliver Annual Sales Bid

Trade Discounts

■

Material Costs

Bad Debt Expense

VJ

Freight

■

Royalties

■

■

ov

U

■

■

a

■

■

6
Q

Test Quality Parameters

he traditional ABC approach is probably most consistent with the way corporate planners think about business strategy and planning: by product area. The majority of businesses are formed around product lines and
product groups, a fact that obviously influences the way we
think about them. But alternative views certainly are becoming more important as products are served through increasingly varied channels— distributors, catalogs, mega- stores,
direct mail, and so on. As companies develop future business
plans, understanding the cost and profitability of serving different channel and customer groups will become critical to

Order /Invoice Processing

■

■

1

PRODUCT VIEWVS. CHANNEL/ CUSTOMERVIEW

■

for Machine A

■

Setup and Changeover

quires that two matrices be constructed for the purpose of
linking these three views. The first matrix links the product
and customer view by capturing the customer purchases by
product. The second matrix links the customer and channel
view by capturing the customer purchases by distribution
channel. These two matrices then are used to translate the
costs driven by each channel into a total cost view for product, customer, or channel.
Following this methodology will provide any necessary
cost view of the organization. Obviously, it is also necessary
to capture revenue information for the same products, channels, and customers for which costs were calculated.

Attend Trade Shows

■

■
■

o

U

4. Translate the product, channel, and customer cost elements into a total cost view for the business. The final step re-

Channel Related

Product Related

Schedule Production

dividual component groups, e.g., product line A, product line
B, channel A, and so on.
For example, the activity cost of "non -EDI order processing" was determined to be $432,500 for the one -year period.
The number of order lines filled was identified as the tracing
factor, as shown in Table 2.
This same procedure is performed for all cost components to develop a total cost view for the three types of cost
categories. Nonactivity costs are treated in a similar manner,
except direct cost linkages are easier to find for these items.
In most cases it will be possible to allocate those costs directly to the product, customer, or channel that created
them.

Customer Rebates

Z

16
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Activity:

Tracing Factor;

Non -EDI Order
Processing

Number of
Order Lines

Channel A

$78,140

$123,045

Channel B

208,358

328,095

Channel C

146,002

229,903

Total

$432,500

$681,043

making good business decisions.
In essence, we have recast the entire company's costs and
created a database of costing information around several
new views: activity, nonactivity, product, channel, and customer. Attem ptin g to p erfo rm th ese manipu lation s with out

the assistance of a powerful PC would be impossible, but
with the introduction of the PC and numerous software applications, it is now relatively easy. The data are organized
in a way that encourages analysis of a number of different
issues.
The best results have been obtained when this methodology was used in an issues - driven approach —the type and
nature of the decision being made should drive the level of
detail and direction of the analysis. The effort to arrive at
good, accurate channel and customer costs is worth making
only if you need to address business issues. The key issues
should be identified, documented, and articulated in advance of any analysis. For instance, the sections below describe how two companies facing different competitive issues could .use the approach to develop their strategic
responses.

gross margin, due primarily to less customer service, lower bad credit expenses, and reduced handling charges on
large orders.
■ Cost differentials within the large customer grouping depended on the use of the product. Customers in the food
industry consumed more technical marketing, demanded more research support, and required a finer -grade
product, which slowed process run rates.
■ The "true" cost difference among the different delivery
options was surprising. The conventional cost approach
assumed that the only difference between these options
was the freight costs. The study revealed that the customer pick -up option after adjustment for freight charges actually cost less than the other delivery options due to
much lower damage claim losses and reduced freight
scheduling costs.
■ The gross sales generated by small customers did not
cover even the cost of selling and servicing these accounts. It turned out that smaller customers often had limited resources with which to solve technical problems and
relied on the company's assistance in this area. Because
there was no rationing mechanism or internal R &D tracking system, these costs went undetected for the most
part.
■ Several of the large - volume outsourced products did not
provide sufficient margin to cover their full distribution
costs. While they appeared profitable under the standard
cost and profit reporting system, the study indicated they
were unprofitable once the inbound logistics cost and purchasing cost were taken into account.
Given this information, the head of sales & marketing

FOCUSEDCOMPETITORENTERINGMARKET
specialty chemical manufacturer supplied products to
a broad range of customers in the food, consumer
products, and manufacturing industries. The products
were made primarily in -house although some were purchased and repackaged and then sold through a network of
representatives, a direct sales force, and a telemarketing customer service center. Customers could opt for several delivery and pricing options including customer pick -up, bulk
delivery, or less- than- truckload (LTL) delivery.
It recently had become known that a new competitor was
planning to enter a key segment of the company's market.
The management team knew that the impact would be negative but did not know to what extent. The vice president of
sales & marketing particularly was concerned. He believed
that the targeting segment provided a significant portion of
the division's profit although the financial report indicated
that it was not very profitabl e due to above average
discounts. The head of sales and marketing decided to
sponsor a study to understand the "true" profitability of the
various delivery options and customer groups (or market
segments).
The study team uncovered several significant findings:
■ The large customers did provide a disproportionate percentage of the division's profits, despite their much lower
MANAGEMENTACCOUM'ING /JANUARY 1995
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worked with the vice presidents of operations, R&D, and finance to develop the following set of responses:
Technical resources were shifted away from smaller customers and assigned to work exclusively on the large consumer product and manufacturing accounts. The sales
force then attempted to discover customer problems that
could be solved by making these valuable resources available to the customers. The R &D department also created
a simple time reporting system to track these "soft" costs
better.
The customer pickup delivery price was lowered to attract more volume through this channel. This move was
intended to attract the largest- volume users of the product— consumer product and manufacturing. It also had
the advantage of encouraging the competitor to take away
our lowest- margin business, food processors, because
these companies did not use sufficient volume to take advantage of the new price discounts.
The company began to look actively for other suppliers
for the products they outsourced so as to improve the
profitability of this operation. In addition, they decided to
redesign the vendor relations group and reengineer the
purchasing process with the goal of reducing the overall
handling cost by 50% for purchased goods.
Using the cost and revenue information in the model,
management was able to estimate the impact of these changes on the overall results under several different scenarios.
While the impact of the new competitor definitely would be
negative, the overall effect would be mitigated substantially
by these responses.
SALESFORCERESTRUCTURING
n industrial equipment supplier had one of the oldest
and most capable sales forces of all the suppliers in
its field. As a result, several competitors recently had
started to shift their focus to other distribution channels.
While competitors moved away from dedicated sales forces,
the management team chose not to pursue these alternative
methods because they still considered the in -house sales
force a source of real advantage in the marketplace. Due to
several periods of unsatisfactory results and the continued
growth of alternative distribution and sales channels, however, the company's management decided to undertake a
distribution profitability study focused on understanding
the strategic value of the sales force.
The primary issues management wanted to address was
sales force effectiveness, so the analysis was structured to
focus on this aspect of the cost structure. The detailed log
of sales -force activity was tracked to customers or channels,
depending on the activity. By creating a very detailed cost
picture of the various channels, the company could see the
relative profitability of the various channel configurations
and the source of cost differentials. By building this detail,
management was able to see the sales force costs consumed
by different customer and product groups.
With this cost baseline, management estimated the impact of several changes to the structure. In addition, the cost
differential between the company and its competitors was
estimated from knowledge of how its competitors' activities
and sales volumes differed across their sales forces. Combining these cost and profitability views with an understanding of the customer buying factors provided insight into several issues.
48

AFRAMEWORK FOR DISTRIBUTION ISSUES
fter performing the analysis, management became
aware of several points that had not been clear
before:
• Some high- margin product lines that were thought to be
profitable were, in fact, unprofitable due to the channel related costs.
• Sales volume did not correlate with restated customer
profitability.
• The cost of selling product differed dramatically depending on the customer application.
• One product line that was low margin and thought to be
a loss leader was, in fact, relatively profitable.
Based on these findings, management formulated several
changes in response to this new information:
■ The loss leader was priced lower to attract additional volume from existing customers.
■ Another product line was dropped because the primary
customer base for it was extremely unlikely to buy any
of the other products, and the revenue from these single product customers would never justify the cost to serve
them through a sales force.
■ In addition, several representatives were taken on to
serve those customers who were small- to medium-volume purchasers and did not require technical expertise
from the sales force. These reps were offered a margin
that encouraged them to deal exclusively with this
company. The cost savings from shifting the sales force
more than compensated for the margin passed on to the
distributors.
The sales force then was refocused on those customers
who valued their technical expertise and would be likely to
buy additional product lines from this supplier in the future.
By assessing the cost and profit differentials among customers and channels, this company was able to shift its sales
resources to those opportunities that provided better longterm growth and profitability.
The analysis described above forms the basis for multiple
types of decisions including: pricing levels, warehouse investments, cost reduction targets, make/buy decisions, new
channel options, channel rationalization, and selection of target markets and key customers.
This approach is not presented as the complete solution
to the distribution issues of the 1990s, but it is a very important analytical framework that should accompany most
distribution strategy developments. It forms the basis for developing a solid quantitative understanding of the current
distribution and customer situation. The findings and models developed in this phase can be used to evaluate current
performance, estimate future impacts, and track improvements from new distribution strategies.
■
Kenneth H. Manning is with Deloitte & Touche in Atlanta, Ga.
He can be reached at (404) 220 -1147
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provided by the IMA Group Insurance Program.

TERMLIFEINSURANCE
Married or single, with or without children,
nearly everyone should carry some form of life
insurance. The IMA Term Life Plan can help
insure that mortgage payments, college tuition
and credit card bills can be paid even if you
aren't there to help.
• High Benefit Levels
Members and spouses are eligible for up to
$300,000 of coverage. Also, each unmarried
dependent child is eligible for coverage.
• New Terminal fitness Benefit
This benefit is designed to provide terminally
ill insureds the option to have a portion of their
life insurance benefit paid while they are still
alive. A lump sum payment from 25 to 75 percent of the current benefit in force can be
requested.

HIGH-LIMIT ACCIDENT PLAN
The IMA High -Limit Accident Plan helps protect you and your family against the high cost of
a serious accident or death. Whether you're at
home, at work, or on vacation, this Plan provides 24 -hour coverage you can depend upon- and acceptance is guaranteed. You can select
up to $510,000 of coverage for yourself, and
benefits are payable regardless of any other
insurance you might have.

EXCESSMAJORMEDICAL
PLAN
Ascosts for health care increase, the need for
this type of coverage becomes even greater. Once
you have exceeded the limit of your basic medical
plan, the IMA Excess Major Medical Plan pays up
to $2,000,000 per benefit period toward your
medical expenses. You can request coverage for
yourself, spouse and eligible children.

r

Whether you're just starting to build your
insurance portfolio or already have insurance
through another source, we encourage you to
seriously consider the Instimte- sponsored program. just ask yourself the following questions:

1l
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CANCEREXPENSEINSURANCE
Being diagnosed with cancer is emotionally
devastating, and the financial consequences of
treating this disease can be as well. This new
Plan protects you and your family from the high
cost of cancer treatment with a maximum
$250,000 lifetime benefit paid directly to you.

MEDICARESUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
If you currently rely on Medicare, you probably know not all medical expenses are covered.
This IMA Plan helps pay those uncovered
expenses which you would otherwise have to
pay out of your own pocket.

LONGTERMCAREINSURANCE
if you or a loved one needs any type of long
term care, this Plan can help protect against the
rising cost of Nursing Home and Home &
Community Care. It provides skilled, intermediate and custodial nursing home care as well as
an Optional Home & Community Care benefit.

SMALL BUSINESSGROUP
INSURANCEPLAN
If you're an IMA member who owns, or is a
principal of, a small firm, this program can provide coverage for your valued employees through
a variety of benefits including life insurance,
comprehensive major medical insurance, managed indemnity and PPO options, optional dental
and short-term disability insurance.

CALL USFORMORE
INFORMATION
To find out more about the IMA Accident
and Health Insurance Plans, call 1800 424 9883.In the Washington, DC area, call (202)
457 -6820. For information on the IMA Term
We Plan, call 1 800 225 -6758.

ABC.APil
otApproach
Lord Corporation is using activity -based costing to become a
world- class manufacturer.
BY ALAN W. RUPP,
CPA

Additional investments were made to replace a dinosaur como doubt you're
puter syst em and
familiar with
homegro wn so ft ware
the acronym
with new hardware and
GIGO: "garASK/MANMAN manubage in, garbage out." I
facturing reporting softhave a new definition for
ware from ASK TechnolGIGO that sums up my
ogies (now Computer
views on the problem
Associates). Although
with cost accounting reASK /MANMAN
is
ports: "garbage in, goscanned software (writpel out."
ten for DEC /VAX and
The myth that comHP mainframes), we obtained the pro gram
puter reports are gospel
is something I've been
codes so our MIS department could modify
trying to dispel for years.
When management sees
it —if necessary —to
meet our specific needs.
a computer - generated
While manufacturing
report on costs, it assumes those costs are
was well on its way to beTo maintain its reputation for precision, Lord Corporation's production
coming world class, acaccurate. (The inforrnateam is trained in the use of state- of- the-art inspection hardware. Above,
tion did come out of the I an e mploye e performs quality te sting.
co u n ti n g's rep o rti n g
COMPUTER, after all.)
efforts lagged. Manufacturing had configured itself into a
But a reported cost is not accurate simsuch diverse markets as railroad and
ply because it's shown to the fourth
rapid transit, marine recreation, highcellular operation, but accounting had
decimal. Our ABC pilot project at Lord
not kept pace. Our reports still were
way transportation, construction, agriCorporation made that clear. It showed
culture, and business and general inbudget - center focused rather than produstry machines. The Aerospace
cess focused. Cost accountants were
that a part's cost was a poor driver of
the bean counters in the backroom
material overhead. In fact, activity group supplies parts for rotary wing
based costing revealed that inspection
and fixed wing applications. Lord emwho sat and crunched numbers all day.
ploys more than 1,700 people worldAlthough this bean- counter image was
was the single largest driver of material overhead. Looking back, it amazes
wide, and annual sales are more than
a perception held mostly by manufac$250 million.
turing and marketing, I must admit it
me how many "educated" decisions we
By 1991, Lord Corporation had
was, at the time, a realistic one. Also,
made based on cost assumptions we
made significant investments of time
Lord is an engineering company, and
now know were questionable at best.
and money to bring the Industrial
many insiders viewed accounting as a
Products Division to world -class stanonvalue -added department.
BEAN COUNTERS ADD
tus. Prior to that time our plants were
NO VALUE
arranged by function, and parts were
OFF TO A SLOW START
moved through the manufacturing
ounded in 1924, Lord Corporation is a worldwide diversified,
process from one functional area to the
ord is a company highly attuned
next. We invested in plant cellularizato new technology and new idetechnology -based company. The
Mechanical Division (Industrial and
tions. Now our two manufacturing faas. Our chief financial officer at
cilities consist of multiple cells where
that time created a Financial DevelopAerospace groups) designs, manufactures, and markets products that conan entire manufacturing process —
ment Program (FDP) that worked in
trol vibration, shock, noise, and mofrom raw materials to shipment —is
conjunction with our Graduate Develtion. Industrial products are found in
completed within a cell.
opment Program. The FDP was de50
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signed to recruit highly educated accountants and to extend their financial
talent throughout the company. The
Graduate Development Program recruited advanced - degreed engineers
to pursue technological excellence. At
the same time, the Board of Directors
was encouraging our CFO to investigate activity-based costing. A new FDP
recruit was assigned to our Chemical
Products Division with the challenge
to implement ABC.
A member of the Financial Develop ment Program spent considerable
time and effort developing an ABC
plan for the Chemicals Products Division. Once it was final, the plan was
presented to senior division management. They listened, studied the plan,
and decided it was an unnecessary accounting exercise.
With hindsight it became clear we
had made three crucial mistakes. First,
we had assigned an outsider to drive
the implementation. She had not been
My incorporated into the company at
that point. Second, we had not involved
the departments within the division,
making implementation essentially an

accounting project. Third, we introduced ABC to a division that was already successful and growing. It had
little incentive to change.
Lord still wanted to implement
ABC, so we moved the recruit to the
Industrial Products Division (IPD).
The atmosphere was different at IPD.
Where Chemicals is a simple manufacturing process environment, Industrial
uses a standard cost system with job shop technology. Bills of material, part
routings, work orders, and so on give
this division a much more complex
overhead structure. IPD was not performing to management's expectations. Already there was some discussion of ABC in the division, so

Lord Corporation's multiplant manufacturing operations feature the latest computer numerically controlled (CNC) equipment like this machine.
management was receptive and more
than willing to try and improve performance.
GETTING THE PILOT
OFF THE GROUND
he IPD controller asked each
manager to choose someone
from his or her department to
assist with implementation. The result
was a cross - functional team consisting
of a materials manager, plant controller, quality engineer, marketing manager, product engineering manager,
and the FDP recruit from corporate. I
was project leader. The importance of
a cross - functional team cannot be
overemphasized. It started the entire
division thinking about and working
toward activity-based costing. It provoked unique views of our mission and
uncovered department - specific problems in our current performance reporting. Q prefer to say "performance"
rather than "financial" reporting because we have moved well beyond re-

porting just financial results.)
First we had to learn our ABCs, so
our team split up and attended ABC
seminars held across the country.
Here's what we brought back: It is vital
to learn the good, the bad, and the ugly
of what others have done before you attempt your own implementation (see
Table 1). For example, you must get senior management support. Also, start
small— choose an area that will be easy
to study. Decide up front your purpose
for using ABC —it's impossible to assign the best cost drivers without
knowing your goals. And, this is worth
repeating: You must have cross -functional involvement to make the project
work. If the effort comes only from accounting, implementation will be seen
as an accounting project.
Next, we already had been through
two years of standard cost accounting
with ASK /MANMAN, so we had a
clear indication of where to begin our
pilot study. Our standard cost system
applied material overhead to all purchased parts based on a flat percentage of the part's cost. Although our
practical knowledge of ABC was limited at that time, we knew material overhead had little to do with a part's cost.
Proving this point would go a long way
toward generating management support for our pilot program.
WHAT ARE WE DOING? WHY
ARE WE DOING IT?
he team met early in the mornings on a weekly basis (we continued our jobs full -time in addition to working on the ABC team).
Everyone on the team was salaried, so
there were no additional manpower
costs —just extra hours. We estimate
that, among everyone on the team, we
worked an additional 1,500 hours over

he Bad
Involved several departments in a
cross - functional effort.
Kept cost drivers to an absolute
minimum.
Followed Pareto's 80/20 rule by
achieving 80% effectiveness in
ABCwith 20% of the effort.

Did not get senior management
buy -in for the process.
Did not pilot first. Took too big
of a bite for a first attempt.
Used an "outsider' to drive the
implementation.
Never got beyond ABC being a
"model' rather than an ongoing
process.
No clear timetable for
completion of project.
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Made it a self - serving accounting project with no
involvement from other departments.
Tried to identify and cost every activity, no matter how
insignificant.
Used cost drivers that were not readily available.
Required new data collection methods that made ABC
appear too complex before benefits could be shown.
Viewed ABC as an end -all solution rather than as a
valuable tool.

a nine -month period. There was a steep
learning curve in the beginning, but
now we can accomplish similar results
in one - fourth the time. Our meetings,
which frequently ran to several hours,
involved vocal, philosophical discussions of our mission as a team and the
purpose of the implementation. While
these discussions were beneficial, we
never reached a clear conclusion as to
the purpose of our efforts other than
to provide better product costs.
This lack of conclusion had important conseq uen ces for the project. Our

ABC models sometimes were difficult
to construct and confusing to interpret
because our cost pools and cost drivers
were not always the best ones to determine the root causes of cost. Had we
decided that our purpose was to identify and eliminate nonvalue -added activities, for example, a good cost driver
might have been the number of non certified suppliers in our supplier base.
With our focus on better product costs,
we chose instead to use the numb f of
receipts for each part as the main cost
driver.
We do have better product costs as
a result of using this driver, but we still
have made little headway toward increasing our certified supplier base,
which has major implications in reducing inspection and therefore overall
manufacturing costs. On the plus side,
marketing benefited greatly because it
now has better data with which to price
products.

ESTABLISHING ACTIVITY AND
COST DRIVERS

CNC equipment, such as this waterjet cutter, increase capability and capacity.

ur first realization as we analyzed the existing material
overhead cost pool was that the
pool itself needed to be reorganized.
We began by listing all the budget centers in the original cost pool. Next we
obtained a list of employees in every
budget center and interviewed each
one.
The interviews were preceded by a
group meeting in which members of
the ABC team explained to employees
the basics of activity-based costing. We
also helped employees think about
their primary activities and how much
time they spent performing each one,
and we asked them to fill out a form
with this information prior to their interviews. We wanted no more than
four main activities for each person
and a brief(!) description for each activity. We stressed we did not want a
five -page summary of every job a person had ever performed. We also em-

would be to establish another activity
or cost collection mechanism for your
company —a thought that usually goes
over in man ufacturing like a lead
balloon.
We interviewed about 30 employees, with each interview taking between 15 and 30 minutes to complete.
By the end of the process we had between two and four activities for each

0
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phasized and reemphasized that people need not be fearful for or protective
of their jobs. On the form we also
asked employees to describe the causes for each of their job activities.
Our team decided to restrict activity
and cost drivers to those available in
ASK/MANMAN. While it reduced our
choices for drivers, it also meant two
important things: The data would be
readily available on our existing software, and we stood a good chance of
completing the pilot in a reasonable
amount of time. It proved to be a good
decision. With some thought and a
good data collection system, most
companies should obtain good results
with this approach. The alternative

em p lo y ee a n d tim e p er c en ta ge s fo r

each activity.
BUILDING THE MODEL
e purchased the Macintosh
version of EasyABC to use to
build our model. This program breaks down the model into overhead, activities, and cost objects (products). Costs are allocated to activities,
and costed activities are allocated to
cost objects. The overhead module
was easy to construct—it consisted of

W

the budget centers. The activities module was based on the results of the interviews we conducted. The cost drivers we used to track overhead costs to
activities also were a result of interviewing. We entered nine budget centers into the overhead module and distributed them to 11 basic activities.
Up to this point, the model was not
difficult to construct. We ran into problems, however, when we tried to distribute the costed activities to the products. We have almost 2,000 purchased
parts in our division. With 11 activities
mapped to 2,000 parts, 22,000 allocation paths needed to be created. The
software bogged down, and the manufacturer (ABC Technologies) was
slow to respond to our complaints
about the Mac version of the software.
We solved the problem by moving
the model to Microsoft Excel. We created three spreadsheets: one for overhead, one for activities, and one for
products. We used Excel's linking feature to connect the three and found it
worked nicely (see Table 2). Also,
keeping our model in a spreadsheet on
the Mac made it easy to modify, update, control, and report. Once we
linked the allocation paths to the cost
objects, we eliminated the links, and
the software immediately sped up. If
we needed the links to update cost objects, we simply copied them back into
the spreadsheet- (Keep in mind this
was a pilot and not a full-blown implementation. That's why we were able to
maintain the model on a spreadsheet.)
We've used this approach in every
ABC model we've created since. We've
got it down to a science. We run the
spreadsheets on Macintosh Quadra
650s, a high -end Mac equivalent to
IBM's 486.

RESULTS PROVE PROMISING
he pilot study showed us that
part cost was a poor driver of
material overhead. It also revealed the single largest driver of material overhead cost was inspection.
(We found, for example, that simply
moving materials from inspection to
stock represented a significant portion
of a compon ent's overhead cost.)
That's where we drove home the need
for ABC. Vital to the pilot's success was
keeping senior management close to
the implementation, so in frequent presentations to senior management and
the corporation's officers we stressed
the need to beef up our certified supplier program to reduce inspection activities. With a certified supplier, inMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995

shock waves through the marketing
group. It couldn't understand why low volume, low -cost parts that once took
a flat percentage of their cost as material overhead suddenly jumped 500% to
700%. It only made sense that a 10C part
should take a penny's worth of overhead, as our standard cost system used
to show. What ABC revealed was that
even those inexpensive parts were being purchased, received, inspected,
and stocked in a manner that created
significant costs. Particularly hard hit
were low -cost and low - volume parts.

coming parts bypass inspection and go
straight to p ro d u c tio n . We als o rely

heavily on a "skip -lot" program. A computer model determines whether a
part should be inspected or not, based
on a vendor's history of shipping quality parts.
While the n eed for a m ore com prehe ns ive ce r tif ie d s u p p lie r p ro g ra m

was not news to employees who understood how costs are generated, this
was the first time we could prove the
cost of not having such a program. I
consider this to be unequivocally the
most important aspect to come out of our
ABC project. Example after example
proved our point, and finally we were
able to direct management's attention
to specific activities that were creating
cost within the division. Our old cost
methods had yielded incorrect results.
ABC was much more realistic.
The ABC approach to costing sent

SPREADING THE NEW GOSPEL
anagement deemed the pilot
a success and directed the
team to continue ABC implementation throughout the rest of the
industrial division — division headquarters as well as our two plants. Addition-

ally, beginning in 1993, we brought our
standard cost system into the ABC
fold, which was a significant step forward. Because now ABC was used in
standard cost development, we could
begin to base division performance, in
part, on activity costs.
We split our team into two groups.
One group concentrated on division
expenses at headquarters while the
other continued implementation at the
plants. We used our company's video
studio to create a 15- minute tape to introduce ABC to the employees we
needed to interview. It was time -consuming to create, but it was effective.
We decided to create three separate
cost models: one for headquarters and
one for each plant. As we completed an
interview, we added results to the models. We found the most effective approach was an all -or- nothing approach.
When three of us traveled to one plant

TABLE2 / ABC MODEL PLANTMATERIALOVERHEAD
Overhead Module
1/94 to 9/94
(Numbers altered for confidentiality)
Budget Center Description

YTD Costs

LB1
LBD
LBN

Millroom
Inspection
Stockrooms

$ 123,622
514,995
320,157

T2R
T1W

Mfg, Administration
Purchasing

23,256
1,146,828
$3,725,502
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Activity Cost Totals
0
0
'0
0
0
0
10
10
10

L-13162-71
L- 13162 -8
L- 13162 -9
L- 14254 -1
L- 14525 -128
L- 14525 -129
L- 14525 -135
L- 14525 -157
L- 14525 -164

0 L -14525 -165
0 L- 14720 -15 -1
0 L -156 -S

2
12
3
1
10
10
3
2
6
6
4
2

_O .0 .C
O'
t0 O0 d7
C

C

a
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C

Negotiating
Buying
Receiving

$ 332,900
813,928
129,488

Inspecting
Stocking

527,357
301,929
$3,725,502

to

tY3 2

>.

IL

N

2
33
3
1
13
14
14
3
8

271.46
4,479.14
407.19
135.73
1,764.51
1,900.24
1,900.24
407.19
1,085.85

1,706.35
28,154.74
2,559.52
853.17
11,091.26
11,944.44
11,944.44
2,559.52
6,825.39

'j [n

O�� C
C

a V
U

129,488.00 813,928.00 301,929.00

7,375,62 6
4,917.08 13
2,458.54 2
527,357.00
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527,357.00
2,458.54
14,751.24
3.687.81
1,229.27
12,292.70
12,292.70
3,687.81
2,458.54
7,375.62

s
V

Activity Module
1/94 to 9/94
(Numbers altered for confidentiality)
Activity
Cost

632.97 ...
10,444.08
949.48
316.49 ...
4,114.34
4,430.82
4,430.82 ...
949.46
2,531.90

814.39
5,119.04
1,898.92
1,764.51 11,091.26
4,114.34
271.46
1,706.35
632.97 ...
129,488.00 813,928.00 301,929.00

O

c0

O
Q

¢

3,725,502.00
5,445.70
5.000
67,297.05 2,639.400
8,360.00
21,100
2,752.07
100
32,308.38
200,715
34,157.94
151,300
24,912.37
111,800
7,390.17
8,227
19,478.78
19,500
16,745.62
43,751.31
5,476.12
3,725,502.00

17,791
53,970
70

1.09
0.03
0.40
27.52
0.16
0.23
0.22
0.90
1.00
0.94
0.81
78.26

and focused 100% of our time on interviewing, summarizing activities, and
calculating activity costs, the project
took about four days. We didn't need
to travel to our second plant, so we
were not 100% focused on getting the
job done. It took many weeks to gather
similar information part -time.
As our model grew in complexity,
we decided to flowchart the structure
to get an overview of our progress (see
Figure 1). This chart became a very
helpful tool when we discussed results
in our team meetings.
Savings that we can attribute directly to ABC are more noticeable in the
form of better -priced products than in
reductions in manufacturing cost. That
was due to our goals for the pilot and
our choices for cost drivers. We use the
results to justify pricing and to discuss
with customers our focus on identifying and eliminating costs. Consequently, we have been able to improve the
bottom line by improving the match
between selling price and cost. Manufacturing as yet has not used ABC reporting to measure its internal performance.
In January 1993 Lord merged the
Industrial Products Division with the
Aerospace Products Division to create
the Mechanical Products Division.
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This merger created a host of organizational issues that temporarily diverted senior management's attention
from ABC. Now that many of these issues have been resolved, ABC is in focus again. Our short -term goals are to
determine the new division's most significant activities and calculate their
costs. We will use these costs to improve our reports to Marketing, to focus our total quality management activities at headquarters, and to assist the
process control teams at the plants.
More emphasis is being placed on
cost accounting at Lord than ever before. Plant controllers work on -site at
each plant. The information we
present to management and operations is increasingly more insightful.
We report sales margin analysis by
part with significant cost details. We also use our activity cost calculations for
parts in our bids for new business. The
success of our project even has helped
change some of the perceptions (and
misperceptions) of cost accounting.
LOOKING BACK
ow we have completed two
years of activity-based costing.
Using ABC to develop our material overhead costs has caused us to

concentrate on low - volume parts and
parts with high activity costs. We have
focused extensively on one of four approaches for our low- volume products:
■ Eliminating them from our division,
■ Keeping them as part of a larger
marketing strategy,
■ Outsourcing them to external suppliers who can produce them with
fewer overhead costs, and
■ Convincing customers who purchase these low - volume parts to
buy in larger quantities less
frequently.
An extremely important aspect of
activity costing is incorporating low volume parts into a larger marketing
strategy. It's no secret that activity costing will show low- volume parts are
more expensive to a company than
equivalent higher- volume parts. The
key is how a company uses this information. For Lord, there is an ongoing
part -by -part analysis to determine
which approach of the four mentioned
above fits each part best. After all, activity costing is a tool,not an end -all solution for management.
Beginning in 1995, we will include
the cost of setup in our part costs. Our
interviews revealed that setup is a sig-
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overall view of cost (valued and nonvalued) for each production part. This will
be significantly different from the standard cost system currently in
ASK /MANMAN, which carries only
inventoriable costs. The strategic cost
system will be the tool we use to take
activity costing from an off-line model
to an integrated, realistic, and understandable cost system available to the
entire division.

world -class manufacturing operation.
For our continued success we also
must develop employee and depart mental performance measurements
based on activity costs. When individuals are measured in part by ABC, a
company's basic goals for implement ing activity -based costing can be
achieved. This is the long -term direction for our team.
Every company can benefit from
ABC, if only to take a high -level view
of how costs are assigned to their final
destinations. I've also learned that activity costing provides some balance to
a "Just-in-Time" environment. A pure
JIT philosophy isn't necessarily the
best financial decision, and activity
costing reflects that fact. Companies
such as Lord that deal in a large number of products — especially products
that differ in terms of how they are designed, manufactured, marketed, and
sold— are among those that can reap
the greatest benefits.

A NEW VIEW OF COST

ACCOUNTING
s a CPA with extensive public
accounting experience, I never
thought I'd find many rewards
in cost accounting. Was I wrong? I have
enjoyed every minute of our ABC implementation. I realize that to be an effective management accountant it
takes someone with a global view of
the business who knows when to pursue a particular area of cost and when
to let it go, and those fortunate enough
to be involved in the interview and activity documentation processes learn a
great deal about the operation of their
business.
At Lord we have come to believe
that activity-based costing is an essential tool in our efforts to become a

Press
Room

■

nificant cost to the division. Allocating
setup costs to the parts that incur
those costs is the quickest way to eliminate them. If a setup cost cannot be
eliminated, it will be reflected in the
sales and margin analysis.
Also beginning this year, all salaried
employees in the division will be paid,
in part, under a variable compensation
system. Although this system was not
a result of ABC implementation, it uses
various performance measurements to
determine compensation. Because activity costing is incorporated into our
product costs and margin reporting,
the variable compensation system will
depend on ABC results.
Finally, this year we will begin a
long -term implementation of our strategic cost system. Since the startup of
ASK/MANMAN for manufacturing
and financial reporting, the division
has implemented several off -fine data bases to maintain and report information not normally kept in ASK/MANMAN. Manufacturing, quality, and
MIS each has developed a database for
reporting scrap by part, for example.
This database gives us an extensive
history of problems by part, including
the reason for the scrap. This database,
along with several others, will be connected to a strategic cost system for an

Alan W Rupp, CPA, is manager of cost
accounting in Lord Corporation's Mechanical Products Division. He is a

member of IMA's Erie Chapter (Pa.),
through which this article wassubmit ted. He can be reached at (814) 456 8511, ext. 2232.
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The Marketing Resources Group at US WEST produces telephone directories like those
shown on the skids above.
56

t the Marketing Resources
Group of US WEST we recently benchmarked the accounting department and came up
with some interesting results that led
the group to redirect its strategies for
improving accounting productivity.
The Marketing Resources Group
(MRG) produces yellow pages for US
WEST, which is one of the regional
telephone companies and one of the 30
largest corporations in the United
States. MRG used benchmarks with
activity-based cost management
(ABCM) to assess its accounting productivity strategies in the 1990s.
ABCM is an approach where activitybased cost (ABC) models provide economic information for management
decision making.'
This s tudy was performed by a
team of MRG accountants under the direction of the MRG controller. As a
starting point, customers were surveyed to determine their uses and
needs concerning the various accounting products, which included typical financial and managerial accounting reports. These customers were MRG
managers and employees, the internal
users of various accounting products.
External customers, primarily the yellow page advertisers who received invoices and monthly statements, were
not surveyed.
From these internal customer surveys, a consumption profile was constructed on the use of the various accounting products. This study found
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNIING /JANUARY 1995

1. Common chart of accounts,
2. Common financial statements,
3. Accounting staff reorganization,
4. Shared accounting services,
5. Use of hardware and software technology advances for accounting
products, and
6. Resource redeployment priority to
management decision support
products.
The latter two strategies have continued as opportunities arose to improve accounting operations.
FIVE STEPS TOACCOUNTING
PRODUCTIVITY
u assess the impact of these accounting productivity strategies,
the MRG study team collected
and analyzed activity-based cost and
benchmerking information over the
last five years (1989 -93). It also identified additional accounting productivity
opportunities. This approach to benchmarking with ABCM applied the following five steps.
Step 1: Identified Major Activities.

Group interviews with each MRG accounting work group or department
were conducted to identify core or major accounting activities. Accounting
personnel also were asked to do a full time equivalent (FTE) analysis of their
job tasks. The Pareto approach was
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995

ogy costs have decreased more than $2
million because of the MRG accounting strategy of using technology advances, primarily for switching from a
mainframe system to desktop computer systems. This gradual evolution was
facilitated by declining hardware prices. These technology cost savings
have been invested in additional human resources of more than $2 million.
Consistent with the accounting resource redeployment strategy, the
MRG accountants have been increasing management decision support efforts. Accordingly, more accounting
personnel have been hired, and they
have needed more training, which was
included in the "other" resource pool.

used where approximately 20% of the
activities encompassed 80% of the
tasks, as opposed to 100% accuracy.
Bills of activities were used to represent the following 13 core accounting
activities identified in this study: billing, accounts receivable, finance management, management reporting, systems development, department
administration, general ledger, accounts payable, payroll, credit and collections, cost accounting, budgeting,
and internal audit.
Step 2: Established Major Resource

Pools.The general ledger accounts for
the MRG accounting department, i.e.,
management salaries, personnel wages, data processing, printing, postage,
and training, were re- sorted into major
cost pools of similar resources. Four
major pools were established: human
resources, technology, direct assignment, and other. A fifth pool, facilities
with a square - footage cost driver, was

Step 3: Collected Cost Driver Information, Assigned Costs to Each Activity,
and Calculated Cost per Outcome. A

cost driver was defined broadly as any
activity that consumed or caused a
change in a resource or cost pool. The

TABLE I/ ACCOUNTINGRESOURCEPOOL
1991

1992

1993

6.6

6.7

7.7

7.7

9.0

6.5

Direct Assignment
Other

5.8

7.1

4.0
7.6

1.0
$21.2

not used because there was just one
central accounting location at MRG.
For diverse locations, this fifth pool
would be used. Table 1 shows these resource pools for the five years used in
the study.
"Human resources" includes the
department's accounting employees,
and "technology" represents computer
usage by the MRG accounting department. "Direct assignment" was primarily the billing activity outsourced to another division of US WEST. The other
category was for printing, postage,
supplies, and training.
In accordance with the companywide freeze on accounting resources,
the total accounting costs have remained fairly constant over this five year period at approximately $22 million (Table 1). The large resource
pool- direct assignment, which represented the shared accounting services
strategy of outsourced billing -also
has remained fairly constant at approximately $7 million over this period.
However, the mix of the three other
resource pools has changed. Technol-

$

1990

$

1989

Technology

Total Accounting Costs

(000 ,000)
$

Human Resources

$

Resource Pool
$

that the biggest users of the accounting products were the accountants
themselves! Also, some accounting
products rarely were used by any internal customers. Prior to this study, no
formal analyses had ever been done on
the addition or deletion of accounting
products. None of these products ever
seemed to be terminated.
Customer -driven sources of value
for existing and desired accounting
products were identified from these
surveys. Accordingly, the major customer strategy developed by the MRG
accountants was to redeploy accounting resources from routine transaction
processing to management decision
support products. Furthermore, this
MRG strategy had to be developed
within the company -wide constraint of
no budget increases for accounting departments.
This study represented the first attempt to assess various MRG accounting productivity strategies, including
accounting resource redeployment.
There were six key accounting productivity strategies implemented in early
1990:

7.6

5.8
6.9

4.1
7.0

1.4

1.1

1.8

1.7

$19.7

$22.2

$22.2

$21.8

four resource pools were matched with
the major activity cost drivers as
follows:
• Human resources driven by full time equivalent (FFE) headcount,
• Technology driven by central processing unit (CPU) time,
• Direct assignment driven by direct
use, and
• Other driven by FrE headcount.
These cost drivers triggered resource consumption as the 13 core accounting activities were being performed. Costs then were assigned to
these activities by this trigger concept.
The 1993 total accounting costs of
$21.8 million, related to the resource
pools shown in Table 1, accordingly
have been re- sorted by the 13 core activities as shown in Table 2. From this
re- sorting, one major activity, $7 million of outsourced billing, represented
about one -third of the total accounting
costs of $22 million over the last five
years. This outsourced billings activity
primarily was the resource pool of di57

d

Transaction Processing;

Measure

1989

Invoices
Invoices
Closes
Invoices
Checks
Accounts

$

1990

ost Per Outcome:
1991

1992

$

$

1993

--

Billing- Outsource
Accounts Receivable
General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Payroll
redit & Collections

$ 7.0
2.6

Process Total
Finance Management:

$14.2

1.2
1.5
1.0
.9

—

$

1
3
109
13
11

—

1
2
79
7
9

13

$

1.9
1.6
1.3

13

$

1
2
70'
9
7

12

Months
Months
Months

194
104

75
156

32
226
74

143
217
90

Months
Products

52
738

64
422

77
421

92
362

135'
419

Budgets
Months

280
11

275
16

308
21

337
28

404'
21'

155'
131'
107'

4.8
-

Decision Support:
Management Reporting
Cost Accounting

1.6
•4
$

Process Total

1
2
68
9
7

'

Finance Management
Systems Development
Department Administration
Process Total

1
4
135
14
13

—

an

—

ro

2.0

Control Management:

Total A
reel assignment.
Once the costs were assigned to the
core activities, a key outcome was
identified for each activity. Choices of
outcome measures were guided by
available accounting benchmark measures, primarily from the A.T. Kearney
database.2 If such benchmark outcome
measures were not available, however,
then the number of general ledger
closings or the number of months generall y were us ed. Then costs per
outcome were calculated as shown in
Table 2.
Step 4: Analyzed Processes with
Costs, Outcomes, and Benchmarks. In
Table 2, the 13 core activities intuitively were grouped or summarized into
general accounting processes depending upon the similarity of the activities
and goals. Also, available benchmark
categories helped guide the choices
of accounting processes. Four accounting processes were identified:
transaction processing, finance management, decision support, and control management.
The cost information in Table 2 was
used for trend analyses and for bench58

`
$

Process Total

6

.8

$21.8 n Ak s

—

Budgeting
Internal Audit

mark comparisons. The benchmark ing database (disguised) was obtained
from t he A. T. Kearney study that
sampled about 25 of the Fortune 100
and world -class companies. Comparisons were made for MRG with these
benchmarks.
In Table 3, this benchmark and
ABCM information was used to assess
MRG's accounting productivity strategies. MRG is better than world class in
its accounts receivable practices because of the low outsource cost it pays
for invoicing by another division of the
company. Its $3.80 cost per invoice is
below the world -class benchmark of
$4.60 and well below the Fortune
benchmark of $15.00. Thus, the MRG
strategy of shared accounting services
is working extremely well and is consistent with the results and recommendations from Ford Motor Company,
Digital Equipment Corporation, and
other accounting studies.3
In the specific transaction processes of accounts payable ($8.90 per invoice), payroll ($7.30 per check), and
credit /collections ($12.00 per account), MRG does not match the prac-

"in thousands)
tices of either the Fortune or world class companies (with the one exception of credit /collections versus Fortune companies). Also, MRG is
spending more total accounting resources for transaction processing
than the Fortune companies (65% versus 61 %). From the ABCM data in Table 2, however, the costs per various
outcome measures for transaction processing generally have been decreasing over the five -year period of 1989
through 1993. Thus, MRG accounting
productivity strategies, concerning
common chart of accounts, common financial statements, accounting staff reorganization, and use of technology advances, have generated improvements
in transaction processing. Additional
improvements, however, are needed
to reach world -class and Fortune
standards.
The MRG accounting resource redeployment strategy to internal customers has generated increases in
most costs per outcomes in the finance
management and decision support
processes (see Table 2). Concerning
benchmark comparisons with Fortune
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995

companies in Table 3, MRG is spending more in finance management (22%
versus 16%), less on the decision support (9% versus 16%), but approximately the same on both of these internal
customer processes (31% versus 32 %).
Thus, MRG's resource redeployment
strategy is similar to Fortune company
practices.
An overall assessment of MRG's accounting productivity strategies may
be made with benchmark comparisons
concerning th e p ercen t o f accou n tin g

to total employees and the percent of
accounting costs to sales. MRG is
much better than the Fortune companies (4.2% versus 6.0% for employees
and 2.1% versus 3.1% for costs). However, MRG is below world -class practices (4.2% versus 2.5% for employees
and 2.1 %versus 1.7 %forcosts). In summary, MRG's productivity strategies
have generated improvements in its accounting operations which now outper-

form the Fortune companies, but not

world -class companies, on these two
general benchmarks.
Step 5: Identified Additional Improvement Opportunities. As summarized in Table 3, the prior steps analyzed the accounting processes,
activities, cost pools, and outcomes to
generate an array of benchmark and
ABCM information. This array of information was used to identify additional
improvement opportunities. Note that
the largest dollar cost is not the place
to start any specific improvement projects , according to the benchmarks.
Even though the receivables activities
represent 44% of the total accounting
costs, they are well below the Fortune
100 and world-class benchmark levels
for cost per invoice. This outsourcing
of billing, which was an MRG strategy
of shared accounting resources, was
proven to be extremely efficient. This
efficiency also was reflected in lower
percentages than the Fortune benchmarks concerning the percent of ac-

�
ng Process and Core Activity

counting to total employees and the
percent of accounting costs to sales.
Because the finance management
process absorbs 22% of the total accounting costs, it m ight be investigat-

ed for additional improvement opportunities. However, one of MRG's
accounting productivity strategies con-

tinues to be the redeployment of accounting resources into more management products in accordance with
internal customer demands. Because
the percent of total accounting costs
devoted to the finance management
and decision support processes was in
line w it h F or tu ne co m p an ie s ' pr ac -

tices, the finance management process
was not investigated further at this
time.

Even without the world -class billing
activities, transaction processing still
absorbs 21% of the accounting resources . The payables , payroll, and
credit /collection activities have improved over time (see Table 2) but still

a IIID2 . 1,

ost s

(aao.a

c

RG Cost

nt

per Outcome

Fortune 100

World Class

saction Processing:
Billing - 0utsource
Accounts Receivable
Receivables Subtotal

$7.0
2.6
9.6

General Ledger
ccounts Payable
ayroll
redit & Collections

1.2
1.5
1.0
.9

F Process Subtotal

$14.2

44%

1.40
2.40

$

3.80
70,336
8.90
7.30
12.00

21
65%

$

-

$15.00

$4.60

7.00
5.00
16.00
6.1%

1.80
1.72
5.60

Finance Management:
Finance Management
Systems Development
epartment Administration
Process Subtotal

1.9
1.6
1.3
$4.8

154,595
130,879
107,294
22%

Decision Support:
Management Reporting
ost Accounting
Process Subtotal

1.6

134,747

4

419

$2.0

9%

16 °'

Control Management:
Budgeting
Internal Audit
Process Subtotal

of Employees trom Accounting
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.6
.2

403,873
20,828

$.8

4%

$21.8

100%

7%
100
4.2
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BENCNMARKING WORKS AT MRG

nt

unt
General Ledger
Resource Pools:
Human Resources
Technology
Direct Assignment
Other
Total Activity Cost

$1,200,000

A

100%

96 far each'
monthly closing)
Cost Driver

$ 590,000
560,000
20.000
30,000

.49
.47
.02
•02

$1,200,000

100%

$ 252,000
185,000
73,000
50,000

.45
.33
.13
.09

$ 560,000

100%

FTE Headcount
CPU Time
Direct Usage
FTE Headcount

Technology Tasks:
Reporting
Communications
Processing
Other
otal Technology Cost:

Trial Balances
General Ledgers
Management Reports
Other

m a n a ge m en t a n d de c is io n s u p p o r t

$

96,000
71,000
58,000
27,000

processes demanded by the internal
customers of the various accounting
products. In general the benchmark -

-

Monthly
Frequency

-

Types of Reports:

.38
.28
.23
.11

17
12
14
7

Co
per
55,600
5,900
4,100
3,

o�
generally are above benchmark levels
(see Table 3). They could be analyzed
for addition al improvem ent opp ortu nities. The total acco untin g cost devoted
to tran sact io n p ro ce ssin g is 65 %,
whic h is still a b o ve th e 61% b en ch mark; therefore th ere are still imp rovem e nt o p p o r tu n ities in tran sa ctio n
processing.

Although the general ledger activity
also has improved over time, its cost
per outcome is still the highest of any
transactio n pro cess activity . Acco rd ingly, this activity was selected b y the
MRG team for further an alysis. The information relatio nships fo r th is general ledger core activity o f $1.2 m illio n
are sh own in Tab le 4 fo r 1993. To im prove th is activity , eith er o f th e two
larges t reso u rce p o o ls, $590,0 00 fo r
human resources or $560,000 fo r technology reso u rces, co u ld be an aly zed .
Co ns is te n t w it h M RG 's a cc o u n t in g
productivity strategy to take advantage

of technology improvements, the technology pool was analyzed. The human
resource pool was not analyzed because the MRG team did not want this
benchmarking and ABCM approach to
acquire the reputation of b eing ju st an-

other method to lay off employees.
The ABCM information relationships in Table 4 show how the informa80

enclimarking with the five -step
ABCM method provided an operational approach for assessing
MRG's various accounting productivity strategies. The shared accounting
resource strategy particularly was effective in generating accounts receivable outcomes that were better than
world -class and Fortune standards.
Th e various MRG strategies also
worked well in reducing transaction
processing costs per outcomes.
The reduction in transaction processing costs allowed accounting resources to be redeployed to various

tion can be either rolled up to the core
activity level or rolled back down to the
task levels. For the general ledger activity, the $560,000 technology resource pool was rolled down into four
major tasks. The largest task, $252,000
for reporting, was rolled down into major types of reports.
Co n sistent with MRG's custom er driven accounting strategy to increase

management user reports while reducing transaction processing reports, only the trial balance and general ledger reports were targeted for
im p ro v em e nt op p o r t u nit ie s at t h is

time. Also, these two types of reports
accounted for 66% of the total reporting costs, had the highest costs per job
for these types of reports, and had
very high monthly frequencies. Using
this ABCM information, we made improvements by reducing the cycle
time for monthly closings from 12 to
six days. Monthly frequency, cost per
job, and total costs also were reduced
for both trial balance and general ledger reports. All these improvements
were driven by the strategy of taking
advantage of technology improvements, primarily by switching from a
mainframe system to desktop computer systems for the MRG accounting
department

ing with ABCM project targeted activit ies t ha t o f f er e d o p po r t un itie s f o r
fu r t h e r im p r ove m e n t in M R G's a c counting productivity. Specifically, the
frequency and costs related to trial balance and general ledger reports were
re du ce d by using techn olo gy advances. As a result, these accounting
productivity st r at e gie s and bench marking with ABCM are in the process
of being adopted com pany wide.
IN
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ETHICS CASE STUDY A
STUDENT'S DILEMMA
BYPAUL W. DODD AND MICHAEL
A. PEARSON, CMA
This hypothetical situation is presented
to our readers to stimulate a response.
The response will be printed in a future
ETHICS column.

ane Smith is a 22- year -old accounting student finishing her junior year at a large, well-known
university in the Southwest. Jane is a
good student who has been involved
in numerous extracurricular activities.
Recently she was elected president of
the university's Beta Alpha Psi chapter, winning her office by an overwhelming majority. One student told a
campus newspaper reporter that he
voted for Jane because he felt she had
the perfect mix of personal qualities.
He said, "She's bright, hard - working,
assertive, caring, and fair. In particular, Jane's truly a people- oriented person. She's able to get along with everyone, and everyone I know enjoys
working with her."
Jane is an only child, and she and
her mother are very close. Her father
left home several years ago, and finances are tight. During her first
three years at the university, Jane was
able to pay her tuition through grants
and loans and working at numerous
odd jobs. One of Jane's goals is to earn
enough money to end her mother's financial burdens.
This particular summer, Jane had
an internship in the accounting department of a nearby Fortune 500
company. She felt it would be a great
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995

opportunity to obtain some valuable
work experience, and, if she performed well, perhaps she would be offered a "permanent" job after she was
graduated.
The internship indeed proved to be
a valuable experience, but events
didn't go as smoothly as Jane had expected. A newly created assistant controller's position proved to be the catalyst for an ethical dilemma Jane had
to face.
Working closely with Sandra and
Anne, who were rumored to be candidates for the new assistant contoller's
position, Jane sensed friction between
them. She was careful to remain neutral and do the best job she could, regardless of whom she might be working with on any given day. Jane didn't
really know who would be better suited for the assistant controller's job, although she liked Sandra better and
felt more comfortable working with
her than she did with Anne.
Shortly before the end of her internship, Jane received a call from a
professor at the university. The professor, who was not the internship coordinator, said she was calling simply to
see how Jane was doing. Jane and the
professor spoke about Jane's internship experience for a couple of minutes, and then the professor brought
up the subject of the newly created assistant controller's position. Jane
learned that the professor was a consultant to the company and also
Anne's very good friend. The professor was planning on writing a letter to
the company, extolling Anne's virtues
and recommending that she be promoted to the new position. Because
Jane had worked with Anne, the professor hoped Jane, as Beta Alpha Psi
president, also would sign the letter.
Jane felt very uncomfortable about
signing such a letter and told the professor she would prefer not to take
sides on this issue, nor would she
want to use the student organization's
name for this purpose. The conversation ended, and Jane was pleased with
her response to the professor's
request.
The professor, however, called
back a couple of hours later and tried
to change Jane's mind. Jane didn't feel
the professor's arguments were valid
and tactfully relayed that to her. But
the professor wouldn't take "no" for an
answer. She told Jane to sleep on it,
and they'd talk again the next day. Before she hung up, the professor subtly
reminded Jane that seniors, including
Jane, soon would be interviewing for

their postgraduation jobs. The recruiting season was just a few weeks away,
and the professor left the distinct impression that what she said to her contacts about Jane could make a big difference in Jane's job prospects. Jane
knows the professor is influential and
well -known in the business community. Jane also realizes the job market is
tight. Many of that past spring's accounting graduates still did not have
jobs.
Assume Jane knows you are a management accountant and an IMA
member who is bound by the IMA's
Standards of Ethical Conduct. If Jane
asked for your advice, what would you
suggest she do?
■
Paul W. Dodd is an internal auditor at
Sherwin Williams Co. in Cleveland,
Ohio. Michael A. Pearson, CMA, DBA,
is professor of accounting at Kent State
University in Kent, Ohio. He can be
reached at (216) 672 -2545, ext. 376.
Please fax your responses to (216) 6722448, or use the Internet address.
mpearson ® kentvm.kent.edu.

Selected for their expertise and
knowledge of concepts covered on the
CMA exam, twelve specialists have
written a self - contained review in
four volumes (one for each part of
the exam) of all the information needed to pass the examination. Each
volume consists of text that discusses
the concepts often illustrated by
previous CMA questions with step by -step instructions on how to answer
the questions, and other CMA problems and solutions that relate to the
concepts discussed. Also available are
audio cassettes (over 60 hours of instruction) recorded by a professional
reader.
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Open Systems, Real World, Platinum,
DacEasy, and Profit —can be obtained
directly from Synex Systems Corporation, 800 -1188 West Georgia St., Vancouver, BC V6E 4A2; (800) 663 -8663;
fax (604) 688 -1286. Synex can be accessed on CompuServe worldwide.
One -year extended support, at $99,
makes toll -free telephone access available during normal business hours
(9 a.m. to 3 p.m. PST). It provides contact with a Synex technical representative within two working hours from
the time the request for assistance is
initiated.
Herbert L. Jensen, CMA, Ph.D.
Fullerton, Calif
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F9: THE FINANCIAL
REPORTER
he Windows version of F9 is a
spreadsheet add -on that works
with the Windows versions of Excel, Quattro Pro, and Lotus 1 -2 -3 to provide an easy connection to many popular general ledger accounting
packages. It can be installed on a network when Windows for Networks is
running. The learning curve for F9 is
very short because it builds on the user's existing spreadsheet skills. F9
works almost identically in each of the
three spreadsheets. The user's manual
notes all the important differences
with separate sections for each of these
three spreadsheets.
The Windows version of F9 uses
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) to deliver general ledger data to Windows
spreadsheet applications. Data from
the accounting package's general ledger are read and inserted directly into
a spreadsheet cell. F9 does not require
rekeying of data, export /import conversions, or macro construction. With
proper cell referencing, F9's functions
read column headings and account
numbers so that changing a report is
as easy as editing a column or row.
Conceptually, F9 treats the general
ledger as a cube of data with dimensions consisting of accounts by departments, time periods, and companies.
Thus three parameters are necessary
for F9's two functions: an account specifier, a period specifier, and a company
specifier. The user can build additional
specifiers with F9 so that multiple twodimensional slices of the general ledger can be extracted. Data values from
the general ledger can be rounded or
62

scaled for use in the spreadsheet.
F9's main strength is its ability to
make intelligent queries to the general
ledger. It can evaluate many English
language phrases and act on them appropriately. F9 understands and returns appropriate data from functions
with arguments such as "Month 3" or
"March" or "Quarter 1" or even "Year
to Date Month 3 Last Year."
Financial reporting using spreadsheets is enhanced by F9's ability to
create cells containing any balance
from any number of accounts for any
period for any year and budget. Whole
new reports can be generated just by
changing the value of one cell, then recalculating the spreadsheet. Unfortunately, though, recalculation times are
very long.
F9 easily can do consolidations
from multiple companies in one sheet
even if the company data are in different accounting systems. Specific parameters such as "Company 1,2,3" are
entered into F9's functions, making
consolidations simple to perform. Instructions for consolidations are given
in Appendix B of the user's manual.
The "drill down" tool button in F9 allows the user to explore and analyze
the general ledger's chart of accounts
at varying levels of detail. Financial
statement line items can be broken out
by either accounts or departments. A
similar chart function explores the
chart of accounts at varying levels of
account aggregation.
The usual selling price of F9 is $695
(U.S.). It can be obtained from any of
its distribution partners: Great Plains,
Macola, SBT, State of the Art, Melson
Technology, and Manzanita. Versions
of F9 appropriate for other accounting
systems — ACCPAC Plus, Solomon,

MIP FUND
ACCOUNTINGSYSTEM
he MIP Fund Accounting software was created specifically for
not-for-profit organizations and
government agencies. The general
ledger is the nucleus to which any of
the following modules may be added:
Encumbrances /P.O., Database Interface, Fixed Assets, AM A/R, Secondary Data Entry, Budget Reporting, and
Payroll. Some of the organizations that
have used MIP Fund Accounting are
described below.
The Ohio District #5 Area on Aging
maintains and oversees up to $4 million in annual funding for seniors in a
nine -county area. It coordinates projects and services and providers of all
types, including home caregivers and
providers of home - delivered meals.
Though most of the funding comes
from the federal government, reporting requirements for the different
agencies vary. For example, the district office is a Title 3 provider. It also
participates in the Passport Program,
designed to keep the elderly in their
own homes and out of nursing homes.
Both are federal programs, but they
demand different accounting structures. "It's like working with 25 individual businesses, each of which wants
different financial information," explains the agency's accountant.
The agency has been using MIP
software for three years. The software's strongest point is its ability to
generate year-end financial reports
quickly —very important when your
contributors have five different year
ends. The accountant also likes MIP's
ability to break information into subaccounts, a feature lacking in the disMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995
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trict's previous accounting software.
The MIP software can generate reports broken down by service and by
county, for example.
Another organization that uses MIP
Fund Accounting software is the Rape
and Sexual Abuse Center, which provides individual and group counseling
for victims of these crimes and their
families. Its primary source of funding
is the state of Tennessee, followed by
United Way and local fund- raising efforts. Each of them requires a different
financial reporting structure.
United Way, for example, wants to
see expenses broken down by occupancy and communication. The Center
switched to MIP because its former
automated accounting package lacked
the reporting capabilities required by
United Way. Some of those requirements include definitions of spending,
cost and program categories, a breakdown of which funding source pays
which expense, and a summarized report for the board.
One of MIP's greatest benefits to
the Center is its ability to speed up required paperwork. When the financial
reports are not done on time, it affects
the funding. In the past, cumbersome
and time- consuming downloading into
a Lotus spreadsheet made it impossible to turn the reports in by the 15th
of the month —but the state and United
Way will not release funds until they receive the monthly statement. Before
MIP, funding had been withheld and
programs suspended for up to 10 days.
The goal of the Easter Seals Rehabilitation Center of Central Ohio is to
help disabled persons become more
independent. Though it gets much of
its funding from the annual telethon, it
also receives money from federal,
state, and local sources.
The Center handles Easter Seals activities for 29 counties — one - quarter of
the state of Ohio. MIP software helps
this office track common fund- raising
efforts and affiliated expenses for
three recently merged Easter Seals offices. By using the subaccount feature,
it can track such things as expenditures for preschool programs, physical
therapy, occupational therapy, and special events and use the funds and sub accounts to identify each activity as it
pertains to specific areas of the state.
The Center also is using MIP as a
tool for internal management. For example, the software helped identify an
event a progressive dinner party
hosted by area restaurants —that actually cost more to promote than the
income it generated. The event has
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Set yourself apart as a competent professional. Earn the
CFP designation. CPAs with three years of financial
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since been discontinued.
At the New York Hall of Science, the
comptroller tracks 24 different funds,
which makes MIP the ideal software
for this exhibitor of scientific history
and paraphernalia. The museum's biggest funder is the state of New York,
followed by the federal government
and various corporations.
Before MIP, all grants under
$10,000 were lumped together for accounting purposes. Thanks to MIP, the
comptroller has been able to break out
financial statements for grants as low
as $1,000. The endeavor is not mandat-

ed, but it helps the museum's managers manage their budgets better.
For a single user, the MIP Fund Accounting System costs $995 for the
general ledger and fixed assets modules and $795 for the other modules,
except the database, which costs
$595. The network prices are $1,495,
$1,195, and $795, respectively. For
more information, contact Micro Information Products, Inc., 505 East Hunt land Drive, Suite 340, Austin, TX
78752 -3772; (800) 647 -3863; fax (512)
454 -1246.
Circle No. 61
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SOFTWARE
Solomon Software is shipping three
new modules for its Solomon III@ for
Btrieve® integrated accounting software package. The Attendance &
Leave Tracking module integrates
with Solomon III's Payroll module.
The Encumbrance module integrates
with the Purchasing and General Ledger modules, enabling businesses to
track and report on encumbered and
nonencumbered funds. The Forest &
Trees Views Kit is a predefined set of
executive -level financial and operational views optimized for Solomon III,
using the Forest & Trees executive information system as the engine. To
use any of the three new modules, clients must be using Solomon III for
Btrieve version 2.Ob or higher.
Circle No. 62
M -USA Business Systems is offering Pacioli 2000 version 3. The basic
changes in the DOS -based software include a completely redesigned user interface that has the look and feel of
Windows. In addition, the new version
offers more than 100 program enhancements requested by users, including a new job costing module, a
check writer with bank reconciliation,
and network support for an unlimited
number of users.
Circle No. 63
Macola Software has added more
than 100 new features, two new modules, multinational capabilities, advanced Windows functionality, and extensive customization to its Version
7.0 Progression Series. The two new
modules are Bank Book and Currency
64

Manager. Both integrate with the general ledger, A/R, and A/P modules.
The enhancements are spread across
all the modules, with the most significant incorporated in inventory management, order entry, and payroll.
Circle No. 64
RealWorld Corporation has released
RealWorid Software version 7.0. Some
of the enhancements in the new version include 17- character alphanumeric general ledger account numbers,
unlimited years' historical data, multiple line entry in General Journal, multiple check formats, powerful invoice
processing with customizable invoices, multistate and multicity payroll, multiple pay rates that handle
shift differentials and employees with
multiple jobs, and improved security
throughout the modules.
Circle No. 65
Business Resource Software, Inc.
has made available Plan Write' for
Marketing. Functional features for
creating a marketing plan include
word processor, integrated spreadsheet chart generator, outline processor, spreadsheet templates, realistic
examples, checklists, on -line tips,
glossary of business /marketing terminology, spell checker, and comprehensive help facility. The software
presents the marketing plan to the
planner in a structured outline format.
By following the outline, the planner is
guided through the process in easily
understood steps.
Circle No. 66
MoneySoft, Inc. is introducing Fixed
Asset Pro, a DOS -based software system for small to mid -sized businesses.

The software automatically calculates
depreciation for tax and book -value
purposes, applies tax limits, and helps
the user forecast future depreciation
charges over the useful life of each asset. Fixed Asset Pro includes pulldown menus, pick lists of depreciation
methods, on- screen help, and warning
screens that point out potential input
errors. The software allows the entry
of an unlimited number of fixed asset
records and the grouping of records
into user - defined categories. Users
can maintain different sets of records
simultaneously.
Circle No. 67
Financial Decision Systems, Inc.
(FDSI) has introduced CORPTax Valet a suite of three Windows -based
corporate tax and finance software
products. The suite incorporates three
of FDSI's most popular productivity
tools: MASTERAgenda,TM' a calendar based program that organizes and
tracks corporate tax and financial filings; CORPTax Librarian,T' a Win dows -based tax forms library on CDROM; and MASTERPlan/Provision,'"'
a fast, automatic program for SFAS
109 compliance.
Circle No. 68
AustinsoftT' Corporation is offering
the One Click® Manager, a Windows based product that consists of five
modules. Planning, the first module,
includes budget and breakeven analysis, plus a corporate and competitive
strategy application. The Organizing
module includes key contact management by deadlines and objectives, with
an appointments and time management application. Staffing includes interview procedures with standardized
questions, plus employee performance appraisal. The Directing module includes quality control and improvement and a meetings application.
Controlling, the final module, includes
general ledger and a variances from
budget application.
Circle No. 69
Kronos has released its Time Entry
Module, which enables PC-based entry of employee time and attendance
data. The software is an optional module for the Timekeeper Central® System. The Time Entry Module offers
both hourly and salaried employees a
quick and easy way to record labor
hours by entering their ID or employee number at a personal computer. Data input options include keyboard entry or a wedge device for badge input.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995

The module offers a variety of security
features. It integrates the data collected with Timekeeper Central software,
which automatically calculates and
prepares payroll data.
Circle No. 70
Open Systems Holding Corp . is distributing TRAVERSE"' Accounting
Business Software for Windows, a
newly developed suite of applications
for small and mid -sized businesses.
The initial release will include general
ledger, accounts payable, accounts receivable, and system manager. Additional releases will occur throughout
1995, beginning with inventory and
sales order. A compatible client /server version will be released in the second quarter. TRAVERSE offers flexible
multilingual features —users can
switch between all installed languages
on any application screen— and it provides multicurrency features throughout the applications. Users can enter
A/R and A/P transactions and print
checks in any currency. TRAVERSE
can be used as a stand - alone, single -user application or in any network envi-

ronment compatible with Windows.
Circle No. 71
Sirius Software, Inc. has introduced
an additional application to Sirius Business Accounting, the Sirius Service
Dispatch and Scheduling. The software centers around the technician
status screen. Each technician is
shown on one line with the current
work order and customer —or current
status if not on a work order. Management and dispatch can tell at a glance
which technicians are available and
where each technician is located. As
each work order is called in complete,
the dispatcher can update the start and
end times and assign a new work order. The software works in conjunction
with Sirius Service /Rental Manager.
Circle No. 72
Phantec Software Inc. has developed
InfoRecall, a software program that
makes it possible to organize facts, figures, and longer reference materials.

The program provides instant access
to records of any length. It can be used
to store technical data, reference
A
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notes, policies, business or medical
definitions, contracts, names and addresses, or even random ideas.
Circle No. 73

EQUIPMENT
Brother International Corporation
has introduced the 1-11r660, the first in
a series of six- pages - per - minute, 600
dpi, desktop laser printers based on a
new design —the straight paper path.
The Brother HL-660 Series is designed
to handle more than traditional laser
printer output. Its simplified straight
paper path can produce many types of
output on a large variety of paper sizes
and stocks because the paper does not
have to bend and travel around numerous paper rollers as it does with other
laser printers. Other standard features
include proprietary advanced data
compression, an optimized Windows
print driver, automatic interface and
patented auto - emulation switching,
PostScript Level 2 Language emulation
option, and 61 fonts.
Circle No. 74
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Data -Doc Electronics, Inc. has developed DDE MobilePower, which allows you to recharge battery - powered
devices from your car's lighter socket.
DDE MobilePower weighs only eight
ounces, is small enough for portable
computer carrying cases, and provides
100 watts of continuous power. It is recommended for battery - powered equipment such as portable computers, cellular phones, and video cameras.
Circle No. 75
ASF Associates Ltd. has introduced
the NCL— Notebook Computer
Light& The NCL 480 is a reading light
for portable computers that illuminates the entire keyboard and your
work evenly. It is compatible with all
notebook/ laptop computers. Included
with the NCL
480 are four
high - capacity
NiCad rechargeable
batteries,
three Ektron
bulbs, a NCL
AC adapter/
charger, and a
soft compact
case.
Circle No.
76
HECON Corporationhas introduced
its copy control system, which controls
copy costs through the use of individual TouchKeys. Simply touch the
TouchKey to the TouchKey Reader attached to the copier, and the copier is
enabled. Copies made against that account number are stored either in the
Reader or the Key. The new and improved plug - to-plug interface system
assures easy and quick installation on
any copier.
Circle No. 77

TECHNOLOGYNEWS
Centre -file, the wholly owned subsidiary of the National Westminster Bank
Group, has formed an alliance with
Timeline, Inc. to deliver a new version
of its Microsoft Windows NT -based
work flow system, WinWork, in conjunction with consolidated financial reporting systems, to the U.S. marketplace. This transatlantic alliance,
encouraged by Microsoft, is the first to
offer an enterprise -wide Windows NT
financial and workflow software solution on an international basis.
Concepts Dynamic, Inc. (CDI),
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Price Waterhouse, Informix Software
Inc., and Bufete Panamericano de Software (Pansoft) have formed an alliance
in Mexico. These firms will offer CDI
Control Series financial applications to
corporations throughout Mexico.
CDI's software will be distributed in
Mexico through Pansoft, with Price
Waterhouse providing consulting and
implementation support. In addition,
because the CDI Control Series runs
exclusively on Informix's relational database engines and is written in Informix's tools, CDI and Informix plan to
execute cooperative sales and marketing programs in Mexico with Price Waterhouse and Pansoft to promote the
DCI /Informix solution.
Fourth Shift Corporation and IBM
have agreed to deliver the first client /server -based manufacturing software and integrated hardware package
for small and growing manufacturers
(revenue under $5 million). Fourth
Shift's Manufacturing Software System will be combined with IBM's hardware and support to provide an integrated manufacturing and accounting
solution.
St. Paul Software and Control Data
Systems, Inc. are making available the
Trade Point Engine, a standards -based
messaging system designed for deployment on the emerging United Nations Trade Point Global Network. The
Trade Point Engine combines St. Paul
Software's spEDI *tran EDI translation
software with Control Data's
Mail *Hub E-mail integration toolkit in
a turnkey solution capable of linking
business traders in 65 countries that
make up the Trade Point Global Network. The information exchange will
be based on standard E -mail and EDI
services. The goal of the United Nations- sponsored project is to establish
worldwide digital standards for the exchange of trade information through
designated centers or trade points.
SQL Financials International, Inc., a
leading provider of client /server financial applications, has established European headquarters in the United Kingdom and has appointed Dan Schmidt
as vice president and managing director, SQL Financials Europe, Inc.
Schmidt will be responsible for setting
up European operations and growing
new markets for the company.
EDS has signed an outsourcing
agreement to perform data center activities for the Princeton, NJ.-based
National Information Bureau, Ltd.
(NIB), a provider of on -line credit verification and analysis software and services. Under the terms of the agree-

ment, EDS will perform on -line data
processing, based on NIB's proprietary software, in support of NB's customers. In addition, NIB and Carleton,
Inc. of South Bend, Indiana, have
agreed to develop an interface between the automated services offered
by the two companies, which will accelerate the processing of many common
consumer credit transactions. The integrated program will permit clients to
interface between Carleton's Custom
Quoter payment quotation system and
NB's Business Analysis and Customer Approval System.
Xerox Corporation and HewlettPackard Company have signed a joint
development and cooperative marketing agreement to integrate Xerox production laser printing systems into
computer networks based on HP 9000
commercial UNIX system -based servers. The relationship will enable Xerox
and HP to expand their respective customer bases by offering a solution for
the growing number of customers who
need client /server networks with production printing capabilities.
Financial Decision Systems, Inc.
(FDSI) and Deloitte & Touche LLP
have announced a joint development
and license agreement to combine
their individual areas of specialization— corporate tax software and financial consultation, respectively. Under
the terms of the agreement, Deloitte &
Touche will provide FDSI with enhanced international tax capabilities in
addition to specific industry solutions
to tax processing and planning software for such industries as insurance,
manufacturing, and retail. In addition,
Deloitte & Touche will be able to provide corporations with consulting services to integrate C0RPTax,1 an FDSI
PC -based system for tax compliance,
analysis, and management, into a company's tax and accounting operations.
IMRS® Inc. and Pillar Corporation
have signed a definitive agreement
providing for the acquisition of Pillar
Corporation in a stack - for -stock transaction to be accounted for as a pooling
of interests. Under the terms of the
agreement, which was approved unanimously by the boards of directors of
both companies, IMRS will issue
shares of its common stock, based on
the price of its common stock prior to
the completion of the acquisition. Pillar
is a leading provider of corporate budgeting software. The acquisition
strengthens IMRS' position as a provider of complete financial information
management solutions in a client/
server environment.
■
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FASBPLANSFORTHE
NEWYEAR
s expressed recently by the Financial Accounting Standards
Board in its Status Report, the
Board is planning to issue the following documents in 1995:
• Disaggregated Disclosures.An Exposure Draft is scheduled on the calendar for sometime in the second
quarter. An invitation to comment
was issued jointly in May 1993 with
the Accounting Standards Board of
the Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants, the first step in a joint
standard - setting project with ASB.
The FASB has concluded that segments should be determined based
on the way the company is managed and has reached a number of
other tentative conclusions.
• Earnings Per Share. The Board is
pursuing concurrently with the International Accounting Standards
Committee a project that will lead
to a standard on earnings per share
that will be compatible with international standards and, at the same
time, simplify U.S. GAAP. The project will focus on the denominator
of the earnings -per -share calculation. In 1993, the FASB released a
prospectus to obtain views about
the scope and importance of such a
project. Most respondents favored
its undertaking. Among other
things, the Board tentatively has
concluded that all public entities
with complex capital structures
should present both basic and diluted earnings per share on the face of
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/JANUARY1995

the income statement. An Exposure Draft is expected to be issued
in the second quarter concurrently
with the IASC.
■ Mortgage Servicing Rights. In October 1993, the FASB started a project to reconsider certain aspects of
the accounting for mortgage servicing rights as specified by FASB
Statement No. 65, "Accounting for
Certain Mortgage Banking Activities." After preliminary activities,
the Board issued an Exposure
Draft in June 1994. It plans to issue
a final Statement in the first quarter
of this year. Tentatively the Board
has decided that an entity that services mortgage loans for others in
return for a fee should recognize
those servicing rights as assets,
whether they are acquired by purchase or through origination of
mortgage loans.
■ Accounting for Investments (Not-forProfit Organizations). This project
is one of a number of areas in accounting for not - for -profit organizations that exhibit inconsistencies in
treatment. The Board has tentatively concluded that this project
should focus on investments in certain equity securities and all debt
securities and that the appropriate
measure for those securities is fair
value. Changes in fair value would
be reported in the statement of activities. The Board also decided
tentatively on a number of disclosures that should be required in
the financial statements of not -forprofits that have investments. A final Statement is planned for the
third quarter.
In addition to the preceding matters, the FASB is actively engaged in
a variety of other issues. For various
reasons, the timing of publications is
less predictable than is true of the
above - mentioned items. Those other
issues include:
■ Consolidation Policy and Procedures. A preliminary views document was issued.
■ Hedging and Securitization. Work
continues on Exposure Drafts regarding both topics.
■ Nuclear Decommissioning. Efforts
to develop an Exposure Draft began in the final quarter of 1994.
■ Stock Compensation Plans, Since
June 1994, the Board has been redeliberating the issues in the Exposure Draft, with a focus on the measurement of the value of stock

option grants. The Board has explored alternative measurement
dates as well as additional modifications to the grant date approach
proposed in the Exposure Draft in
hopes of resolving some of the
measurement concerns that have
been expressed widely. It is expected that, in the first quarter 1995,
the Board will decide whether to issue a final Statement or a new Exposure Draft.

INTERNATIONALDOINGS
he IASC published Exposure
Draft E49, "Income Taxes,"
which would require the recognition of all deferred tax liabilities. Under
such a standard, deferred tax assets
would be recognized if it is probable
that taxable profits will be available
against which the deferred tax asset
can be utilized. Deferred tax liabilities
and assets are determined by applying
expected tax rates to temporary differences, which arise when assets and liabilities are treated differently for accounting purposes and tax purposes.
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Partial application, which was permitted in IAS 12, an earlier Statement,
would not be permitted under this new
Statement. The proposed accounting
approach is similar to the approach
adopted by the FASB. For a copy of
E49 and an accompanying background
paper, write to 1ASC, 167 Fleet Street,
London EC4A 2AS, United Kingdom;
the price is £15 each. Comments are
requested by May 31.
IFAC's Public Sector Committee is
responsible for issuance by IFAC of
the following documents.
• S t u d y 3, Auditing for Compliance
with Authorities;
• Study 4, Using the Work of OtherAuditors A Public Sector Perspective;
• Proposed Study, The Government
Financial Reporting Entity;
• Proposed Study, Accounting for and
Reporting Liabilities.
For information about any of the
IFAC projects, contact IFAC, 114 West
47th Street, Suite 2410, New York, NY
10036, (212) 302 -5952, Fax (212) 3025964.
Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, Manage ment Accounting Practices.
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SEMINARONJAPANESECOST
MANAGEMENTTECHNIQUES
he 1994 management accounting
seminar, "Cost Management in a
Confrontation Strategy: Lessons
from Japan," sponsored by the Management Accounting Section of the
American Accounting Association, was
held in Boston, November 4-5. This report on the meeting was given by William L Ferrara, Beights Professor of
Accounting at Stetson University in
DeLand, Fla.
The seminar was organized by Robin Cooper of the Claremont Graduate
School in Claremont, Calif. It was
based on Cooper's five -year study of
Japanese cost management techniques and on his thinking concerning
the need for a confrontation strategy:
"Imagine a world in which you are
forced to compete with several technologically equivalent competitors. None
of these firms, including yours, has a
sustainable competitive advantage.
What would you do ?"
Fundamental to the idea of a confrontation strategy is the "survival triplet" of product or service cost /price,
functionality, and quality. The cost
management techniques considered
appropriate are "feedforward" techniques such as target costing and value
engineering as opposed to feedback
techniques such as product costing
and operational control. Also involved
are "interorganizational cost management systems," kaizen (continuous improvement), and techniques to harness the entrepreneurial spirit of the
workforce.
Truly thoughtful members of the
audience easily could see great potential in integrating the new as well as the
old ideas and practices discussed. If
that integration does take place, the
five -year pioneering effort of Robin
Cooper could end up being one of the
most significant achievements in
cost/management accounting history.

KAPLAN CITES CMAEXAM
he article, "Implementing New
Knowledge: The Case of ActivityBased Costing," written by Chris
Argyris and Robert S. Kaplan, was published in the September 1994 issue of
Accounting Horizons.To quote from it,

"In this paper, using the example of the
development and implementation of
activity-based costing, we describe the
necessary requirements that a new
technical theory should possess if it is
to provide a sound basis for managerial
action. We then document the resistances ... that new technical theories
encounter.... We indicate strategies
that not only create awareness but also
lead to overcoming individual and organizational resistance to change."
The discussion that follows covers
the two types of tests that action-oriented theories such as ABC should pass:
the initial process to introduce a new
technical approach effectively, dilemmas created by the edu cation and
sponsorship process and the limitations of the process, and methods for
overcoming defensive behavior.
Proof that the Certified Management Accountant exam is becoming
recognized in the academic and professional communities is one sentence
from the article: 'Mat ABC problems
are now included as standard material
in textbooks, and even on professional
examinations, such as for the Certified
Management Accounting [sic] exam,
indicates that the internal consistency
of ABC is acceptable for defining its internal validity"

DEBT/ EQUITYRELATIONSHIPS
short article, "Enigma of
Debt/Equity Relationships," appeared in the July 1994 issue of
Knitting Times. Written by Ephraim D.
Dworetsky and Eli J. Dworetsky, both
partners in Dworetsky & Company,
CPAs, the article states that the optimum debt /equity alignment has yet to
be ascertained. It points out the chief
causes for overextension of debt and
asserts that a study of the accounting
statement of affairs is essential to emphasize the sequential rank of creditors and owners. A capable manager
charts a flexible cash flow budget with
provision for readjustments of debt/
equity relationships.

NEW BOOKON
ENVIRONMENTAL
RESPONSIBILITIES IS
AVAILABLE
eporting on Environmental Performance, prepared by a study
group chaired by Randy Billing,
FCA, Ernst & Young Environmental
Services Inc., was published recently.
The group's objective was to develop
MANAGEMENrACC0UH`IING /JANUARY 1995

the basis for a framework for the reporting of information relating to the
performance of an organization in accordance with standards and expectations relating to environmental conduct and responsibilities. The study-

Don't be
buffaloed
by teaser
rates.

■ Provides guidance on the responsibilities of the board of directors and
senior management in establishing
the goals and objectives of an environmental report;
■ Identifies the expectations of various user groups;
■ Comments on the practicality or
otherwise of those expectations;
■ Discusses criteria for developing
environmental performance indicators, difficulties encountered, their
practicality, and the usefulness of
such indicators to reporting organizations and third parties.

A POLLUTION
PREVENTION
CASESTUDY
he October 1994 issue of Environmental Perspectives, the news-

letter of the Tellus Institute, contains a short article titled "Total Cost
Assessment: Linking Pollution Prevention and Production Management
Decision- Making." The article is about
a recent project Tellus performed for
the chemical manufacturing operations of a multinational high- technology firm. The case study illustrates
the point that an integral connection
exists between industrial pollution
prevention projects and general production issues such as planning, capacity, and flexibility.
Tellus used a total cost assessment
framework, with a special focus on
cost inventory and quantifying less
tangible costs such as future waste
disposal costs and potential liabilities.
Project profitability turned out to be
closely associated with production capacity and flexibility. The analysis
provided financial scenarios that
served to assess the interactions between production planning and the
proposed industrial pollution prevention project.
The Tellus Institute, founded in
1976, is a nonprofit research and conMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995
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The book can be ordered from the
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, Order Dept., 277 Wellington Street West, Toronto, Ontario
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sulting organization that performs
studies of resources and the environ.
ment. Tellus currently is working with
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency to assess the status of corporate managerial accounting and capital
budgeting practices in relation to pollution prevention investments. Survey
results from more than 900 firms will
be available in early 1995.
The survey results (contact: Allen
White) and the newsletter can be ordered from Tellus, 11 Arlington St.,
Boston, MA 02116; (617) 266 -5400.

Another interesting note about current interest in environmental concerns: At a recent Cost Management
Congress in Orlando, Fla., none of the
speakers mentioned regulatory compliance /environmental cost management, but H. Thomas Johnson said in
his final remarks that the challenge of
the future for managerial cost accounting will be dealing with environmental/sustainability issues.
Julian M. Freedman, CMA, CPA,
CPIM, is director, IMA research.
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715.346-2728. AA/EO Employer.

CREATE THE SECURrIY OF
YOUR OWN PRACTICE

F- O- R- T-U-N -E Personnel
Consultants of Columbia, Inc.
P.O. Box 23728, Dept. MA
Columbia, SC 29224
Our client companies
pay our fees.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
HOW TO GAIN FINANCIAL
FREEDOM FOR ONLY $9.95
MAIL TO: 2472 BROADWAY
#322 NEW YORK, NY 10025

SOFTWARE

We provide extensive training in
marketing, client processing and
practice management systems.
Plus unique, proprietary client
write -up software and network of
experienced colleagues.
SPECIAL OFFER
Fifty appointments with prospective clients to help you get established. Financing available.
COMPREHENSIVES
The Accounting Network
1- 800.323 -9000

FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING
EDUCATION PROFESSIONAL
Experienced workshop developer /facilitator needed to manage the Best Practices Workshop program for the Continuous Improvement Center of
the Institute of Management Accountants.
Must be an experienced management accountant,
CMA preferred, ideally with a background that includes involvement in reengineering, benchmark ing, or TQM activities.
Excellent opportunity to be associated with IMA's
fastest growing area.
Please send resume with salary history to:
Director, Human Resources
Institute of Management Accountants
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ 07645
70

ABC /ABM SOFTWARE
ActivityAnalyzerTM for Windows.
Integrated activity, process and
product costing for manufacturing and service industries. Lets
you create processes, activities,
cost drivers, performance measures and attributes for multidimensional activity and process
analysis.
Lead Software, Inc.
158 Greenfield Drive
Bloomingdale, IL 60108
(708) 351 -5155

Corporate
Photography
• Executive portraiture
• On -site photography
• Product photography
• Illustrative photography
• Industrial photography
for
Advertising
Annual reports
Trade shows
Trade publications
In -house publications
Archives
Public Relations
As seen monthly on the cover of
Managg.MCpj Accounting Magazine

Corporate Photography Direct

(212) 242 -2000
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1995

READER
SERVICE
CARD N0. ADVERTISERS'INDEX
11
9
24
22

4
2
5
12
7
19

16
8
3
1
6
10
14

ABC Technologies Inc.
Accountants On Call
Armstrong Laing Inc.
Axtell
Canadian Productivity
Network
CCH
CMA Program
Computer Associates
Corporate Photography
Direct
Decision Support
Technology Inc.
Fuziware
IBCFP
ICMS
IMA Annual Conference
IMA Insurance Programs
IMA Seminar
Lambers
Malibu
Management Accounting
Merrill Lynch
MicroMash
Padgett
Robert Half
Sapling NetProphet II
Sapling /IMA
Security Pacific
SoftEx Accounting
and Finance
Solutions

Rates: $4.00 per word - 15 word minimum.
Advertising copy over 50 words is charged at
display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers count as one word
each. All classified advertising must be prepaid. Noncommisslonable.

Closing Date:Deadline for copy is 45 days
preceding month of publication.

MANAGEMEWACCOUNnNG /JANUARY 1995

PACE

39
11
68

44A
7
19

C -2 & 1
70
67
5
63
65
15
49
17
18
61
C-3
33
70
C-4
13
69

20A
47

Reach hundreds
of thousands of
corporate
accountants with
your product or
service.
Callouradvertisingrepresentatives:
PeterMcGrathorJimHart
ManagementAccounting
10ParagonDrive,
Montvale,NJ07645-1760
Tel:1-800-638-4427;
FAX#(201)573-0639

Copy: All advertising must be submitted in
typewritten, double- spaced form. No telephone orders accepted. Copy may be faxed
to Alice Schulman at (201) 573 -0639.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to
accept or reject advertisements for MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®Classified.

Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must accompany each order. Mail copy to Alice
Schulman, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING0
10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 076451760. Tel. 1- 800 - 638.4427 Ext. 280.
Display Classified: One - twelfth page (15/8" x 3-1/4") is available at $822.
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Fax

SURVEY.

WHAT ARE YOU READING?
The editors of Management Accounting carefully plan every issue of the magazine
to attract the maximum readership. To make sure we are staying on target, we'd
like your input. By returning this fax survey you can help us plan future issues.
What topics interest you? What types of articles would you like to see in your magazine? Please respond as completely as possible.
1. In the last six months I read or scanned the following articles:
❑ ❑Turnarounds:❑Lessons❑for❑the❑Management❑Accountant
❑ ❑An❑Accounting❑Checklist❑for❑Plant❑Closings
❑ ❑Reengineering❑Payables❑at❑ITT❑Automotive
❑ ❑Understanding❑Client/Server❑Computing
❑ ❑Measuring❑the❑Cost❑of❑Investment❑in❑Quality❑Equipment
❑ ❑Tapping❑the❑Power❑of❑the❑PC❑at❑General❑Mills
❑ ❑What❑Corporate❑America❑Wants❑in❑Entry❑-Level❑Accountants
❑ ❑Jumping❑the❑Growth❑Threshold❑Through❑Activity❑-Based❑Cost❑Management
❑ ❑Collier-❑Jackson❑Shifts❑Its❑Vision
❑ ❑Shedding❑the❑Bean❑Counter❑Image
❑ ❑W ho's❑in❑Charge:❑CIO❑or❑CFO?
❑ ❑Peter❑Drucker❑on❑Japan
❑ ❑Small❑Business❑Controller
❑ ❑Choosing❑a❑Qualified❑Retirement❑Plan
❑ ❑Beyond❑ABC:❑Target❑Costing❑for❑Profit❑Enhancement
❑ ❑Tax❑Planning❑after❑OBRA❑'93
❑ ❑The❑Limited❑Liability❑Company:❑An❑Idea❑Whose❑Time❑Has❑Come
❑ ❑Setting❑the❑Right❑Transfer❑Price
❑ ❑Other❑article(s)❑I❑liked
2. 1 would like to see more articles on topics checked below:
❑ ❑ABC

CFOs, Controllers

❑ ❑Budgeting

Reengineering
Return on investment

❑ ❑Client/server❑and❑other
technology advances
❑ ❑Controllership❑issues
❑ ❑Environmental❑accounting❑issues
❑ ❑Ethics
❑ ❑Financial❑reporting

❑ ❑Transfer❑pricing

❑ ❑Government❑accounting

❑ ❑Treasury❑management

❑ ❑Internal❑control

❑ ❑Women❑in❑accounting

❑ ❑Inventory❑management
❑ ❑Just❑-in❑-time

❑ ❑Other❑(Please❑list)

❑ ❑Pensions
❑ ❑Performance❑measurement
72

Selecting accounting software
❑ ❑Spreadsheet❑techniques
and software
❑ ❑Taxes
❑ ❑Total❑quality❑management

❑ ❑Multinational❑accounting

Which best describes your
functional area? (Check one only)
❑ ❑Accounting❑/finance
❑ ❑Marketing❑/sales
❑ ❑Administration❑/nonfinancial
❑ ❑Other
2. What classification best
describes your organzation?
(Check one only)
❑ ❑Financial❑services
❑ ❑Nonfinancial❑services
❑ ❑Manufacturing
❑ ❑Retailing
❑ ❑Education
❑ ❑Government/nonprofit
❑ ❑Other
3. Which best describes lour firm's
annual revenues? (Check one
only)
❑ ❑Under❑$5❑million
❑ ❑$5❑million❑to❑$100❑million
❑ ❑$101❑million❑to❑$1❑billion
❑ ❑Over❑$1❑billion
4. Name
Title
Address

Phone number:

-J Profiles of outstanding

❑ ❑Benchmarking
❑ ❑Career❑issues

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA (optional)

Fax number:

This Fax Survey may be photocopied.

FAXTO:
(201 ) 573 -0639
Or, mail to:

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
ATTN: FAX SURVEY
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ +37645

PLEASERESPONDBY
FEBRUARY 10, 1995
MANAUMENTACCOUNTING/JANUARY 1995
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is

IT)SFREE,.
and Its Right
on the Money
When it comes to hiring, salary data is a
zritical part of the overall picture.
That's why you'll appreciate the 1995
Robert Har and Accountemps® Salary Guide.

The publication, which thousands of companies rely up on for the most accurate
information, provides a comprehensive
overview of salaries for key accounting,
finance, information technology and banking positions.
Plus, new this year, the Guide details
regional hiring conditions — with
specific information on what skills are
hard to find, which industries are hiring
and local factors impacting salaries in
your region.
To obtain this FREE Salary Guide,
call your local Robert Halfand
Accountemps office at 1 -800- 803 - 8367.
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The World's Leader in Specialized FinancialStaffingSince 1948
01994 Robert Half International Inc. M Equal Opportunity Employer.
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